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During the nine months between becoming the 19th president of Rhodes College in July 1999 and his inauguration in April 2000, Bill Troutt established a solid reputation as “listener in chief.”

His approach was to take time to listen to people—faculty, staff, students, parents and alumni—all the while envisioning the college’s future. He began those conversations with the question, “How can we make Rhodes the best it can be?” He was on the way to leading an already excellent institution to one that would become extraordinary.

During Troutt’s “listening tour,” themes began to emerge:

- Faculty and staff members wished for more time to mentor students.
- The student services division aspired to expand residential programming.
- Everyone acknowledged the need to recruit and retain outstanding faculty by providing them the resources needed for happy and productive professional lives.
- There was an equally widespread call for curricular revision.
- The need for a new library was high on the wish list, but it didn’t stop there. The faculty requested that the college stay up-to-date with resources for both traditional learning and technology support.
Many felt that the college should interact more with the Memphis community.

The development of more opportunities for study abroad was another priority, along with increasing the diversity of the campus population. As one community member phrased it, “It is vital to a liberal arts education that students be exposed to a broad range of ideas and cultures.”

In his inauguration speech, Troutt articulated his conclusions and goals gathered from those listening tours in what he called “Ten Steps Forward To Advance Rhodes.” Several months later, 10 planning initiative committees were formed, each chaired by a faculty member, to make recommendations on how to achieve the 10 steps outlined in his inaugural address.

From those groups emerged the Rhodes Vision, a statement of the college’s mission along with four “strategic imperatives” on how Rhodes would achieve its goals. Adopted in 2003 by the Board of Trustees, the Rhodes Vision set the tone for what has come to be a defining decade in the college’s history.

The Rhodes Vision
Rhodes College aspires to graduate students with a lifelong passion for learning, a compassion for others and the ability to translate academic study and personal concern into effective leadership and action in their communities and the world. We will achieve our aspiration through four strategic imperatives:

Student Access
To attract and retain a talented, diverse student body and engage these students in a challenging, inclusive and culturally-broadening college experience

Student Learning
To ensure our faculty and staff have the talent, the time and the resources to inspire and involve our students in meaningful study, research and service

Student Engagement
To enhance student opportunities for learning in Memphis

Student Inspiration
To provide a residential place of learning that inspires integrity and high achievement through its beauty, its emphasis on values, its Presbyterian history and its heritage as a leader in the liberal arts and sciences

Working Together
For Bill Troutt, it’s always been about Rhodes community members working together, with the college benefiting from their solid interactions with one another, with Memphis and the world, all centered on a beautiful campus that inspires everyone to strive for excellence in all they do.

For openers, in 2001, students were greeted with a totally renovated Stewart Hall and brand-new East Village, an apartment-style residence hall for juniors and seniors. In 2005, after three years in the making, the college celebrated the opening of the Paul Barret Jr. Library, a state-of-the-art facility made possible by a $35 million bequest of Paul Barret Jr. ’46. It was the largest gift in the college’s history. In ensuing years, McCoy Theatre doubled its size, thanks to funding from the McCoy Foundation, a new outdoor track was installed, the Lynx Lair in the Bryan Campus Life Center was redesigned and Burrow Hall became the place where students could conduct the business of being a student.

Across the board, representative members of the entire Rhodes community, including students, were involved in each project.

Says Allen Boone ’71, vice president for Finance and Business Affairs:
“Students were involved in focus groups on products/merchandise for the bookstore. They also served on the steering committee for the creation of the new Campus Master Plan, were involved in selecting furniture for Barret Library (in addition to the development of...
the program requirements for the building—study rooms, coffee shop, etc.) and gave input on classroom furniture during the production of the Academic Space Plan. Students were also extensively involved in the production of the Residential Master Plan, the results of which led to the construction of East Village and the Stewart Hall renovation, and improvements to various social spaces and other general residence hall improvements such as improved laundry facilities and reduced density.”

In another matter, one student, who knew Troutt would listen to her, literally took things into her own hands. While the president and the Athletics Department staff were very much aware that the outdoor running track was in a state of disrepair, runner Amy Paine ’03, with a piece of the damaged track in hand, visited with Troutt to discuss the situation. Her graphic demonstration was greatly appreciated, and the track was completed the following fall.

There’s more. When several students wanted to renovate the Lair, they organized, sought the help of

A Decade of Learning Opportunities

Academically, and in terms of service, the world has opened up to Rhodes students in the last decade. Some of the programs include:

- **Rhodes CARES** (Center for Academic Research and Education through Service), funded by a grant from the Robert and Ruby Fridd Charitable Trust, strengthens undergraduate research and service tied to scholarship. It encompasses programs such as:
  - *Rhodes Institute for Regional Studies:* A summer research opportunity in Memphis and the Mid-South
  - *Rhodes St. Jude Summer Plus research program:* An intensive research program pairing Rhodes students with St. Jude researchers
  - *Rhodes/UT:* An intensive research program pairing Rhodes students with University of Tennessee neuroscience researchers.
  - *CODA:* Center for Outreach in the Development of the Arts, providing fellowships for students to become advocates for the arts in the community
  - *Summer Service:* A nine-week summer program that offers Rhodes students the opportunity to tackle a significant community project
  - *Bonner:* A program that supports the development of leadership and service within a liberal arts education
  - *Rhodes Learning Corridor:* Partnerships with the neighborhoods adjacent to campus, four nearby public schools and other neighboring community and educational organizations to provide learning opportunities for Rhodes students and extend these opportunities beyond the classroom and into the immediate community
  - *InMotion:* The InMotion Musculoskeletal Institute is a nonprofit orthopedic laboratory located in the Memphis Medical Center District. InMotion currently offers one research fellowship for a Rhodes undergraduate
  - *Rhodes Student Travel Fund:* To facilitate student travel to present research or creative activity at professional meetings
staff members and alumni, thought the process through and achieved their goals. Says Andy Greer ’07: “Before attending Rhodes, I was certain I would learn from outstanding faculty. I never dreamed that staff would have such a significant impact on my education. For me, I found that it was the two intersecting that enhanced my Rhodes experience.”

**Student Support**

Of primary importance, of course, is what goes on— and outside—all those spaces. The answer is: plenty. Rhodes students are benefiting from initiatives born in the last decade.

In the sciences, there are opportunities to do one-on-one research with a faculty mentor on campus, or at one of Memphis’ renowned medical facilities.

In the humanities, students can do graduate-level research at the summer Institute for Regional Studies and receive a stipend for their work, or be a CODA fellow, advocating for the arts throughout the city and receive tuition for their efforts. The Mike Curb

---

- **The Jack H. Taylor Fellowship in Physics:** Given by Charles ’65 and Patricia Robertson to fund study and research by an outstanding student, in honor of the professor emeritus of Physics, a 1944 Rhodes graduate
- **Spence L. Wilson Service Scholarship Program**
- **Wilson Family Foundation Service Scholarship**
- **SunTrust Scholarship**
- **The Michaelcheck Endowment Fund,** Bill ’69 and Pam Michaelcheck to support student learning
- **The McNeill Family Scholarship Fund,** Mabel and Phil McNeill
- **The L. Palmer Brown III Service Fellowship,** Axon Brown and Bryan Morgan
- Rhodes was named a **Watson Foundation school** in 2002; each year, Rhodes seniors are invited to compete with other selected students around the country for a Watson Fellowship to study anywhere in the world for a year after graduation.
- Michael Lamb ’04 was named the college’s seventh Rhodes Scholar.
- The college’s first Luce Scholarship was awarded to Aaron Creek ’07, one of 15 new U.S. graduates to study in Asia for a year.
- The Buckman Center for International Education was established by the family of Robert H. Buckman to place students in study and work settings abroad.
- The Vanderbilt-Rhodes Academic Partnership was forged for student and faculty interchange.
- Rhodes and George Washington University School of Medicine and Health Sciences entered an early selection program for Rhodes students.
- The Mike Curb Institute for Music was established for study of the music and culture of the region.
- An interdisciplinary Environmental Studies minor was funded by a Mellon Foundation grant.
- Academic career advising came into being, with Alan Jaslow, Biology, as director of health professions; and Mike La Rosa, History, and Judith Haas, English, advising students on graduate school fellowships.
- A major revision of the curriculum called the Foundations Curriculum, an outcomes-based program of study, the product of a faculty-student committee, took effect in 2007.
- The Rhodes Student Associate Program was formed, providing students mentored, professional work experience on campus.
- Rhodes Fellowships were established, a mentored academic program for students to combine classroom knowledge with paid, real-world experiences in learning environments on campus and throughout Memphis and the world.
- The college’s student-centered goal is reaping dividends. Admissions applications have doubled and the size of the student body has increased.
Institute for Music offers research opportunities for faculty and students who are interested in studying and experiencing the cultural history of the region.

Other research opportunities abound, and the college continues to seek ways to enhance the learning experience through study abroad, academic fellowships and internships. There are service fellowships as well, along with plenty of ways to volunteer in nearby public schools, neighborhoods and all over Memphis.

Says Bill Evans, director and CEO of St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, “It has been remarkable working with President Troutt to develop partnerships between Rhodes and St. Jude. This has created ‘real world’ educational experiences for Rhodes students and on many occasions piqued their interest in medicine and

A Decade of Faculty Support

Several endowed chairs and professorships have been established in the last 10 years, including:

- The Spence L. Wilson Distinguished Chair in Humanities
- The James T. and Valeria B. Robertson Chair in Biological Sciences, established by Dr. James Robertson ’53 to support faculty teaching and research
- The Fulmer Chair in Political Science, established by Nancy ’51 and Arthur Fulmer
- The Dr. Iris Annette Pearce Shakespeare Endowment, an interdisciplinary gift established by Dr. Iris Pearce ’42 to support lectures by visiting scholars, classes offered by actors and directors in residence, conferences, workshops and performances as well as research by faculty
- The Martin-Kragh Faculty Development Fund for Biology and Chemistry, established by parents Steve and Nancy Martin in hope of perpetuating the close learning and working relationship their son Stuart ’08 had working in the laboratory of chemistry professor Loretta Jackson-Hayes.
- The Virginia Ballou McGehee Chair in Muslim-Christian Relations supports a distinguished faculty member’s research and course development as well as the work of a student research assistant.
- The Plough Foundation has endowed a chair in Urban Studies to strengthen public education, early childhood development, crime prevention, health care and economic development in Shelby County.

In addition, The Spence Wilson International Travel Fund, established by the Kemmons Wilson Family Foundation in honor of Rhodes’ longtime trustee and board chairman, enables faculty to travel and conduct research outside the U.S.

Also in support of faculty, The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation provided a grant to support faculty in all stages of their careers to grow professionally.

Dr. John Gladney ’74 endowed The Jameson M. Jones Outstanding Faculty Service Award, named in honor of the former dean of the college, a 1934 Rhodes graduate, to continue the tradition of honoring faculty service at Opening Convocation every year.

The Environmental Studies program was established with a major grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, expanding the interdisciplinary Environmental Science minor and positioning Rhodes as a leader in the national conversation on the environment.
science. Having these incredible students working at St. Jude has also enriched our environment and helped advance our mission. It has been a big win for everyone involved.”

Faculty Support

One of Troutt’s goals—to strengthen the faculty and the academic program—has led to increased opportunities and support. For example, Rhodes has been able to recruit excellent faculty during the current economic downturn; while many colleges and universities were experiencing hiring freezes, Rhodes took advantage of the situation to hire a significant number of outstanding teachers/scholars to enhance both our academic community and program.

The college has established several endowed chairs and professorships that allow professors to expand research activities, often including projects that involve students.

The Spence Wilson International Travel Fund, established by the Kemmons Wilson Family Foundation in honor of Rhodes’ longtime trustee and board chairman, enables faculty to conduct research outside the U.S., collaborate with colleagues throughout the world, travel to retool or expand the curriculum, present papers at international conferences and take students abroad. Faculty who teach the Search or Life interdisciplinary curricula have greatly benefited from trips to Italy and Israel to experience those countries’ historic cultures firsthand.

Says Darlene Loprete, the James H. Daughdrill Jr. Professor of the Natural Sciences, “I know from serving on the Faculty Governance Committee that the president is sensitive to the needs of the faculty. Also during his tenure, he’s done a lot to foster undergraduate research. Student-faculty research is a tremendous advantage for students to learn and to see what opportunities are available to them outside the classroom, both on and off campus. Everyone has benefited from it.”

Trustee involvement

It was a propitious time in April 2000 when Bill Troutt was inaugurated president of Rhodes, for the next day, Memphian Spence Wilson, a Vanderbilt graduate, was elected chairman of the Board of Trustees. The goal of both men was the same—to lead an already excellent institution to become one that would be extraordinary. Through the years, several alumni have joined the board, reinforcing that goal. When Wilson stepped down from the chairmanship in July, New Yorker Bill Michaelcheck ’69 was named to head the group. He is the first alumnus to have done so.

That mutual support, understanding and hard work on everyone’s part have been responsible for the college’s many accomplishments of the past decade.

For a January 2001 board retreat, members of the board journeyed to Pomona College, where they met with that institution’s community for dialogue related to the theme “Understanding the Essence of a Liberal Arts Education.” As a result, the Rhodes trustees began discussions related to Rhodes’ strengths and distinctive characteristics.

Another board retreat was held a year later at Orange Lake, FL, hosted by Spence Wilson. For the first time ever, faculty were invited. There, faculty members shared their work on Planning Initiative Committees. At the May board meeting, their recommendations translated into the Rhodes Vision with its four strategic imperatives. The board adopted the vision at its January 2003 meeting and spent subsequent years addressing each of the imperatives and how the college could
achieve them.

Says Spence Wilson, president of Kemmons Wilson Inc. and longtime Board of Trustees chair, “Bill Troutt is an outstanding leader. His immense contributions to Rhodes began at his inauguration when he articulated 10 college-wide initiatives that set the college on a path of creativity and great success. His knowledge of higher education and his innate insights have enabled our board to achieve the highest levels in trustee governance. His ability to move fluidly among all of the college’s constituencies has earned him their confidence; and, as a result, our institution is stronger than ever. I continue to marvel at Bill’s capabilities and his wisdom.”

**Down to Earth**

The Rhodes Vision, for all its lofty ideals, is also practical. A passion for careful preparation dominates the administration’s approach to the future.

In 1925, Charles Diehl referred to the move to Memphis as “the chance of a lifetime.” President Troutt believes he received a similar chance.

“This opportunity to reaffirm the values of Southwestern, to build on a tradition of academic excellence, to work with some of the finest professionals in the country—who would not feel blessed in my position?” he says. “This college and its people make me very proud.”

---

**1999**

**THE TROUTT YEARS**

- March—William E. Troutt named 19th president of Rhodes
- August—President Troutt begins listening tour
- April—President Troutt, inaugurated at Idlewild Presbyterian Church, articulates 10 initiatives for Rhodes
- Plans announced for $15.5 million East Village residence hall construction, Stewart Hall renovation and conservatory room in Voorhies-Townsend-Trezevant quad
- Rhodes invited to join Mellon Foundation collaborative for faculty career enhancement
- President Troutt named chairman of the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities

**2000**

- Trustees hold a retreat at Pomona College in California, begin discussions related to Rhodes’ strengths and distinctive characteristics
- A $35 million bequest from Paul Barret Jr. '46 for a new state-of-the-art library is announced
- Rhodes St. Jude Summer Plus Program established
- President Troutt named chairman of the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities

---

**2001**

- Ten Planning Initiative Committees, based on 10 steps to advance Rhodes, are formed to make recommendations to achieve the 10 steps outlined in President Troutt’s inaugural address; each committee is chaired by a member of the faculty
Off and on Campus

A nationally-recognized and well-connected academic leader, Bill Troutt moves easily among the movers and shakers of government and higher education, while remaining focused on all tasks at hand.

Before coming to Rhodes, Troutt had served as Belmont University’s president for the previous 17 years. In 1997-98, he chaired the National Commission on the Cost of Higher Education, an 11-member panel of the nation’s top educators, authorized by Congress.

As president of Rhodes, in 2000 he was elected chairman of the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, and in 2003 was named...

2002

- Robert and Ruby Priddy Charitable Trust grants $6 million to the college, creating Rhodes CARES (Center for Academic Research and Education through Service)
- The first trustee/faculty retreat, hosted by board chair Spence Wilson, is held in Orange Lake, FL
- Paul Barret Jr. Library groundbreaking Dec. 12
- With a Mellon Foundation Grant, Rhodes and Furman University partner to study long-term faculty career development and faculty support
- Profs. John Kaltner (Religious Studies) and Michael LaRosa (History) are awarded Fulbright grants
- Rhodes named a Watson Foundation school with first Watson Fellow, Jena Balton ’02
- The Memphis Connection begins, an immersion in Memphis culture for incoming students

2003

- Board of Trustees adopts the Rhodes Vision and four strategic imperatives
- The Buckman Center for International Education established
- President Troutt named chairman of American Council on Education
- Rhodes receives federal Department of Education grant establishing the Rhodes Learning Corridor
- Vanderbilt-Rhodes Academic Partnership established
- Institute for Regional Studies begins,
- Rhodes included in college guidebook, Colleges of Distinction
- Mobile/Gulf Coast Chapter established

2004

- Summer Service Fellows program begins
- Michael Lamb ’04 named Rhodes Scholar
- Sunita Arora ’05 selected a Truman Scholar
- Mathematics professor Eric Gottlieb named a Fulbright Scholar
- Rhodes Student Associate Program begins with grants from the Mellon Foundation and the Lumina Foundation
- A Getty Trust grant enables Rhodes to study the adaptive re-use of several campus buildings and expand its listings in the national Register of Historic Places
- Atlanta Chapter established
chairman of the American Council on Education. In 2005, Troutt was named to the Commission on the Abraham Lincoln Study Abroad Fellowship Program, a 16-member group of academics, national and state elected officials, consultants and business representatives concerned with expanding study abroad opportunities for U.S. college and university students. In addition, he has testified before the U.S. Senate Governmental Affairs Committee on the rising cost of college tuition and the effectiveness of government financial aid.

Serious matters, to be sure, but as with all endeavors, the president of Rhodes undertakes them with equanimity. Down-to-earth, good-humored and 2005

- The state-of-the-art Paul Barret Jr. Library opens
- CODA, the Center for Outreach in the Development of the Arts, established with funding from the Robert and Ruby Priddy Charitable Trust
- Rhodes one of 13 U.S. colleges to receive HUD Community Outreach Partnership Center grants to partner with and improve the adjacent neighborhood
- President Troutt named to the Commission on the Abraham Lincoln Study Abroad Fellowship Program
- Rhodes joins the Consortium of Liberal Arts Colleges to explore and promote the use of information technology in the liberal arts
- Board of Trustees adopts Commitment to Achieving Our Aim
- Washington, DC, Arkansas, Memphis, Nashville, North Texas and Birmingham Chapters established

2006

- The Mike Curb Family Foundation establishes the Mike Curb Institute for Music at Rhodes
- The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching announces that Rhodes has met its standards for both its Curricular Engagement and Outreach and Partnerships, a prestigious classification
- College receives a National Leadership grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services for Crossroads to Freedom, the digital archive of the Memphis-area civil rights movement
- McCoy Theatre doubles its size with a grant from the McCoy Foundation
- Rhodes receives a $1 million congressionally-directed grant to begin a NASA Stars Program to enhance the sciences in neighboring Memphis City Schools
- Rhodes first named to President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll; Rhodes again named in 2008
- First Rhodes science students successfully complete in-flight experiment in 0-gravity at NASA’s Microgravity University
- Campus recycling program begins, a student-faculty-staff effort
- Houston, Chicago, New York and St. Louis Chapters established
practically a model for the bow-tie industry, he is as accessible to students and staff as he is to any senator. He loves meeting new and prospective students and their families, entertaining new students at his home in the fall with a barbecue complete with Elvis impersonator, even performing in All-Sing. In the office, he distributes candy door-to-door on Halloween and beads at Mardi Gras, and throws a mean first pitch at Rhodes home openers. Whether lecturing to a class on leadership, joining a student Habitat build, meeting with faculty and alumni, Bill Troutt can be expected to turn up just about anywhere. 11

2007

- The Foundations Curriculum begins
- Rhodes receives National Endowment for the Arts grant to support the Big Read in Memphis
- College officially “adopts” Memphis’ Central High School, Cypress Middle and Springdale Elementary schools, joining Snowden School
- Aaron Creek ’07 is the college’s first Luce Scholar, provided by the Henry Luce Foundation
- Rhodes enters an early selection program with The George Washington University School of Medicine and Health Sciences
- Souper Contact, Rhodes’ student-run soup kitchen, wins the Youth in Philanthropy Award from the Association of Fund Raising Professionals
- Renovated Lynx Lair opens, the result of student-staff planning
- Trustees unanimously approve new bylaws for trustee governance
- Trustees formally adopt a goal for the Campaign for Rhodes, the largest financial goal in college history
- New Orleans Chapter established

2008

- An Andrew W. Mellon Foundation grant enables Rhodes to expand its Environmental Science program to Environmental Studies
- Trustees hold a retreat in New Orleans to continue work on leveraging strengths and maximizing assets of the college
- Chronicle of Higher Education cites Rhodes as “a great college to work for”
- Second team of science students successfully completes microgravity experiment at NASA
- New England Chapter established

2009

- Burrow Hall, formerly Burrow Library from 1953-2005, re-opens as the Center for Student Opportunity
- Crossroads to Freedom recognized as a model by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
- President Troutt receives the Distinguished Alumnus Award from Vanderbilt University’s Peabody College and delivers the commencement address
- The Rhodes Chapter of the Bay Area (greater San Francisco) established
It Costs How Much?

By Martha Hunter Shepard ‘66

What does it cost to be a student at Rhodes these days—really cost?

Definitely not the $200 students paid in 1925-26, the college’s first year in Memphis.

Not even this year’s advertised tuition price of $33,400.

The true cost to provide a Rhodes education is approximately $50,000 per student.

So who pays the difference between the actual cost and the tuition charge? And who pays for the financial aid that most students require?

Mostly, you. The money you give to the Annual Fund, plus income generated from the endowment, including endowed scholarships/fellowships, along with student financial assistance from the federal government (Pell grants, work-study) make it possible for Rhodes students to attend classes. All education costs are subsidized. In higher education, that’s the way it’s always worked.

In the higher education business model, our primary purpose is to invest in our product—well-educated students. In addition, Rhodes’ goal is to meet 100% of qualified students’ demonstrated financial need. We’re making progress in that area, but financial gaps for our students still exist. It’s an expensive proposition, but one to ensure the best and brightest get a shot at the best liberal arts education around.

As the Rhodes Vision states, “We aspire to graduate students with a lifelong passion for learning, a compassion for others and the ability to translate academic study and personal concern into effective leadership and action in their communities and the world.”

You can’t put a price tag on that, but you have to start somewhere.

Where the money comes from is a good place to begin.

• In 2008-09, Rhodes’ gross income budget was $76.8 million (see Income Budget chart).

• Tuition, fees, room and board accounted for $61.6 million of it.

• The allocation from the endowment fund provided $11.5 million.

• Gifts to the Annual Fund provided $2.6 million; miscellaneous income $1.1 million.

Where and how the money goes is carefully appropriated. Last year, after allocating approximately $20 million for financial aid, Rhodes was left to work with $57 million of its $77 million gross operating budget (see Expense Budget chart).

The endowment and the role it plays in providing financial aid is all-important, especially in the current economic climate.

In June 2008, Rhodes’ endowment was valued at $282 million.
In February 2009, it had dropped to $212 million.
The college ended its fiscal year in June with an endowment value of approximately $230 million, down about 18% from the previous year. That’s a significant reduction, but Rhodes fared much better than a number of institutions where losses have exceeded 30% or more.

While the endowment value is slowly on the way back up, for now, the college can’t count on it rebounding to pre-downturn levels anytime soon. According to Allen Boone ’71, Rhodes’ vice president for Finance and Business Affairs, the college is in for some belt-tightening.

“Last year’s negative investment performance will affect endowment support to the operating budget. Even if there’s an economic recovery, Rhodes will be facing fiscal pressures for at least the next three to five years,” says Boone. “That means that since endowment investment growth is subject to market conditions that are largely beyond our control, increased support for Rhodes will go far in helping close the gap.”

Nor can Rhodes count on a full enrollment of 1,600 students and the tuition they contribute to the operating budget.

Says Boone, “The college is highly dependent on tuition for the majority of its operating income, so any volatility in enrollment magnifies the effect on operating budget revenues.”

In other words, if 25 current students are unable to return in the fall because of personal financial constraints, or if Rhodes doesn’t meet its goals for the number of entering students, the college’s proposed operating budget suffers.

The good news is that, thanks to the professional staff and the Board of Trustees, Rhodes’ finances are carefully managed:

• We balance the budget (this is the 36th year in a row we’ve done it).
• We allocate it efficiently (we look to the future, we carefully plan where every dollar goes and we stick to it).
• We run a tight ship with a smart, minimal staff (we employ a little more than half the staff comparable colleges do).
• Standard & Poor’s has assigned our underlying bond rating as A+.
• We have a considerably lower debt burden than most comparable institutions.

Rhodes has always been a good investment—now more than ever. Says Boone, “While we’re able to absorb the financial shocks now, it’ll be tight for the next few years and we are even more dependent on philanthropic support. The longer the downturn lasts, the harder the fiscal choices will be.”

It still takes a village to make it work. It always has. Throughout the college’s history, donors have helped subsidize every single alum’s Rhodes education. A great deal of it has been, and is, anonymous—do you know who gave how much to subsidize your education?

Yet when it comes to giving, many people think their individual gift doesn’t matter, that it would be too small or that the big gifts cover everything, so why bother?

The truth is, every gift—small, large or in between—matters because every gift is creative. All gifts come together to create financial aid, scholarships, faculty salaries and other critical programming. Fortunately for alumni and for today’s students, it’s the way it’s always worked.
Rhodes Welcomes New Board Chair

On July 1, 2009, Bill Michaelcheck ’69, became chairman of the Rhodes Board of Trustees, of which he has been a member for 19 years. The founder of New York-based Mariner Investments, Michaelcheck succeeds Spence Wilson, who has served on the board for 38 years and as chairman for nine. The college prizes both men’s unparalleled service—and longevity.

As an alum, a longtime trustee and a member of the board’s Finance Committee, what does Bill Michaelcheck consider the most pressing challenge facing Rhodes as it prepares to educate the next generation?

“Financial aid,” he answers. Being able to provide access to the students who really want to come to Rhodes but may not be able to afford it is critical to the college’s future, he explains. And doing so, he continues, will take a significantly larger endowment than Rhodes currently has.

“I think the college today wants the best student body, not the richest student body,” he says, noting that a diverse cross-section of students is a major goal. “But that is very expensive,” he says.

(The college’s ultimate goal is to provide 100% of a student’s financial need. Currently, Rhodes meets 84% of students’ need. According to college officials, fully funding the current aid budget and meeting the 100% of need would require an additional $345 million in scholarship endowment.)

“We compete with colleges like Middlebury and Williams, not to mention Emory, Vanderbilt and Davidson,” says Michaelcheck. “Most, if not all of these institutions have larger endowments per student and therefore more scholarships. It’s a real challenge.”

What’s more, Michaelcheck says, Rhodes must compete more vigorously with state institutions that offer “very special scholarships for the best students.”

“Right now we don’t have the money to do this. So we make compromises. Students have to take out giant loans. Some just can’t come,” he says.

Among the nation’s 50 top liberal arts colleges, Rhodes ranked 37th in endowment per student in 2008, according to U.S. News and World Report.

“While Rhodes has a nice endowment, we’re way down that list. If you compare Rhodes to some schools in the region, we look great. We have a beautiful campus and buildings. We balance the budget every year. But given our goals and objectives, we are certainly the poor relation in the liberal arts world among the colleges with which we compete.”

Throughout its history, Rhodes has outperformed its financial resources, notes Michaelcheck. “Rhodes has always been fighting above its weight class,” he claims.

In addition to providing access for worthy students to attend the college, an expanded endowment, notes Michaelcheck, would benefit the other major component in a top-tier education: faculty.

As Rhodes increases its emphasis on student-faculty undergraduate research, the costs escalate—for laboratories and facilities as well as faculty. “These experiences are very faculty intensive. If we expect our faculty to give the individualized attention that Rhodes is all about, we have to maintain a low student-faculty ratio. And to do that, we will have to have a relatively large group of faculty for our size.”

Another priority, he explains, is access to international study.

“I was lucky enough to spend a year abroad on a scholarship when I was at Rhodes,” he says. “In the world we’re in, our students need that global exposure to be well-rounded, truly educated students. In the future we’d like to be able to say that every Rhodes student gets at least one semester abroad.”

While Rhodes faces some steep challenges ahead, Michaelcheck believes the college will succeed.

“Rhodes is doing so many great things that people want to help it. People want to be affiliated with a winning team. If you’re going to give a scholarship or fellowship, if you’re going to build a building, you want it at a place that is doing great things, a place that you are proud of, that represents the values you have.”

“There are a lot of people out there who are proud to remember they went to Rhodes,” Michaelcheck emphasizes.

By all indications, Bill Michaelcheck heads the list.
Students value the close-knit community at Rhodes in part because it leads to opportunities to interact with professors one-on-one and embark upon research outside the classroom, wherever their interests may lie. The students whose stories unfold here have stretched their wings working on projects that appealed to their personal interests—projects that, in some cases, did not necessarily tie in to their major or primary courses of study. With the guidance of professors who trusted them and gave them plenty of room to work, these students have enriched their own Rhodes experience—in addition to the cultural knowledge of the community—in ways they never envisioned when they first arrived on campus.

Middle Eastern Fashionista

Natalija Kokoreva ’10 did not expect to become involved in a historical research project when she enrolled in a Middle Eastern dance class to fulfill a PE requirement her sophomore year. But in that class she met associate professor of Economics and Business Administration Dee Birnbaum, who introduced Kokoreva to her extensive collection of Middle Eastern clothing and jewelry.

“When she showed me her collection I was amazed—I just loved it!” Kokoreva says. “So I joined another student, Allister Wilton ’10, who was already working with Professor Birnbaum to help document and catalogue the various items in her collection.” That work led to an even bigger project the following year—Kokoreva helped organize a fashion exhibition of Professor Birnbaum’s collection for Rhodes students, faculty and the larger community.

“She does show bits and pieces of her collection to small groups every year, but nothing had been shown on this scale before,” Kokoreva says. “This is something you don’t see every day. The collection is truly valuable not just in monetary terms, but also in terms of the information it provides on the people of these areas. Certain details in the clothing and pieces serve as a sort of code that has meaning. The number of pendants in a necklace might signify if the wearer was married or had children, for example.”

A biology major, Kokoreva is also a CODA (Center for Outreach in the Development of the Arts) fellow, so working on Professor Birnbaum’s collection became her CODA senior project.

“I have loved it; I would not have done anything else,” she says. “Professor Birnbaum has been collecting for many years, and visiting her house is like walking through a museum. Learning about the cultures and roles of the peoples in these communities through these pieces of clothing and jewelry was extremely interesting, and it is amazing to me that this professor who is not [ethnically] part of the culture cares so much about preserving these people’s national treasures.”

Birnbaum says her collection got its start in 1974, when she was in Afghanistan and fell in love with the culture. “I had Hungarian grandparents who did handwork so I appreciated the embroidery, and there is symbolism in many of the pieces, with stories woven in about the people who are wearing the garments,” she says.
“Students learn a tremendous amount from doing this work and going through books to learn the hallmarks of the silver, or what certain symbols mean, or the patterns of the textiles. The details we learn about each piece enrich the cultural knowledge, so the culture makes more sense to us.”

Birnbaum adds that the clothing is interesting not only from an anthropological standpoint, but also because of the political implications.

“Each area has a certain way of dressing,” she explains. “So if people understood for instance that a group connected to the Taliban is dressing this particular way, that tells you something … and you can see how this knowledge could have a military application. Look at the clothing and you can see the regional differences.”

**Raider of the Lost Archives**

Nathan Corbitt ’11 is studying Greco-Roman history this semester as part of the Rhodes European Studies program, but it was through a project for the Geology Department that he ended up digging into the history of Rhodes itself.

“I was a research assistant for Professor Carol Eckstrom freshman year, and that led to an internship in the Rhodes College Archives involving the college’s Vanuxem fossil collection,” he explains.

The collection was acquired by William M. Stewart, president of the college, then located in Clarksville, TN, shortly after the death of noted geologist Lardner Vanuxem in 1848. It is one of the college’s oldest surviving teaching tools. But there were gaps in the history of the project, and while early published sources described the collection as numbering in the thousands, only a few hundred items remained.

“It didn’t make sense,” says Corbitt. “It was understood that a majority of specimens were lost during the Civil War, but some of our college catalogues through the 1920s were still listing the collection as very much alive and in existence.”

So Corbitt began sifting through a variety of historical sources, from early college catalogues to board minutes, insurance papers and presidential correspondence, and ended up finding a scrap of paper that referred to a fire, which likely damaged a portion of the collection.

“We turned up a lot of information, and by the end of the internship I had written a 40-page paper that fleshed out a lot of gaps in the collection,” he says. “It was a great experience, and Bill Short and Elizabeth Gates on
the library and archives staff were extremely helpful. I had had some experience with electronic databases, but I had never looked at an archive before, so I was kind of learning as I went.”

In the course of his research on the fossil collection, Corbitt unexpectedly uncovered another amazing find—the oldest record of a catalogue published by the college. “I was especially pleased to receive the photocopy of the college’s 1853 catalogue that Nathan obtained from an archive in Pennsylvania with the help of our Inter-Library Loan Librarian, Kenan Padgett,” says college archivist Elizabeth Gates. “It was very rewarding to work with Nathan, whose enthusiasm for finding answers to his questions about the history of the Vanuxem collection was contagious. The project was a good reminder for me that the college’s ‘analog’ records, which have been preserved since 1848, have an important role in a ‘digital’ research project. Using the leads he found in our archives, he searched online databases and was able to locate and often access digital materials that were not known to me. Even though we maintain the college’s paper records in archival-quality storage in an environmentally controlled vault, they are deteriorating. We are moving toward digitizing the archival records to ensure that our historical memory will continue to endure.”

While Corbitt admits that scientific history isn’t his particular area of interest, he nonetheless found his work on the Vanuxem research project thoroughly enjoyable. “It was an incredible experience to put what I was learning in my history classes into action—I applied the methods of research I was being taught at the time to tackle this problem. Looking at an unknown portion of history, you realize that even though you might not know the answer, you know the questions to ask.”

**Restoring Zion**

The Zion Cemetery restoration project was not a part of her coursework as an English major at Rhodes, but Catherine Lawson ’09 applied to work on it because it was of special interest to her. Lawson had already done some projects on the cultural history of Memphis and saw restoration of the oldest African-American cemetery in Memphis as a vital project.

“That’s the beauty of a liberal arts college—over four years I was able to be involved in all kinds of different fields,” she says. “I ended up doing a lot of preservation of the cemetery’s original ledger—creating a digital version by photographing pages and building an Excel database of the entries. I got to see the ledger actually being put up on a website we created, so for the first time families can type in the name of a relative and figure out where they are buried. It was really neat to see the tangible result of information I entered, and it's exciting to know that will be used.

“I worked with Professor Milton Moreland on the project, and he gave me a lot of freedom to take charge of my part of it,” she adds. “I think Rhodes’ low student-faculty ratio helps in being able to work on projects like this so closely. You have the benefit of building a close relationship and trust with faculty, instead of being micromanaged.”

According to Professor Moreland, Lawson’s work was extremely important to the success of the project. “This type of collaboration provides students like Catherine a project that they can call their own,” he says. “I oversaw her work and gave her ideas about what
Catherine Lawson ’09 at historic Zion Cemetery

needed to be accomplished, but she was responsible for getting the job done. She not only became connected to an important part of Memphis history, she helped to provide access to hundreds of people who are seeking information about the first major Memphis cemetery that was established for formerly enslaved people after the Civil War. She took ownership of the project, and while working with the IT team at Rhodes, she came up with creative ways to make the historical information available to the public.”

The Holocaust in the Here and Now

Since high school, religious studies major Zach Albert ’10 has been interested in Holocaust research and working with the Holocaust survivor community. “I’m from Texas, and my volunteer work with the Dallas Holocaust Museum kind of sparked my passion in Holocaust education,” he explains. “When I applied to Rhodes, I fell in love with the school and the Bonner Program, which I knew would give me the opportunity to continue my passion for service work in college.”

Albert began his very first semester at Rhodes in a Holocaust course with Professor Michelle Mattson. At the end of his sophomore year, he enrolled in the inaugural Holocaust Travel Seminar and spent two weeks visiting concentration camps and museums in Europe with other Rhodes students and his adviser professor Stephen Haynes.

“Needless to say, that was a very emotional, amazing two weeks,” says Albert. “All the things I’d been hearing and reading and studying, I got to see firsthand. But when the rest of the students went home after two weeks, I stayed.”

Albert went to Ostrava in the Czech Republic to help repair Jewish cemeteries that had been forgotten or destroyed by Nazis.

“It’s the third largest Czech town and it used to have an enormous Jewish population before the war; there are about 30 remaining today,” he says. “It’s a dying community, so any attempt to preserve it is worth it. For two months I worked with the cemetery groundskeeper, whose name is Peter. He would be speaking Czech and we couldn’t understand each other at all, but we shared this passion for the work we were doing.”

Although he entered Rhodes as a premed major, Albert says Holocaust studies is an area he definitely will pursue after graduation.

“I’ve basically taken every course Rhodes has to offer in that subject, while still doing the science courses. But after the Holocaust Maymester, this was almost a calling. I just felt like that’s where I needed to be, and that’s where I needed to help.”

Albert spent part of this summer in Washington, DC, doing research at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. His independent research as a J.R. Hyde Award recipient focuses on Jewish spiritual resistance during the Holocaust.

“I want to uncover relationships among the human soul and God that were formed or severed during this time,” he says. “I hope to use research compiled over the summer on my senior project. After college I would really love to pursue a degree in religious studies...
or Holocaust studies and teach. I’m inspired by the professors I went on Maymester with. I’m attending a Holocaust studies conference with Professor Haynes and Professor Mattson this fall to present a bit of the paper I’ve been working on.”

Albert adds with a laugh, “Not in million years did I think that in coming to a small, Presbyterian liberal arts college would I become even more committed to Jewish studies! I think it’s a real testament to the college and the professors I’ve studied with.”

According to Professor Haynes, Albert came to Rhodes with a unique set of interests and experiences related to the destruction of European Jewry during the Holocaust.

“He also came with a sense of duty to preserve and honor pre-war Jewish culture,” Haynes explains. “Zach was one of seven Rhodes students who enrolled in the seminar and he shared with me his bar mitzvah project of rescuing a Torah scroll that had been looted from the Czech village of Horovice. We decided that we would try to incorporate a visit to this village into our trip. We also set out to find the Jewish cemetery that Zach had heard about. Finding it and walking among the grave markers was a very poignant example of what the Holocaust has meant for Jewish life in many parts of Europe. For Zach and for the rest of us the excursion to Horovice and to the cemetery became a journey of discovery.”

Haynes sees Maymester experiences like the Holocaust Travel Seminar as unequaled opportunities for developing deeper academic and personal connections with students.

“The eight of us traveled, ate, read, discussed, questioned, laughed and cried together for two weeks,” he says. “This kind of experience not only supplements the curriculum by expanding students’ knowledge, it deepens their encounters with the history they’ve studied in the classroom. The conference in October, at which Zach and I will both be part of a panel dealing with the travel seminar concept, is symbolic of the way Zach has seized the opportunity to become a co-learner with me—a co-creator of the academic experience, if you will. This is one of the things that makes the residential liberal arts experience at Rhodes so special and so valuable.”

With successful projects like these becoming a hallmark of the Rhodes experience, it’s no surprise that students and faculty get excited about the chance to work on collaborative research projects. As Natalija Kokoreva explained it, getting to work one-on-one with a professor on a project of personal interest is simply what Rhodes is all about.

“You study your major but you get to do things you like,” she says. “It’s a special attribute of Rhodes that there are so many ways to collaborate with faculty, and that each one has a passion or interest they are more than willing to share with students.”

Professor Dee Birnbaum believes she understands why Rhodes stands out.

“I think at larger colleges and universities professors tend to keep their private lives sacrosanct. Here we’re much more open to sharing our interests with students. That aspect is special to Rhodes.”
Teaching and Learning

Returning from four years in the international arena,
Andrew Michta benefitted from both

By Daney Daniel Kepple

Early in his tenure at the George C. Marshall European Center for Security Studies, Andrew Michta learned to set firm rules for his classroom. His students in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany were very different from the respectful undergraduates he taught at Rhodes. There his classrooms were filled with ambassadors and generals who hailed from all over the planet. Not infrequently there were participants in the same room who had fought recently on different sides of a war.

Back at Rhodes after a four-year absence, Michta rattles off the classrooms basics at the Marshall Center:
• Whatever is said in the classroom stays here.
• Respect the person; attack the argument as vigorously as you like.
• Speak for yourself, not your government. I can read that on the Web site.

Even with all that, he occasionally had to call time out. “It was a highly charged atmosphere,” he says.

Michta had two titles at the center—Professor of National Security Studies, and Director of Studies for the Senior Executive Seminar, a program that he and his team created from the ground up. The program dealt with topics such as trans-Atlantic relations and terrorism recruitment. The American, French and German faculty often brought in high-ranking government officials to lecture.

In addition to teaching, Michta also did a great deal of outreach and policy consulting, all focused on security issues. He traveled extensively throughout Europe and Eurasia to destinations such as the European Institute for Security Studies in Paris and the European Parliament in Brussels. At the request of the U.S. government he presented a program on NATO membership requirements in Ukraine. Working with the Kennedy School at Harvard, he developed a curriculum for the Partnership for Peace Consortium Black Sea Working Group (NATO’s educational initiative for partner countries). He took students on field study trips to Washington, DC, and arranged briefings at the Pentagon, Supreme Court, State Department, Department of Homeland Security and Congress to demonstrate the U.S. security process. He kept up a frantic pace, with days beginning at 4:30 a.m. and lasting until 9 or 10 at night.

His private life was much more serene. He lived in a Bavarian cottage overlooking the mountains with his wife Cristina, daughter Chelsea and dog Sunnie. Garmisch compares favorably with Aspen, CO, he says. The family enjoyed cross-country skiing to the next village for dinner, and mountain climbing and hikes in the spring, summer and fall. Chelsea attended the Munich International School (MIS) in Starnberg and graduated with an International Baccalaureate high school diploma in spring 2009. As a varsity swimmer for MIS she competed in Europe and the Middle East. She was also very involved in the Model UN program, but her biggest accomplishment was to help build a school in Tanzania in summer 2008. Both Chelsea and her mother were avid volunteers. The U.S. Army Garrison-Garmisch planted a tree in Cristina Michta’s honor to commemorate her contribution to the U.S. community in Bavaria. They all enjoyed traveling around Europe.

It wasn’t easy to leave all that, and the leadership at the Marshall Center tried hard to persuade him not to (see sidebar). Michta, however, was feeling the pull of home. Although he and his family thrived in the cosmopolitan culture and the sports paradise of Garmisch-Partenkirchen, he is delighted to be back at Rhodes.

“I have been touched by the warmth of the welcome,” he says. “It is a pleasure to be reminded of the wonderful
qualities of this campus and this city.

He learned that while teaching generals, senior diplomats, ambassadors, ministers and parliamentarians is stimulating, “I want to make our students aware of the international environment in which they will have to live. Working with this generation is critical to the future of our country and the world.”

Besides, he had accomplished what he set out to do. “I have always lived in two worlds—the academic world and the policy world,” he explains. “If you’re an academic you analyze and critique, often from the outside. You don’t really have a sense of how the machinery works, the culture of government agencies, how policy gets made. Only with that understanding can you understand how to effect change. This gave me a great opportunity to teach and learn at the same time.”

Now that he “gets” the process, he plans to work hard to change some policies in Washington.

“We are in one of the most difficult moments since 1945,” he began a lecture at Rhodes last spring. A “strategic pause” during the 1990s when there were no real threats to U.S. security came to an abrupt halt on Sept. 11, 2001. “The attacks didn’t change everything, but they changed the way Americans think about national security,” Michta says. On the other hand, “Nine-eleven didn’t change much for our allies. There was no sense of shared danger, especially as Europe has had much more experience with terrorism.

They never agreed with the way the Bush administration framed the so-called Global War on Terror. They saw America’s emphasis on the use of military power to fight Al Qaeda as a misdirected strategy, and instead emphasized the law enforcement and police aspects.

“Today, all defense budgets in Europe are declining, but the budgets of their interior ministries are going up. In fact,” he amends, “NATO did agree to support the war in Afghanistan in 2006 but the national governments began to say, ‘Hell no!’ In addition to the U.S., only a few other NATO countries allow their soldiers to engage in combat operations in Afghanistan. Others have caveats often limiting their operations to support missions under a strictly defined set of conditions.

“So the structure of the alliance began to fragment. Today, even though countries removed some of the caveats, NATO in Afghanistan operates as if it were an alliance à la carte. And following the introduction of our new AFPAK (Afghanistan/Pakistan) strategy, the U.S. has been assuming even more of the burden. We are in effect Americanizing the war in Afghanistan.”
Meanwhile, the economic status quo also began to shift. For example, “The Chinese are modernizing and accumulating resources not unlike the U.S. did in the 19th century,” Michta points out. “Countries that industrialize rapidly gain confidence, then go for regional dominance and beyond. The U.S. did it first. Now it may be China’s turn. We should know soon enough.”

For our part, “The U.S. was heavily leveraged even before the recent recession and resulting bailouts, trying to meet the demands of two wars and domestic spending that became disconnected from revenue. Our level of ambition has been too high for two decades,” Michta believes.

“When I listen to American radio and watch television I see that our conversations with ourselves are about issues that don’t count on the global stage,” he complains. “The ‘bandwidth’ of debate in the U.S. doesn’t allow for a middle ground. We just hurl labels at each other.”

How does he plan to change that?

“Our country needs a serious discussion about national security priorities,” he maintains, and, using his contacts in Washington, he hopes to spark such a discussion and participate in it. He will also use those contacts and others forged at the Marshall Center to bring guest lecturers to Rhodes to help students broaden their perspectives.

Michta will engage with other contacts as a recently-appointed senior scholar at the Woodrow Wilson Center in Washington, a nonpartisan institute for advanced study and informed dialogue that brings pre-eminent thinkers together to interact with policymakers through diverse programs and projects.

What’s more, he has two book projects in the works. One will be a scholarly treatise on the shift in trans-Atlantic relationships.

“Alliances are about shared threats,” he says. “They are built on a community of interest vs. a community of values. Much has changed in our relationships within NATO. That needs to be more widely understood.”

The other project will be a rebuttal of the theories of best-selling author and New York Times columnist Tom Friedman.

“The world is most definitely not flat,” Michta contends. “History has proven over and over again that the social contract in each country is measured by how well you take care of your own. At this point we have mortgaged our young people’s future. It has to stop.”

Andrew Michta states his ideas in clear and compelling language and welcomes debate. There will be lively classes in Buckman Hall in the coming years.
Growing a World

Heather Houser ’09 learned many things at Rhodes. One of the most meaningful was this: “Attending a small school with an outstanding faculty made my world bigger.”

Her world was already pretty large when she arrived. Born in Zimbabwe, she grew up in Botswana and Namibia before moving with her family to Texas. During her first year at Rhodes, she participated in the Bonner program and explored service in the Memphis community. Following that first year she returned to Africa to do HIV/AIDS education work in Zambia.

After declaring a bridge major in Economics and International Studies, Houser participated in a Development Studies program with the School for International Training in Uganda.

While conducting research with an indigenous minority group there, Houser became interested in the influence of developed countries on the development process. “Donor countries and development organizations have a huge impact on domestic politics in Uganda,” she says. “Understanding the perspective of developed countries contributes to a better understanding of the realities faced by developing countries.”

Houser applied for a Mertie W. Buckman Scholarship in the summer following her junior year. Professor Steve Ceccoli, chair of the International Studies Department at Rhodes, suggested that she intern at the Marshall Center, and he contacted Professor Andrew Michta on her behalf.

She agreed to take advantage of the opportunity, but, “I was nervous about working there. It was an area I had very little experience in and, though I had never met him, I had heard rumors about the ‘Michta legend’ at Rhodes.”

She quickly learned, however, that Michta’s sponsorship carried a lot of weight. “I was part of a planning team that consisted of current and retired military personnel from the U.S., Italy, France and Switzerland; a retired CIA officer; and professors at the top of their field.”

Heather Houser, who graduated in May, had few regrets about her time at Rhodes. Like many seniors she wished her four years had lasted longer. She also wished she could have had the opportunity to take a class from Professor Michta. “I have a deep respect for Dr. Michta. He is a person who quickly earns your respect, and demands that you earn his. I know that the Marshall Center tried hard to keep him, but he returned to Rhodes because he has a genuine belief in the necessity of training the next generation of leaders. Rhodes is lucky to have him.”

Superior Civilian Service Award Medal

Most faculty members at Rhodes lead intense professional lives. They spend untold hours mentoring and counseling students, grading papers and preparing for class, not to mention conducting their own research. Thinking of returning to that life, Andrew Michta said, “I’m looking forward to a slower pace.”

While life at Rhodes may seem hectic, his pace at the Marshall Center was frenetic—after a 12-week teaching cycle on the campus he would head out to destinations around the world to give lectures and workshops and consult with governments and think tanks about security policy.

Apparently he was good at it. When the time came for him to return to Rhodes, his colleagues at the Marshall Center tried very hard to talk him out of it. When he stood firm they gave him a medal—the U.S. Army Superior Civilian Service Award, the third-highest honor for a civilian. It is comparable to the military Meritorious Service Medal.

The award, which is given for a “pattern of excellence,” can be granted only by individuals of the rank of brigadier general or above, or its civilian departmental equivalent. The award was presented at a ceremony in Garmisch, Germany. “I was pretty touched by the ceremony and by how many European and American friends and colleagues turned out for it,” Michta wrote to Rhodes president William E. Troutt at the time. “As I am preparing to return to Rhodes, this was a nice gesture indeed.”
The Ideals of Southwestern

“Here was the chance of a lifetime; a chance to set the standard of an institution for all time; a chance to go forth unhindered by mistakes, architectural and other, and to launch an institution which was as nearly ideal for its purpose as painstaking investigations and careful thought and planning could make it.

“Realizing that the good is ever the enemy of the best, we did not seek merely the good, but the best. There was ever before us the idea of excellence. It was our purpose to launch here an institution which would command the respect and quicken the pride of succeeding generations.”

—Charles E. Diehl, Nov. 27, 1925

Rhodes Vision

Rhodes College aspires to graduate students with a lifelong passion for learning, a compassion for others and the ability to translate academic study and personal concern into effective leadership and action in their communities and the world.

—Adopted by the Rhodes Board of Trustees, Jan. 17, 2003

From the Alumni Relations Office

Dear Alumnus/a,

Greetings from the Alumni Relations Office!

In this issue of Rhodes magazine, we celebrate the first decade of leadership of President William E. Troutt. I think that perhaps Bill Troutt’s greatest contribution is leading the community through the process that resulted in the articulation of the Rhodes Vision. This vision guides our work and sets direction for our efforts. It is one of the two items appearing above that serves to frame my remarks for this column.

The second item above is lifted from comments made by Charles Diehl on the occasion of Southwestern relocating from Clarksville to Memphis in 1925. Between the guidance and direction found in these two documents, along with the admonition that President Troutt has given to staff members that we 1) place students first in services we provide 2) use our best judgment in making decisions and 3) take initiative to do things that will make sense in serving constituents, most of what we need to function as an office serving alumni and others is provided. Two remaining requirements are that we listen and we accept the willingness of alumni to help their alma mater.

As we look back at the last 10 years, one of the gains we can see is the emergence of an alumni program, built on the foundation of earlier efforts in the Alumni Relations Office, that has incorporated the willingness of alumni to lead. A supportive and proactive Alumni Association Executive Board over this time has been a tremendous asset.

The development of Rhodes Chapters had its origins in a conversation in which an alumnus suggested, “I would like for us to try a steering group to guide programs in Mobile and on the Coast,” followed closely by a member of the Alumni Board saying, “I want us to try a regional caucus in Atlanta.” Those initiatives led us to the point of our now having 16 chapters. Rhodes Chapters are a tribute to President Troutt’s encouragement that we find ways to serve our students and other community members. Career networking programming, which escalated dramatically in the last academic year, serves as another illustration of this support.

Both staff and volunteer leaders realize that we have the chance of a lifetime in building a meaningful alumni program that will meet the needs of students and alumni alike. Efforts are guided with the understanding that we can’t be content with being merely “good” or “decent,” as we want to build a model that will be productive over time. Thus, we must have before us the idea of excellence in our efforts. As we continue this wonderful partnership, we see that a difference is being made as we graduate students with a passion for learning, a compassion for others and the spirit to lead.

Thanks for your support of the students and your service to the college.

See you at Homecoming.

Best regards,

Bud Richey
By Natalie Chambers ’10
Rhodes College
Alumni Association
President
Marcus Kimbrough ’90
Charlotte, NC

Helen Williams Billingsley writes, “After having taught in Memphis City Schools for 30 years, I continue to keep up with all the news about education at all levels. Some of my former students have gone to Rhodes and I always hear great things about what’s going on there. I still promote liberal arts education and Rhodes in particular. I am thankful for your continuing excellence in promoting intellectual growth, more development and commitment to social responsibility. That’s what I received at Rhodes (then Southwestern) during my years there and I am forever grateful.”

1954
55th Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 23-24
Saturday: Brunch, 9-10:30 a.m., President’s Home
Dinner Buffet, 6 p.m., King Hall

1958
Reporter: Lorraine Rayburn Abernathy
30 Willway Ave.
Richmond, VA 23226
804-353-4202
labernathy04@comcast.net

We send our sympathy and affection to Beth LeMaster Simpson in Memphis at the loss of her husband and our friend David Simpson, May 21, 2009. The Simpsons were nearing their 50th wedding anniversary when David died unexpectedly. We will miss his humor, charm and willingness to help others.

You may establish a charitable gift annuity for you and your spouse or any other loved one, but the annuity rates will be slightly lower for two people. For additional information, please contact:

The Rhodes College Office of Development
901-843-3850
rhodes.edu/plannedgiving

The charitable gift annuity is an increasingly popular way to make a planned gift to Rhodes while enjoying fixed income for life and possible tax benefits. In exchange for a contribution of $10,000 or more, in cash or appreciated stock, Rhodes can offer you a fixed annual payment for life, based on your contribution, your age and the current annuity rates established by the American Council on Gift Annuities.

The amount of your lifetime annual payment is determined at the time the charitable gift annuity is funded. Your annual payment will never change and will continue regardless of how long you live.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Annuity Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 &amp; over</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You may establish a charitable gift annuity for you and your spouse or any other loved one, but the annuity rates will be slightly lower for two people. For additional information, please contact:

The Rhodes College Office of Development
901-843-3850
rhodes.edu/plannedgiving
Arkansas “has sent me some Tennessee. Paul. Bunny has been pretty finished quilt from an old rural area in the Ozarks and says gardening is ‘what I do.’” According to Meg is also doing a hand-quilting project, making a finished quilt from an old quilt top that had been in the family. She’s learning to play mah-jongg with a group of friends there in east Tennessee.

Do you folks know what a “rag doll” cat is? Neither did I until hearing from Paul Thompson in Cummaquid, Cape Cod. It seems that their pet cat of 17 years died; and trying to replace her, wife Bunny saw an ad for a “rag doll” cat. They got a beautiful one, which they named Miss Daisy, and are thoroughly enjoying her. These cats are bred for indoors and are “laid-back and gentle,” according to Paul. Bunny has been pretty much out of commission due to a fractured pelvis, requiring her to “lie low” for a while, with Paul acting as chef and caregiver. She has to be very careful since she had a hip replacement two years ago. Paul officiated at weddings all summer as well as having “duty” at St. Andrew’s by the Sea Church in Hyannis Port in August.

September brought the New Hampshire Highland Games at Loon Mountain, which the Thompsons enjoy.

Betty Russell checked in from Piggott, AR, saying that she’s well and busy, as she always is. Thanks for your news, folks. Do drop an e-mail when you hear from, meet up with or get word of a classmate. Retirement is lovely, and we’re all enjoying it differently (some are not having any of it and still labor on daily)!
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50th Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 23-24
Friday: Dessert Reception, 8:30-10:00 p.m., King Hall
Saturday: Brunch, 9:10-30 a.m., President’s Home Cocktail Reception, 6:30-7:30 p.m., Crain Reception Hall; Dinner, 7:30 p.m., McCallum Ballroom
Reporter: Sara Jean (Shiney) Jackson
sjjl022@earthlink.net
As our 50th reunion draws near many of us will soon have the opportunity to visit in person, but till then, here are some highlights:

Frank and Susie Splawn are spending more time at their ocean-front apartment in Maui, although Frank writes that his urology practice and their 11 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren require attention. Landscaping, rose gardening and golf are on their schedules.

Now retired from full-time medical practice, Bill Weber works 2-3 days a week supervising UT residents. He and Vicki continue their mission work, most recently to China, meeting and advising young professionals who seek opportunities for quality work situations.

Jane Alexander Biedenharn writes and agrees with me that condo living can be fun, once the decision is made and the move completed!

Princess Hughes Van Hooser described life without power during the big ice storm of last January, also of travel to wonderful San Miguel. Through her daughter, Katherine, a NASA employee, Princess stays updated on all the shuttle launches and was hoping to be onsite for one of the recent liftoffs.

Hoping to attend our 50th this year are Bill ’58 and Mary Alice Masters Carroll.

San Andrews Robertson continues to write of her delight in children and grandchildren. I believe the most recent count is six grandsons and one granddaughter.

Last, but with lots to say, Tom Schrodt writes with pride of his family homeplace located since 1926 near the then newly constructed Southwestern at Memphis campus. Tom and Helen enjoy their home and garden, Amtrak travel to the West Coast and getting to know current Rhodes students, particularly one whom they employ as a part-time housekeeper.

Sandra Calmer Toenes is still happily married with two grown sons. On Jan. 1, 2009, she retired as a pediatric medical social worker form the University of South Alabama Children’s and Women’s Hospital, after a career as a social worker spanning almost 50 years. She is currently working part time as the cystic fibrosis social worker in pediatric intensive care.

Hoping to see many of you in October!
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Reporter: Kim Baxter Henley
kbaxhen@comcast.net
427 Colonial Rd.
Memphis, TN 38117
901-761-1443

Jimmie Wood writes: “Since retirement after more than 50 years as pastor of Southern Baptist churches, I have learned that retirement does not mean rest and rocking chairs. I have served three times as interim pastor in churches in Wyoming— all in wintertime. I also served as interim director of missions for the state of Maine, where we also spent a winter. In each instance, the warmth of the people more than compensated for the cold weather and snow. Ginger (my wife since 1956) enjoyed the snow; I endured it. At present, we are enjoying being at home in Brandon, MS. Still, traditional retirement eludes us. Currently, I am serving as transitional pastor at a church just 25 miles from our home. Transitional pastors are relatively new in Southern Baptist work. Rather than just serving until a church calls a new pastor, the transitional pastor commits to spend approximately a year and a half working through all the church programs—with the goal of strengthening the weak areas and enhancing the best areas. Challenging, yet extremely rewarding work. One of the joys of being at home is that we regularly see the three grandchildren who live nearby. We have three other grandchildren who are university students this fall. This summer, we had a brief time with our daughter’s family who serve as missionaries in a third-world
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Brankstone, an old friend. Her exam was in history (“I had literally memorized the history books!”). Her memory was of Dick sitting at her elbow, though she couldn’t remember his field, and both of them “just trying to make it through.” She asks why we remember certain things; my suggestion is that we were so traumatized by the fear of bombs, those memories are seared into our brains!

Meg Caldwell McCarty writes from Chuckey, TN, that her husband Mac is still hard at work building his own plane, which he hopes to be able to fly by the end of the year. For her part, Meg is trying to get a perennial garden established.

Old friend Carole Clark in Arkansas has sent me some great catalogue sources and ideas—she lives in a similar rural area in the Ozarks and says gardening is ‘what I do.’”

Andrew’s by the Sea Church programs—with the best areas. Challenging, yet extremely rewarding work. One of the joys of being at home is that we regularly see the three grandchildren who live nearby. We have three other grandchildren who are university students this fall. This summer, we had a brief time with our daughter’s family who serve as missionaries in a third-world
country. And I thought that retirement meant I would have time to fish!

Our thoughts are with Carolyn Shettlesworth McClurkan, whose husband Mike passed away July 5, 2009. Mike was a highly decorated Navy physician and later, a pediatrician in private practice. They have two sons, a daughter and two grandchildren. Earlier in the year, Carolyn traveled to Australia and Tasmania, and later to Iceland with sister Juanita ’62.

David Moreau has been awarded the Order of the Long Leaf Pine, the highest civilian award given by the governor of North Carolina. Some past award recipients include Michael Jordan, Charles Kuralt, Maya Angelou and William Friday. The award acknowledges David’s 16 years as chairman of the North Carolina Environmental Management Commission, his many years of service as director of the Water Resources Research Institute of the University of North Carolina and his 40 years as a member of the faculty of the Department of City and Regional Planning at UNC in Chapel Hill. He was also recognized recently by the National Academy of Sciences as a National Associate of the National Research Council for “extraordinary service to the council in its role as adviser to the nation in matters of science, engineering and health.” David retired from UNC in June 2008, but Environmental Management Ecology at UNC. He

David’s 16 years as chairman of the North Carolina Environmental Management Commission, his many years of service as director of the Water Resources Research Institute of the University of North Carolina and his 40 years as a member of the faculty of the Department of City and Regional Planning at UNC in Chapel Hill. He was also recognized recently by the National Academy of Sciences as a National Associate of the National Research Council for “extraordinary service to the council in its role as adviser to the nation in matters of science, engineering and health.” David retired from UNC in June 2008, but “unretired” in October to lead the new Curriculum for the Environment and Ecology at UNC. He accepted a three-year appointment as chair of the program beginning in January 2009.

Jimmy Webb writes, “I’m still in Phoenix. Although I retired from university teaching, I started a publishing company (Great Potential Press) and still do workshops for educators and parents of gifted and talented children. I also am a pilot, and in July, I flew myself to Orlando to present at the SENG (Supporting Emotional Needs of Gifted) annual conference. I guess I just have too much juice left to simply retire. I hope to make it back for a reunion sometime.”

1961

Reporter: George Awsumb
wwwsumb@gmail.com

Our thoughts are with the family of our excellent and longtime class reporter Sam Drash, who passed away June 12, 2009. Sam kept us close and kept us close to the college, and we are eternally grateful.

“Welcome and look forward to sending our news to George Awsumb, who has graciously accepted the invitation to be our new reporter.”

1964

45th Reunion

Homecoming: Oct. 23-24
Friday: Dinner, 7 p.m., Home of Emily Holloway Walker
Saturday: Dinner, 7 p.m., University Club; Dessert, Caroline Gage Sanford’s home
Sunday: Brunch, 11 a.m., University Club

Reporter: Mary Lou Quinn McMillin
320 Ohio Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
marylou2001@comcast.net

A special thanks to our reunion committee:
Margaret Rowe Fancher, Emily Holloway Walker, Dossett Foster and Ann Clark Harris. We are grateful for all the time, energy and creativity they’ve given to provide such a FUN weekend!

As the class gathers to celebrate our 45th reunion, and as “news” has come from far and near, I have experienced the most amazing “connections!” I hope as you read about your classmates, you too will experience the similarities that tend to permeate our lives.

The general consensus is that we have loved “hearing about” one another! So, please continue to send me your news! If you are not receiving e-mail communications from me, please send me an up-to-date e-mail address so that you can be added to the list and we can reduce the need for postcards.

Have a wonderful fall!

Mary Lou Carwile Finley writes: “It is very difficult to believe that almost 50 years ago we arrived at the Southwestern campus excited and a bit frightened of what we were about to embark on! It’s fun reading the Class Notes and learning of the interesting lives my classmates have had, and the retirements we are now having. Jim ’62 and I joined the ranks of the retired in 2000 and have found very few boring times. We have lived in Everett, WA, (30 miles north of Seattle) since 1973 and are very fortunate to have our son Bill and daughter Ellen and their families living here with five of our seven grandchildren! Needless to say, we have found grandparenting to be one of the most rewarding and fun experiences of our lives. Our son John lives in Marin County, CA, with his wife and twins (2). Besides enjoying family, we spend time traveling (trips to China, Australia, New Zealand, Peru/Ecuador, Hawaii and in 2004, the Grand Canyon with Mary Lou and Challace McMillin), gardening, wintertime skiing, church and community volunteering. We cherish our memories of Southwestern/Rhodes and would welcome visits from anyone traveling in this direction.”

From Ann Clark Harris we hear: “I loved seeing all the news of ’64 in the summer issue and I’ve had a great time planning our 45th reunion! Emily Holloway Walker and I have the class “babies,” so no grandchildren as yet. Clay Harris, an Auburn graduate, who was sports editor at The Plainsman his senior year (the year Auburn football went 13-0), is now in Albuquerque—just started in public relations with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Department. Lee and Ann Autry Brown are there. I talked to them when C. Hendricks passed away and wanted to call them when I visited, but I left the phone number at home and 27-year-olds do not keep anything as archaic as a phone book! I stay busy (Emily too) volunteering at the Woman’s Exchange, and I enjoy traveling. I look forward to a visit with Jo Cox Sanders on the way to Destin.”

Jo Cox Sanders reports, “I retired from teaching in 1998 but still work with a federal program at Central Alabama Community College, where I tutor all levels of English and Spanish. I keep a student’s schedule so have lots of time off. My ‘trophy’ husband and I married in 2006 on April Fool’s day and have not looked back. We travel together at least three times a year, but since he is still working full time, he sometimes keeps the home fires burning while I trapeze off to China, Turkey, Croatia and, of course,”
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our favorite, Guatemala. Keeping in touch with ole buds from Rhodes is a favorite pastime, as is helping with the Lake Martin Humane Shelter.”

Liz Currie Williams, recently retired from SMU, says: “I had 19 wonderful years there (at SMU) but am happy to have more control over my time and activities. I do a little investment consulting and serve on the board of directors for a Houston-based bank. I’m currently on the session at my church and am chairing the pastor nominating committee. I’m also a trustee of Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary. I have a little cabin in Estes Park, CO, that I can repair to when it’s really hot here in Texas (and even when it’s not). Since both of my sons did most of their growing up in Denver, my place in the mountains seems a little more like home to them than Dallas does. Drew and his family joined me there for almost a week in July and David came with his daughter Katie (and her two cousins, Emma and Seth, from Drew’s bunch) for a week in August. During the past year or so I’ve enjoyed a good deal of contact with Rhodes classmates. Hayden Kaden and his wife Bonnie came through Dallas in spring 2008 on their way from San Miguel, Mexico and Hunt, TX (where his parents live down the road from Rita Edington Odom) to their summer home in Alaska. Tom and Eleanor Lawrence Geiger stayed with me for three months this past winter when they were in Dallas to help out their son Josh and his wife with their newly enlarged family (four kids ages 7 and under). I look forward to their stopping in Dallas when they make their semiannual cross-country treks between Virginia and Arizona. Jane Coburn Clarke McManus ’63 lives close by here in Dallas, and we all got together for dinner just before Tom and Eleanor left to return to Alexandria. I see Rita Edington Odom quite regularly even though she has now moved from Dallas to Hunt, TX, near her childhood home of Kerrville. In fact, she and a couple of other bridge-playing friends visited me in Estes Park this summer. In May when I was visiting my son David in Raleigh, NC, I had a wonderful visit with Edith Hay Harris and her husband Tom, who, now in retirement, live in Durham where both of their children live. I also stay in close touch with Nancy Wasell Work, who lives in Bethesda, MD. When I last visited her there, we met up with Rebecca Moore Tomlinson at the Hillwood Estate/Museum for a tour and lunch. Rebecca and Nancy see each other fairly often as Rebecca lives not far away in the Virginia countryside.”

Rita Edington Odom shared that she would not be able to make the reunion, but knows it will be great fun! Rita, who retired after 40 years in Dallas, says, “Living in Hunt on the river is wonderful! I have two adorable (of course) granddaughters and hoping for more. My two sons are married and my daughter married in September. I’m writing for the PC (USA) so check out the new Wee Believe Toddler curriculum.”

Dorritte Evans Early called in to say, “This is my first response EVER–but, after attending a women’s club meeting in the ‘new’ library in May, I just had to respond. Dr. Trout was the speaker. I was SO impressed with his updates on our alma mater, I’ve never been prouder to be counted among Rhodes’ graduates. This summer, Goodloe and I went to the beach with our kids and grandkids—all 13 of us!”

Tom and Eleanor Lawrence Geiger love maintaining their contact with Latin America where they lived for 15 years (Panama, Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru). Tom retired from the USAID after 27 years and now enjoys doing consulting on the administration of justice which takes him on short-term assignments in Latin America. Eleanor works with a nonprofit that focuses on income generation for artisans in Peru and Cameroon. Their Web page (partnersforjusttrade.org) has an extensive online catalogue and offers unique products that adhere to fair trade principles. Eleanor describes the products as “colorful, wild and wooly.” An initiative of the Presbyterian Church (USA) Hunger Program, PJT is now selling to retail stores throughout the US. The Board of Trustees of Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary has announced the appointment of K.C. Ptomey to the Zbinden Chair of Pastoral Ministry and Leadership, effective Aug. 1, 2009. K.C. will be teaching in the areas of worship and liturgy, preaching and church administration. K.C.’s wife, Carol Tate, a graduate of Centre, was the 2009 baccalaureate preacher at her alma mater and recipient of a doctor of divinity degree. She will serve as organist and choir director for the chapel at Austin Seminary. Since his retirement in November 2008, K.C. served a short interim at First Presbyterian Church in New York City.

Minna Vancey Thompson writes, “It was great to hear from everyone (via the summer issue of Rhodes) and catch up. It has greatly facilitated my search for friends from ‘Southwestern.’ Jerry and I headed for Memphis in late July for a family reunion with both sides of my family. Sadly, we will not be there in October for the Rhodes reunion. Jerry and I are enjoying researching and learning more about our country’s history. We live only a few miles from Thomas Jefferson’s summer home which has recently been restored. Patrick Henry’s home is also not far away. We enjoy sharing our finds on field trips with grandchildren. I am also working on my family’s genealogy and enjoying teaching my grandchildren piano.”

Mary Lou Quinn McMillin was looking forward to “catching a glimpse” of Eleanor Lawrence Geiger when she came to Massanetta Springs Conference Center in early August to share her “colorful, wild, and wooly” wares with willing consumers. As I write this, Challace and I were anticipating the arrival of our daughter, Lisa, and her two children from Nashville for a week’s visit, and in late August, we enjoyed another ‘Montana adventure’ with son, Sid. Life is good!

Jim Moore continues to work in his private practice of clinical psychology. Several years ago he earned a master’s degree in psychopharmacology. He and his wife, Susan, are proud to be first-time grandparents. Their granddaughter, Emma, was born Dec. 4, 2008.
1965

Reporters: Virginia Lowry Ives virginiaivees65@bellsouth.net

Lou Ellyn Hindman Griffin sends this—“The last week in April, husband Gerry and I drove up to Egmont, British Columbia, to take the three-hour boat ride up to the Princess Louisa Inlet where the Young Life Malibu Camp is located. We spent a wonderful week with about 60 other volunteers to help prepare this resort-like camp for the summer: 10 weeks of about 300 high schoolers each week and two weeks of full-scholarship military camps for families from Ft. Lewis, WA. We saw eagles each day in the breathtaking scenery of snow-covered mountains. I am looking forward to seeing everyone at our class reunion in October 2010.”

Sally Mixon Thomas writes: “I have finally retired from tax work—hooray! I’ve spent some time in China and Alaska in the last year, but mostly I’m looking forward to seeing more of friends and doing things I haven’t had time for in a long time. I’ll be stepping up my volunteer work and political activism (mostly social justice oriented, with environmental issues thrown in). I’ll also be studying photography, doing some African drumming, gardening, traveling a bit more and enjoying lots of fun grandmother duties. Our lives are starting to sound a bit more similar since we started retiring, aren’t they? I like this time of life and feel very fortunate to be able to enjoy it.”

Jim Fall recently retired from the U.S. Treasury Department. During his career with the federal government he served at the U.S. embassies in Germany, Switzerland and France. He now lives on Hilton Head Island, SC, where he is active in local government affairs, the World Affairs Council and volunteer work. He recently biked 500 miles across Georgia. He and his wife Marsha have two sons: James, a special agent for the Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS), and Tyler, who teaches at the University of Wyoming.

Ed Williams sends this from West Virginia—“We traveled to Alaska last summer. Our health is relatively good. Enjoying garden veggies and wild blackberries. Deer herds seem larger this year as we watch them each evening grazing in the field in front of the house.”

Charlie Bowman Reid writes that she is grateful for the life of her mother, Ethel Bowman, who along with father Leland Bowman contributed one of the music rooms at Rhodes; Ethel died peacefully July 9 at the age of 88, with Charlie and three grandchildren present. Charlie was a participant at the Academy for Missional Preaching on Puget Sound at the end of June, and at the APIMS interim ministry training at Zephyr Point, Lake Tahoe, in July. She is discerning God’s new call for preretirement.

Jane Doughtie Taylor admits the Class Notes are the first thing she turns to when the alum magazine comes. She and Reed had a wonderful trip to Holland and Belgium in April. “Although we’d lived in Belgium for a few years—eons ago—we’d never taken one of the canal trips, so we saw the countries from a beautifully different perspective this time. The weather was perfect, very unusual for those countries, and we were lucky to have a full day to see the tulip gardens in Keokenhof, which were in full bloom. We were able to extend the trip on each end with a visit with our son, who works in Amsterdam, and then a stay with old friends who live in Mons, south of Brussels.”

Teri Tate Hornberger had another successful year as the Artist in Residence at the Juliaetta Elementary School. More than 100 students had 309 pieces of art displayed in several venues for Academic Day, when families and friends view the yearly student activities. Teri taught the kids new forms of art, including pointillism, with tempera paint using an acetate paper called yupo, acrylic inks and an embossing gun. She also started face painting, for which the kids stood in line for hours with great anticipation. Everyone wanted their chance to be lovely or scary! Her big news is that she and Jim have sold their home and are returning to Watertown, SD. Jim’s minor health problems make keeping up a large property difficult. She says their 28th anniversary in August was a good reason to “follow her man.”

Our 45th reunion will be in fall 2010. Begin making plans now to attend because the year will fly by! Please contact Virginia Ives with suggestions for social events or to be part of the reunion committee.
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Reporters: Sammy Primm Marshall samammarshall@comcast.net

I send out a periodic e-mail to class members and would be happy to include everyone, so please send me your e-mail address if you want to be included.

After retiring from the Army and teaching at the high school level, Duane Mills is staying busy by chairing the board of directors for the Friends of the Library and keeping up with grandchildren.

Bob Wild reports that last June he, Vern McCarty, Charlie Bagley and Buddy Doyle had a small reunion at a cabin at Lake Raystown and are hoping to repeat the get-together in Atlanta this year with a possible side trip of white-water rafting. Bob retired July 1 from his urology practice of 32 years and is looking forward to combining time with family and friends and snow skiing in some of the western states this winter.

Richard Jennings has had an event-filled year, including the publication of his 10th novel, Ghost Town. He was also struck by a runaway Lincoln in the side of his aging blue Volvo, which he survived; thrown from a battery-powered scooter on Father’s Day 2009, which he barely survived, suffering extensive head injuries on the sidewalk; and attacked by a giant Pacific octopus (five feet in length) in Long Beach, CA, which left him with a series of bruises on his right arm and personal pride that has made him a hero for his first-grade, fifth-born grandchild, the only boy in the bunch. His memories of life at Southwestern at Memphis grow more positive with each passing day. He especially misses Profs. Benish, Clifton and Farris from the English Department and his campus newspaper nemesis, President Alexander, not to mention a few extraordinarily pretty Southwestern girls whose names, understandably, remain private.
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Pat and Mary Chase Gore, Bob and B.S. Dean Weninger and Randall ’64 and Martha Hunter Shepard had a July reunion in Shelbyville and Wartrace, TN. In addition to thoroughly enjoying one another’s company, they took in an al fresco Tennessee Shakespeare Festival production of “A Midsummer’s Night Dream” at the Webb School in Bell Buckle and had a gourmet dinner at historic Cortner Mill (est. 1825).
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Reporter: Jeanne Hope Jacobs Buckner
Box 345
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
jhbuckner@aol.com

Ketti Tyree spent a week in Isla Holbox and Cozumel, Mexico in June. In Isla Holbox she swam with whale sharks. “It was extremely exciting. You have to jump off the side of the boat and start swimming immediately. The first time I ended up so close to the side of the whale shark I could have touched it, and that scared me. So I volunteered to go in the ocean the second time, and after cleaning my mask and gearing myself up, I jumped in and swam right by his side. It was incredible. You cannot believe how enormous the whale shark is. Cozumel has wonderful snorkeling. I went to one underwater park and jumped in—these little black and yellow fish all collected around me—there must have been about 50 fish. I had parrot fish coming right up to my mask and peering in. I swam farther out and 10 or 12 huge black fish started nipping at me. I guess I’m that sweet maybe I smelled that fishy—anyway, I got out of there fast. I like looking at fish, swimming with fish, but not being their appetizer. I spent the July 4 weekend in St. Leonard, MD, doing what I do best—walking the Chesapeake Beach, eating, talking and reading. My son Greg is now a United States policeman (his lifelong dream) and my daughter went back to work full time with PLANET—an association for landscapers. My granddaughters are beautiful and charming (of course).”

Billy Heiter and crowd have been primarily sitting home and trying to keep cool economically. “In honor of the recession, we were planning on doing absolutely nothing, but in a last-minute change of heart, we rented a small place on Mobile Bay’s eastern shore for a week. Our kids and grandkids did the Atlanta thing recently—Braves game, aquarium, Coca-Cola, zoo, American Girl Dolls. It’s been kinda quiet. I have a friend who left here June 1 with a 32-foot travel trailer in tow, headed for Alaska. We vicariously followed his adventures and misadventures by almost daily e-mails and photos. We must be getting old.”

George Abraham has his radio talk show up and running. “It’s called ‘The Dr. George Show.’ I have been interviewing people for almost a year now, like Rhonda Fleming and Debbie Reynolds, as well as other prominent people from all walks of life. You can catch my show live at drgeorgeatwork.com. It starts at 9 central time. I am also writing a business column for four newspapers, including the student newspaper for Hofstra University. I still coach corporate executives, which is what I have been doing for 30 years. I hope my classmates will tune in. If any of my Rhodes colleagues want to be on my show, write me at georgerabraham@aol.com.”

Jennifer Byrd Henley had both knees replaced in March and is doing well. “Ray has been an unbelievable caretaker and physical therapy coach. Now I’m waiting to forget these are foreign knees and get on with life.”

Jimmy Whittington continues to do good work. “I am the director of a local organization made up of 50 churches in the county. The churches represent nine denominations and five independent congregations. Along with some industries, businesses and individuals, we have combined the benevolence giving of these groups into one fund that meets emergency needs. We opened in October 2008 and have served more than 900 families, dealing with everything from head lice to suicide. It is a self-help program as opposed to an entitlement program. We help first-time people with virtually no questions asked. However, to get help more than once, the families have to enroll in a program that includes financial management. Combined with other ministries and programs we have been able to stretch families’ buying power from 20% to 40%. We now have more than 200 trained volunteers who run the office and thrift store, manage the cases and consult with the clients. Considering our unemployment rate hit 18% in May, we came along at the right time.”

And speaking of good works, Don Hollingsworth received the 2009 Equal Justice Distinguished Service Award from the Arkansas Bar Association and Arkansas Bar Foundation.

“This all started in Memphis, when I joined Memphis Area Legal Services upon graduation from law school in 1972, practicing there for six years. The rest of my legal services career was in Arkansas. Now semiretired, I am working on my golf game among other endeavors. On a totally different subject, several weeks ago Sam Highsmith, Grif Stockley ’65, Cyril Hollingsworth ’64 and I had a wonderful visit with Barry Boggs, who now lives in Alabama. I recommend to you his engaging and very personal book, Through a Glass Darkly.”

K.E. Field Boyd spent a week in July with Bob and Jeanne Hope Buckner in Winter Harbor, ME. “Although the weather didn’t cooperate as well as we’d have liked, we were still able to do a lot of things around town including walking to the downtown café where we had café lattes and chocolate pastries for breakfast,” says K.E. “As we ate and drank, we reminisced about our month-long stay in Florence, Italy, where we would go to the cafés for our morning ‘fix’ of lattes, pastries and people-watching. The highlight of my week with them was a tour to Machias- Seal Island, a U.S.-Canadian jointly-operated wildlife island preserve for the study of the Atlantic puffin. It is located about 20 miles off the Maine coast and once there, we were quietly led to ‘blinds’ which allowed us time to observe and photograph these beautiful, marvelous cold-weather birds. We were fortunate that the weather cleared up for this excursion! I had a great time and hope to be asked back again!”

Got a great e-mail from Anne “Charlie” Thacker Lueke. “When I’m not doing yard work, I’m practicing..."
My favorite trip this year was a photography trip to Zion National Park, Lake Powell, Antelope Canyon and Monument Valley. It was fun to be with a bunch of fellow photogs and experience such exhilarating scenery. Made it hard to return to my little plot of land in VA! I continue to do mini-trips through a Meet-up photography group here in Richmond.

Please go to the Memphis Downtowner magazine Web site (memphisdowntowner.com) to read a great interview with Knox Phillips. When you get on the site go to the archives for the July 2009 issue and look for the “My2cents” section. Knox talks about his life growing up in the music business and how he continues to embrace the love of music that was instilled in him from an early age. The article provides an intimate conversation with a remarkable man who continues to see the good side of life despite his bout with cancer and the loss of his daughter. He was honored recently with the Distinguished Achievement Award in the Creative and Performing Arts from the University of Memphis. His father Sam Phillips was the first person to receive the award and now both father and son have their names on it.

Arnie Pittman has sold the stock in his company, but it continues to operate under the same name and with the same staff. “I work most days and just don’t go in after church on Sunday afternoons anymore. Our daughter has graduated from Loyola Marymount in L.A. and is now taking graduate courses at Kennesaw State University in Georgia to sit for the CPA exam. Debbie ‘71 is taking the year off from teaching at Rhodes as we intend to spend more time at our place on the Tennessee River.” Mmmm, sounds good.

I promised to write about my month of May in Florence, Italy with K.E. Boyd and Lonnie Kersey ‘69 and his wife Pat. What a month it was. We rented an apartment in an old palazzo built in the 1400s. It was the most impressive building on the Piazza Santa Croce which is anchored on the west by Santa Croce church. We were impressed that Michaelangelo, DaVinci, Galileo, Puccini, Marconi and many other notables were buried there. After failing miserably with our Italian, we developed a sense of humor as we struggled through menus, train schedules and morning treats. One of our favorite pastimes was people-watching on the piazza in the evenings with a glass of wine. We traveled to adjoining towns visiting museums, churches, wineries and eating our way through gastronomical delights. We consider ourselves experts now on balsamic vinegars, Italian history and art and the taste of Italian wines. There is nothing to compare to the food and wine of Italy. K.E. kept us on schedule, Lonnie kept us laughing and taught us some Arkansas lingo, Pat made delicious meals and shopped efficiently at the open market and I embarrassed myself with my Italian and misguided directions. It was a month of perfect joy!
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Reporters: Bob Morris bmorris68@comcast.net
Drue Thom White drueboo@aol.com

Janie Bishop writes: “I miss my Rhodes and friends and neighbors as well as easy proximity to the lovely campus. Rhodes was and is very important to me. However, my new life in Montpelier, VT, is quite an adventure. After 20 wonderful years together, Lee died in 2004. My son, Bo Moore, had settled in Vermont where Lee and I had visited annually. In 2005 Bo and his wife Melissa had a daughter (named Kelley, my middle name). After a week’s visit to greet Kelley, I returned to Memphis, retired from advertising, put my house on the market and moved to Vermont! Montpelier is the country’s smallest state capital and is a bustling, friendly, creative, small town. I work part time at an all-woman optometry practice, am a docent at the State House and freelancer for the local weekly paper. My apartment in an 1840s’ building overlooks the North Fork River, and I walk almost everywhere. Winters are a challenge, but the perfect summer and fall seasons compensate. I am learning, learning, learning, which is what we’re supposed to do, right?”

Gail Seabrook Ganier writes that she is looking forward to going to the Dalmatian coast, Greece and Italy this fall. She and Roger have five grandchildren whom they really enjoy. They are also looking forward to seeing David Lehmann at David’s dad’s 100th birthday party.

David’s nephew, John Havercamp ’96, is married to the Ganiers’ daughter, Allison, so they see each other at family events. David’s sister, Tamma Lehmann Havercamp ’63 is John’s mother.

In late spring, Bubba Clark drove from Florida to North Carolina to play in a golf tournament with Scott Arnold, and spoke to Bruce Cook on his way through Atlanta. They didn’t win at the golf tournament, but had fun. It was even cool enough to build a fire one night. Bruce and Claudia Cooper Cook ‘69 took an Alaskan cruise with Bill ‘69 and Jeanne Shearer Mead ’69, and Rich and Courtland Mobley Lewis ’69 in July. Three Trezevant Cuties got together again! The Cooks also enjoyed seeing Bubba Clark at Sally’s Backside Bar in 30A Blue Mountain Beach, Destin, FL, and had a ball hearing Redd sing. He gave Bubba a picture of himself catching a Southwestern football and he put it up in the bar. For a dollar you can touch it. Says Bruce: “He owes me $5, so just send it to me.”

1969

40th Reunion

Homecoming: Oct. 23-24
Friday: Dinner, 8 p.m., Home of Mamel Cole McCain
Saturday: Dinner Buffet, 6:30 p.m., Buckman Lobby

Margaret Couch Cogswell has been named a Fellow of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, having received a 2009 Guggenheim Fellowship in Fine Arts. To see some of her work, visit her Web site: margaret cogswell.net.

Mahlon Dupree earned a master of education in 2007. He is now a substitute
Claudia Kennedy, who was recently appointed to the President’s Commission on White House Fellowships, is one of 28 accomplished citizens now responsible for recommending a group of exceptional men and women to the president for selection as White House Fellows. The program for leadership and public service provides young people the experience of working at the highest levels of the federal government and participating in an education program consisting of roundtable discussions with renowned leaders throughout the year. Claudia recently retired as a lieutenant general in the U.S. Army and was the first woman in the Army to be appointed to that rank. She last served as the head of Army Intelligence, and has since served on the boards of a number of nonprofits, including Opportunity International, Population Action International and Neighbourhood Outreach Connection.

Martha Schulz Laurie writes, “I retired as manager of the USCG Marine Safety Laboratory in April 2004, although I continued to chair the ASTM committee on analysis of organics in water until June ’07. We moved to Marion, IL, in September, where we were joined by my husband’s sister and be a part of the 101st Airborne in my hometown of Clarksville. I served in Germany and Korea and with the 1st Brigade of the 101st at Fort Campbell to complete my 12 years of military service before settling down in Tennessee. My wife, Patricia, and I have lived in Brentwood for more than 25 years. In recent years, our son Ed graduated from Middle Tennessee and our younger son Daniel from Savannah College of Art and Design. I am the human resources director for the Tennessee Board of Probation and Parole in Nashville. Patricia is a CPA with a Brentwood accounting firm. This past spring, Joe Alford ’67, John Harrell and I had a gathering in St. Louis for a long weekend of baseball, good food and the sharing of tales of friends, family and sports. I really regret missing the last class reunions. Their timing and my work commitments were in conflict.”

Gail Jennings is semiretired, working occasionally for S2Tech, an IT company specializing in Medicaid claims processing systems. In September, she planned to travel to India to deliver training to S2Tech staff there—her first international business trip, but not her first international trip. “Actually, my hobby is international travel,” she says. “I have been to all seven continents—just went to Antarctica this year. But my favorite location is Kenya/Tanzania. We are going there on safari in late September (our third safari trip to Africa). We are always looking for more friends to join us in our travels. I enjoy singing in the choir at Mount Pisgah United Methodist Church in John’s Creek, GA, north of Atlanta; visiting my mother in Germantown, TN, on a regular basis; reading and getting together with new friends, old friends and long-lost friends.”

John Harrell writes: “I was drafted straight out of Rhodes and joined the Navy. I got out in ’72 and spent a year selling hardware at Sears before going to grad school at Ole Miss, where I got my doctorate in experimental psychology. While I was there I married Emmi Kinabrew, who has her doctorate in counseling psychology, and we’ve been together for 31 years. I was a postdoc researcher in neuroanatomy at UT-Memphis medical school for two years, then got my first teaching job at Hampden-Sydney College in Virginia. I was there for 7 years, then moved to Montgomery, where I’ve been ever since. I taught at Huntingdon College for 18 years and am now at Troy University-Montgomery. Plan to hang ‘em up in about four years. We have two daughters, Sarah (27) and Jennifer (22). Sarah graduated from Maryville College and is in the master’s program in English lit at UAB. Jennifer graduated from Wesleyan College in Macon this year and is going to law school.”

Susan Storer Clark says, “Both children (Ed and Kat) have degrees, good jobs, lovely significant others and health care insurance! I work for the Maritime Administration (U.S. Department of Transportation) and in late May, I got to observe the sinking of the former missile-tracking ship Vandenberg, which is now an artificial reef off Key
West. Our agency donated the ship; I was on the press boat shooting video as the explosive charges went off and the ship sank straight to the bottom. Those guys setting the explosives really knew their work—the ship was under water in about 48 seconds, and the new artificial reef has been attracting fish, divers and tourists ever since. In June, I traveled to Machias, ME, for the Margareta Days festival. Our agency helps support the American Merchant Marine, which dates its founding from an incident at Machias in June 1775, when some rebellious colonists captured the British ship *Margaretta.* I made a short speech and distributed some educational videos to local libraries and Down East TV, and then somehow ended up singing with a ukulele band and two women in colonial garb. I’m still singing elsewhere: as the soprano soloist at my church, and as a member of the DC Labor Chorus.

**David Kilgore** and wife Mary were deep in the Old South recently for the wedding of a niece at an old plantation home near Baton Rouge, under the live oaks and Spanish moss. David has been the pastor of the United Presbyterian Church in Hornell, NY, for the past 22 years. David and Mary are the parents of Jonathan (in Missouri) and Kat ’97 and have two grandchildren, Alexandria (8) and Rachel (2). When not being entertained by the grandchildren, David and Mary do a lot of gardening.

**Nancy Patton Langdon** has worked as the registrar at Father Ryan High School in Nashville for the past 26 years. “My husband has been teaching and coaching at Ryan for 45 years. Our son John graduated from Rhodes in 1996 with a history degree and has worked in the Athletic Office at Belmont University for 10 years. Our daughter is a fourth grade teacher and mother to our grandson, Michael (2). Our son-in-law is the physics teacher and baseball coach at Father Ryan. For the past 10 years I have led high school students on trips through Europe. This past summer my son and I traveled to Prague, took a 7-day Danube river cruise visiting Nuremberg, Vienna and Budapest. His and my love for history nurtured by those wonderful professors at Rhodes has led us both to love to travel abroad and experience firsthand all that we read about. I am a 10-year survivor of breast cancer and an elder at Westminster Presbyterian Church, where we have lots of Rhodes ties.”

**Pat Black Allen** recently turned a storage house into an art studio where friends come to paint. “I am working on Sam’s (my grandson’s) pastel portrait, and after that, I will have done all four grandchildren. I am planning a trip to the Grand Canyon area in October with a group of women with whom I have also traveled to Italy and the Baltic region. Life is good! I wish my body (arthritis) would let me physically do all I would like too!”

**1973**

**Reporter:** Margaret Lawson Headrick
mA x r at e he a d d r i c k @ comcast.net

**David Travis** has finished a four-year term as mayor of Paris, TN. He still practices dentistry two afternoons a week. His wife, Debbie, is president and CEO of Mendenhall Labs in Paris. His daughter, Blake, graduated from Vanderbilt and was accepted into the August class at UT School of Veterinary Medicine in Knoxville. His son, **Jay ’11**, plays football for the Fighting Lynxcats.

**Ken Ellison** continues to work as senior housing adviser at SOME (So Others Might Eat), a nonprofit serving the homeless and special needs population in Washington, DC. His son Matthew graduated from Yorktown High School in June and started engineering school at the University of Virginia in August, and his daughter, Amanda, is a junior at Yorktown.

The television show “True Blood,” based on the books of **Charlaine Schulz Harris**, has been renewed for a third season. For a week, all nine of her Sookie Stackhouse novels were on the *New York Times* best-seller list.

**David Francis’** musical “BARK!” opens in Anchorage, AK, in December 2009; in South Bay, CA, in February 2010; and in Brazil in March 2010. The latter production will be in Portuguese. He played piano for all the classical piano pieces in the remake of the film “Fame.” He also directed a production of “Songs for a New World” for the Key West Symphony. In mid-June, David, Betty Ann Hunt Strain and DeltaCappella performed at a concert under the stars at the Levitt Shell in Memphis’ Overton Park.

**Judy Brooks Tygard** and her husband Charlie enjoyed a trip to Alaska in September. Judy also visited Meriwether Montgomery at her “horse farm” in Cullman, AL.

**Brian ’70 and Ginny Kittle Holt** recently relocated to Newberry, SC, after 12 years in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, where Brian taught at the Evangelical Theological College and Ginny was director of worship at the International Evangelical Church and director of The Motley Singers, a community choir and chamber orchestra with 50 singers from almost 20 nations. Ginny is now director of worship at Aveleigh Presbyterian Church. Brian is teaching a course at Newberry College.

**1974**

**35th Reunion**

*Homecoming: Oct. 23-24*  
*Friday: “After” party, 9 p.m., Home of Joy and Larry Rice*

*Saturday: Old Fashioned Steak Night, 8 p.m., Hyde Hall, Catherine Burrow Refectory*

**1976**

Our hearts go out to **Linton and Jan Taylor Weeks**, whose sons Stone (24) and Holt (20) passed away July 23, 2009. Stone was Rice University historian Douglas Brinkley’s assistant and researcher, having worked with him on his book *The Wilderness Warrior: Theodore Roosevelt and the Crusade for America.* Holt, a rising junior at Rice, was a research assistant to Christopher Bronk, a fellow in technology, society and public policy at Rice’s James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy. Last summer, Linton joined NPR as its national correspondent for Digital News. Linton is a former staff writer for *The Washington Post’s* Style section and was the first director of the newspaper’s Web site, and managing editor of the *Post’s* Sunday magazine.
1979

30th Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 23-24
Friday: Barbecue Dinner, 7 p.m., Home of Penn and Gwen Jones Owen
Saturday: Dinner, 7 p.m., Home of Barbara and Joe Evangelisti

1984

25th Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 23-24
Saturday: Cocktail Reception, 7 p.m., McCoy Theatre
Reporters: Tracy Vezina
Gwen Jones Owen, also still playing her guitar with her band, The Green Chicks, who perform occasionally around the Memphis area.

1985

Reporter: Jim Golden
Jimatphi@hotmail.com
I hope everyone is having a pleasant fall.

Martha Hample recently celebrated her 11th anniversary at archer-malmo advertising in Memphis, where she is director of creative services. She's been spending most of her free time traveling, most recently to Greece, Brazil and Belize, where among other things she enjoyed diving and snorkeling and searching for the strangest cuisine available. Martha is also still playing her guitar with her band, The Green Chicks, who perform occasionally around the Memphis area.

Mary Mannon Reeves had a busy summer. She writes, “I’m now writing for the Shelbyville Times-Gazette and kicked the season off by winning a first place for photojournalism in the Tennessee Associated Press Managing Editors competition, where I also got a second place for feature story. At the Tennessee Press Association, I got a second for humor column, a third for personal column, a second for features and a fourth for feature photography. As a team, we also won a Meeman Award for community service for a series we did on help organizations. My oldest son, Scott (19), is putting himself through art school in Nashville and producing some amazing work. Ben (17) interned this summer with the Tennessee Shakespeare Festival, so we spent a lot of time in Bell Buckle. Buzz (10), the youngest, dedicated his summer to reading all of the Harry Potter books.”

Georgia Blythe Felner Crook reports, “I have a wonderful husband, Philip, two daughters, Charlotte (18) and Allison (9), and a son, Elliott (12). Charlotte is a sophomore in college. Allison and Elliott are in elementary and middle school, just doing normal kid things. I have been a lawyer for 21 years, and have my own criminal defense firm based in Franklin, TN. My husband and I work a lot, but do find plenty of time to do ‘fun’ things too. This summer, we took a whirlwind tour of all that is Disney, Seaworld and Busch Gardens, then headed to Cedar Point in Sandusky to ride all the roller coasters. We also spend time together on the lake in our water toys. We really just try to enjoy and appreciate every day.”

I received a nice long note from Kay McCullen in California: “Hello fellow Rhodies! I write to you from Santa Cruz, where I have lived for the past 10 years. After bouncing around in Memphis for several years, I decided to try my hand at writing user guides for software. It seemed that I might actually be able to use that B.A. in English! I moved to Seattle in 1996 where the placement agency advised me that what I wanted was called ‘technical writing.’ Presto! I was a tech writer for various startups that went nowhere. However, I did talk my way into a contract job at Microsoft for a short time (Ping-Pong, free stuff, stress, and I never saw Bill.) The Seattle rain drove me to Silicon Valley in 1999 where I am now ‘between opportunities.’ If one must be unemployed, Santa Cruz is a wonderful place to be. I haven’t learned to surf but am not ruling it out yet. I hope you are all well and seeking your dreams.”

Finally, Andrew Watts says, “Cathy and I are still in L.A. I’m a managing director at Oaktree Capital, a global investment firm, where I manage the high income convertible strategy. We have three children, Caroline (13), Ian (11) and Alec (8). We visited with Jeff and Mary Lynn Tucker Davis ’84 as well as Mitch ’86 and Monica Burns Warren ’87 in Nashville this summer.”

1986

Reporter: Colleen Grady
colleen.grady@lls.org
Greetings to everyone from Nashville! Please keep sending me your news, whether it be through e-mail or Facebook. And now, on to your updates.

Lee Talbot has been promoted to associate curator of the Eastern Hemisphere Collections at the The Textile Museum in Washington, DC. He will pursue curatorial work focused on the museum’s collection of textiles from Korea, China and Japan, as well as continuing to chair the museum’s internal Exhibitions Task Force. He joined the museum staff in April 2007, and is currently pursing a Ph.D. from the Bard Graduate Center for Studies in the Decorative Arts, Design and Culture.

Liz McCraven graduated from LECOM, an osteopathic medical school in Bradenton, FL, in June. She is currently residing in Arvada, CO, a suburb of Denver, with her partner, Jill, and has begun a family medicine residency at St. Anthony North Hospital.

Phaedra Hise writes in with some news: “After five years of doing triathlons, I joined a bike racing team. This was my first season racing for River City Women’s Racing in Richmond and it has been a blast! I’ve done several time trials and road races, and have even gotten on the podium a few times. It’s very challenging—racing at more than 20 mph a few inches away from other cyclists—but I love it!”

After working full time since college, Leslie Nelson Lee is enjoying some well deserved time away from an office. She’s written a screenplay and submitted it to an international competition. She says, “My odds of winning are about like winning the lottery, but at least I’ve moved forward with something I’ve always wanted to do.”
1988

Reporter: Brooke Glover Emery
rhodesclassof88@gmail.com

On June 1, 2009, Johnny Moore became president and CEO of SunTrust Bank Memphis. He had held numerous management positions in SunTrust’s commercial and mortgage banking areas during the past 17 years, most recently heading the Memphis region’s commercial line of business.

Kim O’Harra Marsh owns Marsh Pediatric Therapy, a private-practice pediatric physical clinic. Kim says, “I am supposed to be working part time, but it doesn’t always go that way!” She lives in Tuscaloosa, AL, with her husband, Gene, and their two children, Emily (10) and Will (8) and attend as many Alabama sporting events as possible. Kim keeps in touch with Rhodes friends on Facebook.

Eric Aft reports that his family has been in Winston-Salem, NC, for five years, where Eric serves as the United Way COO. Eric and Lisa have been married for 11 years and have two wonderful children. According to the proud father, Avery is a talented musician who plays clarinet, piano and sax, and Claire, who has the kindest spirit of anyone he knows, enjoys dance, soccer and starting collections, with stuffed animals being her favorite. Eric’s wife is a graduate of Clemson and Wake Forest University. Both are heavily involved in volunteer activities, with Eric focused on coaching Claire’s soccer team, being treasurer of Avery’s high school marching band and serving on a couple of nonprofit boards. Professionally, Eric enjoys working with an excellent staff and volunteer team to develop, fund and implement programming to increase the area’s high school graduation rate, increase families’ financial situations and help uninsured individuals access vital medications. “We are fortunate to live in a generous, successful community, which enables us to invest more than $14 million into the community annually, creating a tremendous impact on the lives of our residents. It’s pretty amazing work that I feel fortunate to do.”

Alan ’87 and Judy Danger Truitt live in Birmingham, where she spends her time “chasing kids, volunteering too much, chasing kids some more and volunteering even more.” Judy and Alan have two children, Maggie (10) and Jake (4).

Anne Kaiser Apple reports that this is “the year of the ’S’ on Gallaway—with a Senior at White Station, a Sophomore at CBHS and a Second-grader at Grahamwood. Yes—three different schools—we have fully embraced our insanity.” Anne is busy as a parish associate at Idlewild Presbyterian Church, while Jim ’89 works at Morgan Keegan. Both are marathon runners, having begun training in the heat and humidity of August to run the St. Jude Marathon in Memphis. Jim hopes to qualify for Boston, while Anne hopes “to finish without having to make any bargains with my Maker and Creator.” Anne and Jim are looking forward to hosting Jim’s 20th reunion during Homecoming. Katie Bright Amato, Joanna Smith Priester, Evelyn Edwards Graham and Anne got together during the summer for a few days without children. Anne said it was good to be back together, just reconnecting and grateful for the friendships that began back at Rhodes when they were suitmates.

Ahad Mahootchi is living in Florida with his wife, Carole. They enjoy tennis and travel. Ahad, an ophthalmologist, practices at The Eye Clinic of Florida near Tampa. Ahad’s been keeping up with everyone on Facebook this year.

1989

20th Reunion

Homecoming: Oct. 23-24 d Saturday: Dinner, 7 p.m., Home of Anne ’88 and Jim Apple

Katie Ferris Trahan now lives in Marin County, CA, with her husband and youngest son (12). Her oldest son has graduated from college and is pursuing a career in acting and modeling in Los Angeles.

1991

After a recent girl’s weekend of reminiscing, relaxing and recharging in Highlands, NC, there is much to report: Susan Sneath Calahan lives in the Morningside area of Atlanta. Her husband, Doug, owns Argo Systems, a company that designs custom software for cable companies. She has two adorable children: son Carson (8) and daughter Claire (5), who both attend the Lovett School. Susan and family spent a good bit of time in Hilton Head this summer. Susan is excited to serve at the incoming president of the Lovett Alumni Association.

Misty Garner Clark lives in Manhattan with boyfriend Nick and rescued pooch Bronte. Misty is director of operations/customer service for Nina McLemore Designs. Misty and Nick enjoy traveling, having been to the south of France recently. When they are not on the road, they enjoy entertaining friends at their house in Southhampton.

Tracy Ballard Lindow lives in Germantown and recently celebrated her 18th wedding anniversary with her husband Mark, a pilot for FedEx. Tracy works for The Centre Group, a human resources consulting firm, where she primarily conducts training and retreats for Fortune 500 companies. Tracy and Mark have three wonderful children: Jake (11), Caleb (8) and Anna Claire (almost 4). This summer, the Lindow family spent a lot of time at the lake, where fishing, skiing and swimming were the order of the day.

Brad and Kelly Nowlin Moffatt live in Birmingham, where he is in commercial real estate with EGS. Kelly and Brad have three children: Amelia (7), Ford (4) and Adele (9 months). Kelly “retired” from Random House in 2008 after 10 years as a national accounts manager; she is now in sales for Portraits Inc. and is the incoming president of the Junior Women’s Committee in Birmingham.

Greg and Kristin Rudolph Muhlner live in the Washington, DC, area, where Kristin is CEO of the software company RollStream, and Greg, a former officer in the Navy SEALS, is director of business development at SAIC. They have one daughter, Zoë (almost 4). Kristin is anxious to move into their “almost completed,” renovated historic brownstone in Georgetown.
Class Notes

Elizabeth Roe Pearce lives in Atlanta, where she is an associate director for the fundraising consulting firm, Cox Curry & Associates, where she has worked for nine years. She has two miniature schnauzers: Zeke (10) and Ernie (8½). To celebrate their impending 40th birthdays, Elizabeth and her best friend, Caroline, recently spent three weeks in South Africa, touring Cape Town and visiting with the animals on safari. It was such an amazing trip, they are planning a return adventure in the future.

1992

Reporter: Sara Hawks Marecki
saramarecki@sbcglobal.net

Brian Ward, after losing his job, found a new one in 11 days using social media. His job search was featured in Time magazine on June 8, 2009. Lyell Peterson ’93 was also mentioned in the story for his help in the process, and Chandlee Bryant ’93 originally put Time in touch with Brian.

Anisa Cottrell Willis and her husband Kevin live outside of Cincinnati with their boys John (8) and Nicholas (4). Anisa is employed part time as a chaplain at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center and is a volunteer CASA with family court.

Jim Day lives in Franklin, TN, and works in Nashville as vice president, Audit & Advisory Services, for Genesco—the company that owns Johnston & Murphy, Journeys, Lids, etc. In his free time he trains for triathlons and spends time with his girlfriend, Jackie, her two boys and a couple of rambunctious dogs.

Dana Peterson Forlano has been living in England since 1999 with her husband Chris, another expat American. She has two children: Luciano (nearly 4), and her daughter, Friday (8 months). She relocated to do testing of Intelligent Network software for mobile phones, but now spends her time looking after the kids and gardening.

Erika Blank Bronson lives in Dalton, GA, with her husband William and their three children. She is busy serving as PTO president, Junior Scout leader and filling appointed positions on the Dalton/Whitfield County Industrial Development Authority Board as well as the Convention and Visitors Bureau Board.

Sara Hawks Marecki, Liz Gotham Furman, Cindy McCraw Dirks, Temple Sellers McDaniel, Shannon Emerson Myatt, Chris Emanuel, Cilalborne Ferguson and Burt Stodghill hit the Las Vegas Strip in April to celebrate their last year in their 30s. A fun time was had by all!

Scott Peatross has moved his law practice and joined the Bourland Heflin firm in Memphis as of May 1, 2009. He continues to focus his practice on the administration of probate estates and civil litigation.

Shane Beeson has been living in Plano, TX, for the past five years, after 4 1/2 years in the NYC area. He works from home as a senior account executive for Trepp, a New York-based commercial real estate analytics firm. Katrin and Shane have a son, Jaxon (8), who started third grade this fall. Shane is also staying active on the stage and is in rehearsals for a world premiere of a play to be performed at the Festival of Independent Theatres in Dallas.

Annie B. Williams is still living in Nashville near family and friends. She is married and has one daughter (5 1/2). After a decade of practicing law, for the past three years she has been teaching government and economics at Montgomery Bell Academy. Nothing like trying to mold the minds of 17- and 18-year-old boys!

Mary Margaret and Michael Gratz are the proud parents of new addition, Michael B. III (“Michael B.”), who joins older brother Charlie and older sister Lucy (no, they do not have a dog named Snoopy). Michael practices law with his father in Tupelo, MS, but as the country squire, spends a lot of time fly-fishing and playing tennis. Mary Margaret practices law, too, and does all the hard work with the kids—at least that’s the way she tells it.

Rob Joseph is a partner at Hill, Kertscher & Wharton in Atlanta, practicing corporate and venture capital law. He has been married for 12 years to Leslie, who until recently owned and operated a retail store selling antiques and home decor, but had the closeout sale at just the right time. He spends a lot of time on the phone with Michael Gratz, proving that neither one of them has much of a social life.

Ami and John Lange live in Huntsville, AL, where John is an executive in investment forestry for RMK Timberland Group, a joint division of Regions Bank and Morgan Keegan that manages timberland in Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee and Oregon. They have two boys, Bennett and Jackson, and a dog named Belle. John still plays baseball like he did in college, though his body keeps having to remind him he’s not in college anymore.

Scott Fitzgerald and Carson Lindsey Turner married in May 2009. She is a lawyer and Scott is managing partner of the Quinter Financial Group, a diversified holding company with investments in real estate, pharmaceutical sales, financial services, food processing and Internet sales. They live in Charlotte, NC.

Carl Fisher is a nephrologist living in Charlotte, NC. He and Carrie have two children. He says he just finished the entire P90X fitness program and supposedly “has a six pack.”

Frank Howell is director of the Delta Council’s Industrial and Community Development Department, which gets him around a lot, and word has it that on occasion he has even hosted a local television show or two. He lives in Tribbett, MS.

Danny Vohs lives in St. Augustine, FL, with his wife Kim and daughters Anna Marie and Olivia and son Denny. Danny is owner/president of New Horizons, Jacksonville, a computer training company. He lives in the one house in every neighborhood that all the kids like to go to after school, and enjoys golf, fishing, boogie-boarding and generally anything having to do with the kids and the beach.

Chris Cox lives in the Washington, DC, area, where he is executive director of the National Rifle Association’s Institute for Legislative Action. He and his wife have just added a son to their family, Carter Buckley. All are doing well but are a bit sleep deprived.

Bart Crawford lives in Birmingham with his wife Elizabeth and oldest boy Hunter, daughter Adelia and the youngest, Forrest, and...
works at The Title Group Inc.
Don’t forget to join the Rhodes College—Class of 1992 group on Facebook!

1994
15th Reunion:  
Oct. 23-24  
Friday: Gathering, 9 p.m., Celtic Crossing  
Saturday: Cocktail Reception, 8:30 p.m., Diehl Court  
Reporter: Judy Brown  
judym brown@borax.com

1995
Reporter: Sarah Sears-Egeli  
703-971-9417  
sarahsears@live.com  
Ronald Coleridge writes:  
“Hi everyone! I’ve been back in Peru for four years now. Before that, my wife Gabriella and I lived in Luxembourg for three years. We have three children, Daniel (7), Sebastian (4) and Alexia (2). I created my own company when I came back to Peru, a luxury goods trading company. We represent several known brands from Europe, and so far, so good. We are planning to open our second store in Lima very soon, and we also do corporate sales to restaurants, hotels, etc.”  

Bobby Light has become a non-equity member of the law firm of Lawson and Silek in its Front Royal, VA, office. His practice focuses on real estate transactions and entity formations, planning, land use and zoning and labor and employment matters.

1996
Reporter: Jennifer Larson  
larsonj96@rhodes-alumni.net

Katherine Conti writes, “In March, I was selected as the winner of an international design competition sponsored by Kimball Office, a commercial furniture manufacturer. My work station screen design was chosen out of a field of more than 200 submissions. I was awarded $5,000 and an expense-paid trip to Chicago for NeoCon, the annual interior design trade show at the Merchandise Mart, to promote my design, which will be integrated into the Kimball product line. One of my professional designs for an apartment complex in Louisiana was also honored with an IDA (International Interior Design Association) Mid America Design Award in April. The design consisted of the main clubhouse and a display unit.”  

Catherine Cuellar now works as senior communications specialist for Oncor in Dallas. She writes, “After leading the PegasusNews.com team to win a Katie Award from the Press Club of Dallas for Best New Web Site in fall ’09, I joined the largest electric transmission and distribution utility in Texas as its spokeswoman. I’m still using my English major, basically acting as a translator for engineers. Best of all, I get to spread the good word about Oncor’s leadership in energy conservation and incentives to promote solar and wind-generated power.”  

Stephen Deusner is a music writer. His “live reviews” have twice been featured on ABC News online.

Rob Downey participated in the St. Jude Classic Pro-Am June 10, 2009, in which his team achieved a score of 55, good enough for the second-lowest in the event. It was the first time for him to play in the pro-am with ServiceMaster.

1998
Reporter: Amanda Grebe  
tamburrino  
1805 Central Ave.  
Memphis, TN 38104  
901-278-1093  
tamburrino@rhodes.edu  
Aaron and Amy Berlin Opsal had a daughter, Isabel Marie, June 20, 2009.

Peter and Christina O’Relley Barnes had a daughter, Elise Julianna, Oct. 3, 2008. Stanton (3) loves making his baby sister laugh. Christina is an allergist at the South Bend Clinic, and Peter is a psychologist in the counseling center at the University of Notre Dame.

Noel and Marissa Brewer Henley welcomed a daughter, Sarah Katherine, April 27, 2009, in Fayetteville, AR. Sarah Kate joins her adoring big brothers, Christopher (5) and Will (3).

1999
10th Reunion  
Homecoming: Oct. 23-24  
Saturday: Gathering, 8 p.m., Ernestine and Hazel’s  
Reporter: Leigh Powell  
powli93@gmail.com

Melody Barnett Deusner has been awarded the Douglass Foundation Fellowship at the Metropolitan Museum in New York. She is currently a doctoral student in the University of Delaware’s Department of Art History.

Matt and Katharine Farmer Breaux are pleased to announce their marriage April 25, 2009, at St. John’s Episcopal Church in Savannah, GA, where Katharine’s parents and grandparents also were married. The wedding was full of tradition (Katharine even wore her mother’s dress) and lots of Rhodes alumni! Mary Reid Colter Tevis and Anne Bragg Warren ’00 were bridesmaids, and Witney Elliott Fisher ’00 read Scripture in the ceremony. Groomsmen included Dudley Baker, Kevin Birkby, Creswell Gardner ’98, Chris Johnson, Britt Rogers and Jason Searcy ’97. Drew Hamric and T.J. Wilt were ushers. There were also many Rhodes friends in attendance, including Madison Moore Agee, Tim Ballard ’95, Alison Barnwell, Holly Frederick Beck, Christine Knipscheer Belling ’00, Elizabeth Rozelle Borski, Meredith Schember Caruso, Jane Dawson Coley ’80, Jill Waldrip Davis, Claire Dempsey, Margaret Yerger Elliott, Cullen Evans ’00, Edy Burns Gervin ’00, Hank Hilliard, Nicole Atkins Johnson, Leslie Abernathy Johnson ’97, Liam Lynch, Alison Nathan, Andrew Shipman ’93 and Hansel Watt ’00. After a honeymoon in Barbados and Petit St. Vincent in the Grenadines, Matt and Katharine returned home to Denver, CO, where Matt works for Dividend Capital and Katharine works for New Hope Natural Media. Katharine writes, “Our wedding was such a wonderful time and it meant so much to us to have so many good friends be a part of the celebration!”

“Kenneth and I welcomed our son, John Lachlan, into the world May 22, 2009,” writes Betsy Miller McLean. “Just a few weeks after John was born, we celebrated our 10th wedding anniversary. We are so thankful for all our blessings!”

Kevin Willoughby continues to work as a commercial photographer in Dallas. Some recent shoots of interest include the New Kids on the Block
Class Notes

for Ghostbar Dallas/N9NE Group, DJ Paul Van Dyk, the Lee Park & Arlington Hall Conservancy, the new Fort Worth Goody Goody Liquor Store and, in the product world, mining refuge chambers for MineARC Systems NA.

Mary Reid Colter Tewis received a M.S. in professional counseling in May 2008 from Georgia State University. She and her husband, Greg, moved from Atlanta to Dallas in July 2008. Greg is a management consultant for Deloitte and Mary Reid is a career counselor in the Cox School of Business at SMU. Being back in Texas has enabled Mary Reid to reconnect with a lot of friends from Rhodes and be an active participant on the North Texas Alumni Board.

Karla Riemenschneider Blackmore and her husband Bradley welcomed a daughter, Johanna Rose, May 2, 2009. “I have completed my residency in orthopedic surgery and will be doing a fellowship this academic year in Tampa, FL, for shoulder and elbow surgery,” writes Matt Willis. “After that, I have signed to be the director of the shoulder and elbow service at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga residency program.”

Brook ’98 and Marissa Murphy Loper welcomed their son, Bradden, April 2, 2009. Marissa writes, “Big siblings Bennett (6), and Lydia (3) think their new little brother is pretty cute. Of course, he’s not mobile yet and can’t steal their toys, so we’ll see.”

Todd and Braden Moon Blasdel recently moved into a new neighborhood in Oklahoma City “and are enjoying our new home and all of the work that comes with it. We are also enjoying the thrills of parenthood with our son Max, who will be 2 in November. I am still practicing law, primarily representing patients in medical malpractice suits.”

2000

Reporter: Nicki North Beasley
nickinp@gmail.com

Emily Ogden has accepted a position as policy director for The Justice Project in Tennessee, a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization dedicated to improving the fairness and accuracy of the criminal justice system. She hopes to initiate a public education campaign in an effort to create a climate for reform.

Doug and Nicki North Beasley had a son, North Douglas, Dec. 14, 2007, with the midwives at the nonprofit birth center where Nicki worked as the women’s health nurse practitioner for six years. She now works for a private gynecology practice in Knoxville, TN.

Chip and Allyson Johnson Hodge had a daughter, Lenox Kathryn, Oct. 17, 2008, in Beaufort, SC. Big brothers Cole (6) and Ryder (4) have been very excited to have a little sister. On June 1, 2009, Chip left active duty in the U.S. Marine Corps and joined the law firm of Quindlen & Merrifield in Beaufort. Chip will continue to serve in the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve. Chip and Allyson celebrated their seventh wedding anniversary July 20, 2009.

Syd and Edy Burns Gervin welcomed a son, Graham Hutchinson, Sept. 27, 2008.

Andy Wohlforth continues as an associate attorney for Evans Petree Bogatin in Memphis, focusing his practice on income taxation, estate planning and estate administration. “I have enrolled in the University of Alabama’s Tax L.L.M. program, which began in August and will continue for the next two years.”

Sally and Jeff Badou and son Ronin William (almost 2) welcomed Maeve Beatrice to the family June 15, 2009.

Zac and Abigail West Jumper ’98 live in Knoxville, where Zac accepted a position with Abercrombie Radiology after recently completing radiology residency training and board certification at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. “We now live near my in-laws, Jeff ’89 and Amy Fay West Chandler ’89. We had our second daughter, Lila Fay West Jumper, April 28, 2009. Her big sis Annabel is now 3 1/2.”

Bill and Elizabeth Smith Ritter welcomed a son, Henry Jack, March 26, 2009, in Birmingham, AL.

Wil Harris writes: “Tiffany, my wife of four years, and I are heading back to Panama City FL, after finishing our residencies at the University of Virginia (she, anesthesia and I, emergency medicine). We are the proud parents of daughter Anna (1). Thanks for keeping up and I hope that all is well in Memphis.”

In the 2008 election cycle, Andrew Shulman worked for Rudy Giuliani in NYC, Steve Pearce in Albuquerque, NM, and Elizabeth Dole in North Carolina. “After the election, I moved to Jackson, TN, where I am the judicial assistant to my old boss Ed Bryant, who was recently installed as a federal magistrate judge for the western district of Tennessee. It’s good to be back in Tennessee!”

Jake and Mandy Corkern Vezina had a daughter, Louise, June 12, 2009. She joins her big brother George (3).

Joshua and Sheila Jacobson Purcell married June 20, 2009, in Eureka Springs, AR. Holly Kroll Smith, Elizabeth Smith Ritter and Emily Waller Ensor were bridesmaids.

Matthew Dekar, Hunter Freeman, Andrew Robertson, Peden Harris and Jon Hill ’01 were in attendance, as well as Kelly Ensor ’99. The couple honeymooned for two weeks in Greece and Turkey. Sheila graduated from the University of Memphis with a master’s degree in history in May, and began nursing school at U of M in August. They live on Mud Island with their dog, Bismarck.

Julie and Bryce Ashby welcomed their daughter, Katherine Elise, into the world last year. Kate turned one Aug. 21. Bryce completed a federal judicial clerkship with Judge Bernice Donald in August and returned to private practice at the Donati Law Firm, where he represents workers in the areas of civil rights, employment and labor law.

Cyrille and Callie Summers Pannier are still in the UK. “I have recently been promoted to sales manager at the Four Seasons Hotel Hampshire. In my new role, I will be handling the North American market—and look forward to a few (extra) trips back to the states in the months ahead! This year has proved to be quite a tough one for the hospitality industry ... so hope I can live up to the high expectations! We enjoyed a two-week trip to Thailand in the summer. We are both foodies, so we loved traveling through the various regions and sampling the unique flavors and spices. A highlight was elephant trekking through the Golden Triangle!”

Russell and Jessica
Big brother Kevin can’t wait.

Arts Fellowship and attended Alumni Award from the 2009-2010 bar year. She

Jessica and Russell married. Jessica earned her master’s Peterborough, NH.

Mississippi Individual Visual In 2007, Lou and Kevin Organized in 1922, the

She was also recently elected president of the Mound School of Law BLSA chapter.

She received the 2008 professor of art at the University of Tennessee College of Law with academic and pro

bono honors.” Brad was also a finalist for the Barrister of the Year award for his contributions to the law school community.

Hannah Miller was the organizer of the first Gay Pride event in China this year. She was mentioned in the New York Times and on BBC broadcasts, as well as in multiple other world news sources.


Daniel and Kim Polanco Driggers welcomed twins Champion “Champ” Troy and Trinity Taylor June 8, 2009. The twins are happy and healthy and living with mom and dad in Little Rock, AR.

Dave Elder and his wife Reagan have moved to Reykjavik, Iceland. Dave is working as a graphics programmer on the Core Technology Team at CCP Games.

Josh Klein and Elizabeth Quillin married June 5, 2009, in St. Louis. Tanner Neidhardt ’99 served as a groomsman. Other Rhodes alumni in attendance were Shaun and Kirsten Dugan, Matt Prewett and Bobby ’98 and Libby Lessentine ’03.

The couple resides in St. Louis, where Josh teaches psychology and coaches soccer and volleyball at DeSmet Jesuit High School, and Elizabeth is VP of sales for Crossroads Courier.

Emily Blassche moved back to her hometown, Oklahoma City, in April 2006 after four great years in San Francisco. She works as a senior financial analyst for Chesapeake Energy in its Investor Relations and Research Dept. She married Matt Link Sept. 13, 2008, and many Rhodes alumni were in the wedding party (Dayna Dwyer, Jenny

Wiedower, Hannah Smith Mason, Vann Morris and Liz Meyers Yoder). The couple honeymooned for two weeks in Thailand. In their free time, Emily and Matt enjoy cooking, gardening, hosting parties and traveling abroad. In addition to their honeymoon in Thailand, they have also recently been to Argentina, Poland, Netherlands, Germany and Mexico, as well as many domestic locations. Catherine Neelly enjoyed growing plants this summer. Squirrels ravaged her tomatoes, but she remained hopeful for the peppers. In April, Catherine was ordained as a minister in the Presbyterian Church USA and serves at Central Presbyterian Church in Atlanta.

Bill and Lise Taylor Pascoli had a healthy baby boy, Tyler, April 8, 2009, in Chicago. Big brother Will (2 ½) is adjusting very well and loves his little brother very much.

Shelley Short and Colin Matthews married in Houston, May 30, 2009. They will reside in Atlanta while Colin finishes law school.

Kate and Tim Stakem ’02 are still enjoying life in Memphis, where they live with their two kids Charlotte (2) and Gray (11 months). Kate is working on her doctor of education and serving as the high school principal at The Soulsville Charter School. The Stakems are also getting geared up for the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (JDRF) walk honoring Adah Laura Coultas in Memphis in October.

Patrick and Liz Meyers Yoder relocated to Houston this summer. They’re excited to eat good barbecue and Tex-Mex, become Rockets fans and reconnect with Houston classmates.
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Reporter: John Ramsey
jramsey@rhodes-alumni.net

Chip ’00 and Allyson Johnson Hodge welcomed their daughter, Lenox Kathryn, Oct. 17, 2008, in Beaufort, SC. Their two boys, Cole and Ryder, are great big brothers!

2004

Fifth Reunion

Homecoming: Oct. 23-24

Friday: Gathering, 9 p.m., Celtic Crossing

Saturday: Cocktail Reception, 7:30 p.m., Frazier Jelke Amphitheatre

Reporter: Kyle Russ
ckylerus@yahoo.com

So apparently most of you have graduated from law/business school and have actually started contributing to the economy. Some of you have even started having babies. Big report, here goes:

This report comes to you from Mobile, AL, where Jeaneane Fountain married her high school sweetheart, Harry Camp, putting an end to nine years of long-distance dating. The wedding party included Yours Truly, Sezen Oygar and Emily Costarides.

Richard Frost and his wife, Alice ’05, were also seen cutting a rug at the reception.

Speaking of long-term relationships, John and Sarah Margaret Bridwell Decker were FINALLY married. Wedding party included Jennifer Sirmon, Catherine Curtis, Ande McDaniel, Lindsay Chapman, Mary Williams Griffin, Leland Haugh, Hamilton Hutchinson ’05 and Allen Sheehan. They took an amazing honeymoon to Martinique.

Continuing along the wedding line of thought, Joanie McEnery and Patrick Browne ’03 also married this summer in New Orleans. Rodents in attendance are too numerous to name here, but if you know Joanie or Patrick, you know what a party it was.

Susan Ratcliff Corbyn celebrated her first wedding anniversary and had a huge art opening in Alexandria, LA. No doubt it was a huge success!

Erin Johnston and Scott Adam married June 27, 2009, in Austin, TX. Erin welcomed three wonderful stepchildren to her family: Kaitlin (12), Harrison (8) and Kennedy (6). Bridesmaids included Lauren Jarrell Denney and Jenni Scott Clare ’05. Erin is a middle school language arts teacher in Round Rock ISD, and plans to return to school for her second master’s degree and school librarianship certification now that the wedding planning is over!

And on the baby front, Tony and Maude Pampel had a beautiful baby girl this spring, Emmaline Clair. Congrats guys!

Daniel Head is still traveling the world, recently hitting Sri Lanka, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Zimbabwe and Amsterdam, where he met up with Elaine Odle, as well as Dominican Republic, where he met up with Casey Hall. He’s currently training for a half Iron Man. Slow down, dude!

Valerie Power is also abroad, living in Tanzania. Valerie moved to Africa to work for a NGO after finishing her M.A. in international education with a focus on international development from George Washington University.

As part of his dental school training, Peter Igoe recently completed a three-week clinic in Chechnya where he attended to oral hygiene needs of the civil war victims. Allyson and baby Igoe did not travel with Peter, but needless to say, they are happy he made it home safely.

Mills Ramsay is also abroad, but a little closer to home. Despite the recession, Mills is working for a hedge fund in the Bahamas and enjoys snorkeling and exploring Colonial-era pirate wreckage. It must be nice …

At the end of summer, Palmer Snodgrass deployed for Operation Iraqi Freedom for seven months.

And yes, there are some 2004 graduates who still live in the good ole USA.

A year ago, Robert and Sarah Edgecombe ’03 moved to North Carolina, where Robert is pursuing a master’s at UNC and Sarah is entering her second year of social work.

The recently married Catherine Ogle Egenes has begun a new job with a boutique public relations agency, Wicked PR, in Atlanta. To celebrate, the young couple got a Jack Russell terrier puppy.

Marcus Cox and wife Karrie recently finished the film, “Los Encinos,” which features the talents of John Gordon, Spencer Pharr and Sandi Russon. The film, a human element story that explores tragedy and forgiveness, was shot on location in South Texas. Major props guys—well done.

Since the last update, Erin Fleischer and Lee Thomas have continued to expand their expertise in marine life. Through their work at Sea World San Diego, the two became increasingly interested in killer whales. Reproduction in captivity for this variety of whales is a very rare and delicate process with which the girls have become “intimately” involved.

Whitney Garman, Julie Clary, Maggie Goodman, Katie Walsh, Katie Maxwell, Ashley Kutz and Jenny Dill traveled to Napa Valley for a wine-filled weekend last Labor Day. They loved every minute spent in sunny California, but the biggest highlight was definitely going to Luna Vineyards to visit fellow Rhodes alum Mike Drash ’91. The girls were looking forward to their cruise to the Bahamas this Labor Day!

Katherine Mauzy and Elizabeth Cooley have both found their passion in show business. Katherine’s lovely voice can be heard across the nation on a new in-flight safety announcement for JetBlue Airlines. So the next time you “fasten those seat belts” think of Miss Mauzy.

The new announcements will debut this fall. Elizabeth will soon become one of the premiere models for Keds’ ballet flat line. She recently had this to say about her latest endeavor: “I have always loved Keds. I remained loyal to the brand despite being made fun of in college. Who knew my loyalty would literally pay off one day?” Elizabeth can be seen on the official Keds Web site from the knee down.

As for yours truly, I continue to weather the financial storm and allegations of being a “vampire squid wrapped across the face of humanity.” I also just finished my first year of a part-time MBA program which has been rather ho-hum.

As always, please reach out and let us know what’s new in your life.

Takin’ care of business,
-ckyle
2005

Reporters: Brandon Couillard
brandon.couillard@gmail.com

Molly Fitzpatrick
mhfitz11@hotmail.com

Emily Robbins Liverman recently accepted the position of academic adviser/assistant director/student services at Indiana University in Bloomington. She writes, “This position is with the Russian and East European Institute. I am in charge of publicity for the institute, advising all of our students and recruiting for the institute, as well as SWSEEL, the intensive summer language program.”

Stephen Ogden has been awarded one of the 15 Lilly Graduate Fellowships. He is currently finishing a MA at Yale, where he has been accepted into the religious studies doctoral program as well as Notre Dame’s doctoral program in philosophy, with top graduate fellowships from both programs. He will attend Notre Dame to study medieval philosophy with a focus on Arabic philosophy.

Katherine Jameson, who is still in graduate school studying cancer biology, completed her first-ever full marathon in May and is training for more with Team in Training—a nonprofit offshoot of the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society.

Tripp and Ashley Wells Hullender ’07 recently married in Jackson, MS. He sends his thanks to all of the alumni who attended their wedding.

Megan Adams has moved to Jackson, MS, where she began her first year at Mississippi College School of Law in August.

Craig Cooper is currently an associate attorney at Faber & Brand in Columbia, MO. Other than traveling to various courts throughout the state, Craig has been actively involved in community theater in the Columbia area. Having recently finished a local production of “My Fair Lady,” he will be performing the role of Schroeder in “You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown” this fall. Craig is planning on sitting for the Kentucky Bar this February.

Garney Caldwell recently moved back to his hometown of Chattanooga, TN, where he is opening an electric bicycle store called Chattanooga Hybrids.

After a crazy and fun fourth year that included working in a hospital in Tanzania and backpacking in eastern Europe, Lauren Jackson graduated from the University of Louisville medical school in May. She is now doing her internship in internal medicine at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City.

Eliza Hanson moved to Austin, TX, where she is getting certified in special education and English language arts through Texas Teaching Fellows.

After living in Memphis for 10 years, Karen Dobyns will be starting her first job as an occupational therapist for Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute for Rehabilitation in Georgia.

Laura Stanford and Vanderbilt graduate Brent McDade married in July 2009.

Amanda Sirota and Christopher “Topher” Ollison of Grosse Pointe, MI, married in May 2009; they continue to reside in Houston.

Not only is Evan Weinberger finishing his doctorate in industrial/organizational psychology at the University of Houston, he is continuing to build his successful academic coaching company that he started in late 2005.

2006

Reporters: Nicole Vazquez
nicolev@rhodes-alumni.net

Joseph and Leslie Longtin Bayless are happy to announce their marriage on May 2, 2009, in Seagrove Beach, FL. They currently reside in Fredericksburg, VA. Rhodes alumni in attendance included: Tiffany Moore ’04 (bridesmaid), Katherine Mullins, Sarah Fairchild, Jen Hudson, Becca Franklin ’04, Brandon Nugent and Garrett Honea.

A 10-day honeymoon in Istanbul, Turkey followed. Leslie also writes, “I was recently promoted to a senior analyst position within the Department of Defense. I am also set to receive my master’s from Georgetown University next year.”

Margaret Sommer received a master of arts in political science from the University of Memphis May 9, 2009.

Will Waring is in his third year of law school at Mercer in Macon, GA, and will graduate in May 2010.

2007

After one year of living in Paris, Deborah Clarke, now fluent in French, was hired by EDF, the European energy company.

Edith Garrett was featured in the Boston Globe on July 9, 2009, when the drug Avastin, prescribed for other purposes, restored her hearing in one ear. In December 2006, she scored eight percent on a standard hearing test; she now stands at 98 percent in one ear.

Jamie Underwood recently accepted a position as assistant editor of CFA Magazine at the CFA Institute in Charlottesville, VA. She also received a master of mass communications in journalism from the University of South Carolina May 8, 2009.

Krystal and Charles White ’06 are happy to announce the birth of their son, Cyrus Gregory, May 5, 2009.

2008

Anna Casteen received a master of arts in teaching in mathematics from Bard College May 30, 2009. She writes, “I have accepted a teaching position in the Urban Assembly School for Wildlife Conservation in the Bronx, NY, for the 2009-10 school year. I hope to impart to my students an appreciation of mathematics that was instilled in me during my time at Rhodes. I am a Math for America 2008 fellow and have made a commitment to teach in New York City for four years.”

Natasha Jain writes, “I am in graduate school at Saint Louis University pursuing a dual degree program in which I’ll receive both my MBA and MHA (master in health administration).”

Jaala Spencer has been promoted to district manager in charge of the Arlington territory for Vector Marketing/CUTCO Cutlery. She will be responsible for all aspects of the business including recruiting, advertising, administrative and financial success.

Brooke Poklemba was crowned Miss Maryland at the Miss Maryland Scholarship Pageant. She will receive a $10,000 scholarship and other gifts and will represent the state of Maryland at the Miss America pageant. Her platform is “Autism
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Grant and Kristine

In Memoriam

‘38 Polly Jane Cohen Cooper of Memphis, May 27, 2009. An active member of the Church of the River, she gave years of service to significant Memphis institutions including the Memphis Symphony and Memphis College of Art, for which she served as director of publicity. She was also executive director of the Volunteer Service Bureau and hosted a talk show on WHER, the first all-female radio station in America. She collaborated with her husband, the late Rhodes English Professor Robert Cooper, on a three-volume Literary Guide and Companion to Southern, Middle and Northern England, also taking charge of the revision process 10 years later. She leaves a son, a daughter, four grandchildren, her niece and her caregivers.

‘40 Elizabeth “Betty” Orgill Archer of Memphis, April 27, 2009. A communicant of Calvary Episcopal Church, she was a past president of the Women of Calvary, a member of the Woman’s Exchange and the Midtown Mental Health Center board. The widow of Robert Neil Archer Jr., she leaves a daughter, two sons, six grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.

‘40 Marjorie Elwood McEllroy of Memphis, September 22, 2008. A member of Second Presbyterian Church for 58 years, where she was a soloist in the choir for about 50 years, she also sang for weddings, various social organizations and institutions. She leaves several nieces and great-nephews.

‘40 Walter “Rip” Rowan of Little Rock, AR, April 8, 2009. After serving in the Army as a 2nd lieutenant, he returned to Memphis and was employed by McKesson Robbins Wholesale Drug Co., where he eventually became a division manager. He organized and managed The City Beautiful Kids Project, which employed teenagers during the summer to help clean up the city, for which he received an Outstanding Service Award from the governor. He was an active member of Pulaski Heights United Methodist church, the Butler Sunday School Class and Helping Hands Respite Care. He leaves his wife of 63 years, Barbara Legge Rowan, a daughter, a son, six grandchildren and 12 great-grandchildren.

‘43 Beverly McFall Mitchell of Memphis, May 16, 2009. A dedicated patron of the Memphis Public Library, the Junior League of Memphis and the Woman’s Exchange, she was an accomplished painter, with works displayed at the Memphis College of Art, Memphis Botanic Garden, the Alice Bingham Gallery and the David Lusk Gallery. The widow of Tom Mitchell Jr., to whom she was married for more than 50 years, she leaves a daughter, a son, two grandsons and a sister.

‘43 Robert Henry Seabrook of Jackson, TN, June 18, 2009. A World War II veteran, he served in the European Theatre under Gen. George Patton in France, Germany and Ireland and was in the Battle of the Bulge. He later was in charge of the Seabrook Paint Co. of Jackson. A member of the Gideons organization for more than 60 years, he was also involved in prison ministry. He leaves his wife, Virginia Lee Strathern Seabrook, two daughters, a son, six grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

‘44 Virginia Hughes “Peggy” Taliaferro of Kennesaw, GA, April 23, 2009. She was a teacher and director of the Adult Literacy Program of Dalton College for more than 20 years, as well as an active member of Dalton First United Methodist Church. The widow of Robert E. Taliaferro Jr., she leaves two daughters, two sons, 10 grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

‘45 Edward Clancy Boldt of Memphis, June 30, 2009. The founder of Boyle Development Co., he also was in the Naval Reserve and saw active duty in the Pacific during World War II. He served as president of both the Memphis and the Tennessee Home Builders Associations, was a senior lifetime director of the National Association of Home Builders in Washington, DC, and served on the boards of The Dixon Gallery and Gardens, the Van Vleet Foundation, the University of Tennessee Development Council, the University of Tennessee Medical School Round Table and the Boyle Trust Co. He was a founding member of the Memphis Chapter of Confrerie des
Chevaliers du Tastevin, a worldwide French wine society. He attended Calvary Episcopal Church. He leaves his wife of 56 years, Daphne Harriet Hoger Beasley Boyle, two daughters and six grandchildren.

'46 Garnet Field Miller of Crystal River, FL, May 2, 2009. She organized a Sunday school, the Junior Choir, Junior Church and Vacation Bible Schools at the first Presbyterian Church of Crystal River. She became involved with Word of Life Fellowship and formed a Bible club for teenagers, fielding retreats and tour bus trips to camp. She served as a social case worker and director of the Key Training Center, which included special education for three counties. She toured as a speaker for Stonecroft Ministries and Christian Women’s Clubs, as well as serving on the original board of directors for the Seven Rivers Christian School. The widow of Sam Miller, she leaves six children, 17 grandchildren and seven great-grandchildren.

'48 Samuel Royal Fudge of Chapel Hill, NC, May 29, 2009. He was a B17 navigator in the U.S. Army Air Corps, European Theater, during World War II, discharged from service as a 1st lieutenant and was a recipient of the Purple Heart. He was pastor of Presbyterian churches in Tennessee and North Carolina, and served on the faculties of the University of North Carolina and the University of Houston. He was director of the Group Child Care Project at the School of Social Work, UNC and a child care consultant, nationally and internationally. He published a book, Living with Today’s Teenagers, and served as a task force member on the Committee on Rights of Children in Residential Treatment for the World Federation for Mental Health. He leaves his wife of 65 years, Elizabeth Shuler Fudge, a daughter, three sons, nine grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.

'48 Howard Bruce Hurt of Knoxville, TN, Jan. 29, 2009. He proudly served his country during World War II and was a POW. He obtained his Ph.D. in clinical psychology and led the clinical psychology program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory until his retirement in 1979. He leaves a nephew, a niece and a great-nephew.

'49 Carol Symons Hawk of Albany, GA, Dec. 5, 2008. She worked for the U.S. Census and taught second grade Sunday school at Porterfield United Methodist Church, where she was also involved in women’s and youth activities. She was involved in the Wesley Glen Ministries, Vashon and the City Mission Board, the Flint River Girl Scouts (for which she earned the highest honor (the Thanks Badge II award), the PTA, Theatre Albany, Albany Hospice, Meals on Wheels and the Albany Symphony. She was chosen by WALB-TV as one of the Ten Who Make a Difference. The widow of Herbert E. Hawk, she leaves four daughters and their families.

'49 Ralph H. Teed Jr. of Little Rock, AR, July 7, 2009. Director of rates and research at Arkansas Power and Light Co. until retiring in 1991, he was an avid outdoorsman who loved hunting and fishing with his sons and grandchildren. A member of Covenant Presbyterian Church, he leaves his wife, Elizabeth Teed, three sons, 10 grandchildren and two brothers.

'50 Gale Beverly Martin Evans of Honca Park, SC, May 18, 2009. A member of Trinity United Methodist Church, she leaves her husband of 59 years, Cecil Evans ’49, two daughters, a sister, five grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.

'50 James Edgar “Ed” Strain of Kingston, TN, October 12, 2008. A member of Grace Lutheran Church, he served in the U.S. Navy for 3 1/2 years as a nuclear weapons inspector, then worked with Oak Ridge National Laboratory until his retirement. He was presented the Award of Excellence for significant contribution to the Nuclear Weapons Program. He was also a member of the Roan County Tennis Association, the Environmental Review Board, Three Rivers Ramblers Square and Round Dancing Club, the Roane County Republican Party and the Knoxville Ski Club. The widower of Lib Strain, he leaves a daughter, two sons and two grandchildren.

'51 Dr. William Ralph “Bill” Giddens of Shreveport, LA, May 2, 2009. A physician who practiced internal medicine for 35 years, he also was a medical officer in the U.S. Air Force with the rank of captain. He participated in the formation of Louisiana State University School of Medicine in Shreveport as a clinical professor of internal medicine and was a pilot, sailor, chess player and avid coin collector. A lifelong member of First Presbyterian Church, where he served as deacon, elder and Sunday school teacher, he leaves his wife of 50 years, Jacquelyn Bricker Giddens; three daughters including Julia Wynn ’89; three sons, including Jeffrey Giddens ’84 and Joel Giddens ’86; 13 grandchildren; and a brother.

'52 Frank Montesi of Memphis, April 22, 2009. He was one of the owners of the Fred Montesi Grocery Stores and Liberty Cash Warehouse. He leaves his wife of 58 years, Tish Dille Montesi, two daughters, four sons and 17 grandchildren.

'54 Elizabeth Perkins “Beth” Graham of Memphis, April 4, 2009. A teacher in Memphis City Schools for many years, she was an avid gardener, a member of the D.A.R. and a longtime active member of second Presbyterian Church. She leaves her husband of 53 years, William T. “Bill” Graham, two daughters, a granddaughter and a sister.

'58 John E. Martin of Dunwoody, GA, June 10, 2009. A general agent for Berkshire Life, he was an avid backpacker and hiked most of the Appalachian Trail. He also bicycled from Savannah to San Diego as well as through Europe. He leaves his wife, Patricia “Tish” Martin, three sons, three daughters, 18 grandchildren, three great-grandchildren and two brothers.

'58 David Louis Simpson III of Memphis, May 21, 2009. He was an associate with the law firm Larkey, Dudley, Blanchard and McRae before serving as the secretary and general counsel for the legal department at Conwood Corp. He served on the board of the Memphis Pink Palace as its legal counsel and was instrumental in...
In Memoriam

obtaining the museum’s IMAX Theater. A past president of the Rhodes Alumni Association, a former member of the MIFA Development Board and a longtime member of Idlewild Presbyterian Church, he coached boys’ soccer and baseball for the church and served as a tutor at Idlewild Elementary School. He leaves his wife of 50 years, Beth LeMaster Simpson ’58, a daughter, two sons, six grandchildren, his mother, a brother, Jon Simpson ’59, and a sister.

‘60 Beryl Friddle Looney of Ruskin, FL, July 21, 2009. A kindergarten teacher who taught in Riverview, Gibsonton and Ruskin, FL, she leaves her husband, David Looney, two daughters, a son, three daughters by marriage and 11 grandchildren.

‘61 Stewart Coleman Whittle of Knoxville, TN, June 30, 2009. He served three years in the U.S. Army and for 35 years, was employed by the National Security Agency, during which time he held posts in Germany, Japan and the United Kingdom. After retiring from the NSA, he formed and operated a computer consulting firm in Maryland. He was a member of the Tennessee and Maryland chapters of The Order of the Founders and Patriots, St. George’s Society of Maryland and the Washington Assembly. He was a vestryman at St. John’s Episcopal Church in Elliptic City, MD. He leaves his wife, Sue Braceyell Whittle ’61, and a daughter, Allison Elisabeth Whittle Hodges ’97.

‘64 Carl David Bird of Lighthouse Point, FL, December 21, 2008.

‘66 Claire Campbell Massey of Longwood, FL, June 15, 2009. A social worker in the mental health field, she worked with the Orange County Public Schools, then at the University of Central Florida, where she served on the Community Advisory Board and was the field education coordinator for the School of Social Work. She was also a member of the Council on Social Work Education and a former board member of The Grove. A member of the Episcopal Church of the Resurrection where she sang in the choir, she leaves a daughter, a son and a granddaughter.

‘66 William “Bill” Kossuth Weber of Lancaster, PA, July 15, 2009. A member of the Lone Oak Church of Christ, he was a labor relations and benefits plans manager for the U.S. Energy Corporation and served as a captain in the U.S. Marine Corps during the Vietnam War. He leaves his wife, Melinda Gates Weber ’69, a daughter, a son, two granddaughters and three brothers.

‘70 Trudy Reed Brown of Memphis, May 4, 2009. She served as director of medical records at Lakeside Hospital and at Baptist Memorial Hospital East, and was a reimbursement specialist at Cardiology Specialists. A master gardener who loved sailing and being outdoors, she was involved in the Girl Scouts. A member of Idlewild Presbyterian Church, she leaves her husband of 32 years, Joshua Goodlett Brown ’65, two daughters including Natalie Ensinger Gildea ’91, a grandson, her father and two sisters.

‘73 Regina Ann Copeland Harkness of Holly Springs, MS, April 18, 2009. A chemist at A & L Analytical, she leaves a son, a brother and her mother.

‘75 David Joel Lambert of Phoenix, AZ, June 17, 2009. He worked as a commodity trader and then as a bond, currency and derivative trader in Memphis, then for the U.S. Food Service and Jefferson Wells as a computer information technology auditor and governance professional. He was a sports car enthusiast and enjoyed cross-country motorcycle trips. He was an expert marksman, avid photographer and wine connoisseur. He loved his church community and participated wherever he lived, including Bethany Community Church in Temple and Cornerstone in Chandler. He leaves his parents and two brothers.

‘76 Steven Earl McAmis of Georgetown, TN, April 16, 2009. He coached high school football and taught psychology and sociology. A member of and music director at West Cleveland Baptist Church, he had also served as music and youth director at several area churches. He enjoyed fishing, hunting, golfing and training Labrador retrievers. He leaves his wife of 33 years, Doris McAmis, a daughter, a grandson, his parents, two brothers and a half-sister.

‘81 Gregory Clay Volgas of Memphis, July 17, 2009. The manager of the Product Development Lab for Helena Chemical Co., he also played soccer for the Memphis Kickers, Memphis Rogues and the Milwaukee Wave. He was involved with the Boy Scouts for 13 years and was scoutmaster of Troop 255. He enjoyed hiking, backpacking and camping in the Smoky Mountains National Park. He leaves his wife, Julie Volgas; a son, Nicholas Volgas ’11; his parents; and a brother, David Volgas ’75.

‘83 Karen Lydia “Prissy”+ McLellan Pamplin of Franklin, TN, May 29, 2009. A loan officer with Equity Mortgage, she leaves her husband, Christopher J. Pamplin, two sons, her mother and two brothers, including Kevin A. McLellan ’81.

}
Our students’ passion for learning is matched by the passion for giving in our alumni/ae, parents and friends. We express our deepest gratitude to all who sustain Rhodes College with their financial commitments.
The Benefactors’ Circle

The Benefactors’ Circle in the Cloister of Palmer Hall includes the names of those who have made historic commitments to Rhodes.

Connie and Dunbar Abston
Emily P. and Emerson A. Alburty
Lucille Hamer ’48 and Robert W. Amis ’48
ARAMARK Corporation
Ann Pridgen ’47 and Edgar H. Bailey
Paul Barret, Jr. ’46
Walter D. Bellingrath
Carolyn and Winton Blount
Corella Allen and Bertram F. Bonner
L. Palmer Brown, III ’30
Neville Frierson Bryan ’58 and John H. Bryan ’58
Joyce A. Mollerup and Robert H. Buckman
Stanley J. and Mertie W. Buckman
Valerie S. and Glenn C. Burgess
Catherine and A. K. Burrow
Christine Barham Caruthers
Rachel M. and S. DeWitt Clough
Patricia H. and John H. Crabtree, Jr. ’57
Brenda and Lester CRAIN ’51
Linda and Mike Curb
The Day Foundation
William B. Dunavant, Jr.
Sarah M. and Robert C. Flemister, Jr. ’26
The Ford Foundation
Nancy Hill Fulmer ’51 and Arthur Fulmer
Allison and Thomas M. Garrott
Alfred C. Glassell ’11
Boyce and Cecil M. Gooch
The Hassell Family of Clifton, Tennessee
Napoleon and Marie Cordes Hill
Hazel M. and Ralph C. Hon
The Hyde Family Foundations
Margaret R. Hyde ’34
Dorothy C. King
The Kresge Foundation
E. H. Little
Suzanne and Neely Mallory, Jr.
Edward C. Martin, Jr. ’41
Virginia and Robert McCallum
Harry B. McCoy, Jr.
Mabel M. and Phillip H. McNeil
Pamela and William Michaelcheck ’69
Judith Deavenport ’56 and Frank M. Mitchener, Jr.
Axson Brown and Bryan Morgan
Lillian and Morrie Moss
Bruce K. and Harold F. Ohdlendorf ’31
Catherine and Edmund Orgill
Joseph and Irene Leatherman Orgill
Weeie and Harry Phillips, Sr.
The Plough Foundation
Carol W. and James H. Prentiss
Robert and Ruby Priddy Charitable Trust
Linda W. and S. Herbert Rhea
Josie and Julian Robertson
Patricia K. and Charles W. Robertson, Jr. ’65
Martha R. and James D. Robinson
Jac C. Ruffin ’41
James F. Ruffin
J. S. and Jan S. Seidman
Leone W. and P. K. Seidman
Cindy L. and John C. Sites ’74
Jeannette Spann ’30
James A. Thomas III ’62
Terry E. Westbrook ’66
Mary Wilson White
The Lettie Pate Whitehead Foundation
Dorothy and Kemmons Wilson
Rebecca Webb and Spence L. Wilson
Marjorie ’39 and Alvin Wunderlich, Jr. ’39

*In Memoriam
The Charles E. Diehl Society

Deborah Legg Craddock ’80, President

The Charles E. Diehl Society is named for Charles E. Diehl, who served as College President from 1917-49. The Society recognizes individuals who have provided generous financial support for the operation of the college as well as leadership, loyalty and expertise throughout the year.

Endowed Circle of the Charles E. Diehl Society

To ensure Rhodes’ continuing financial strength, unrestricted endowed gifts can be made to fund perpetual memberships in the Charles E. Diehl Society. These unrestricted gifts may be either current or deferred or some combination of the two. They are recognized with membership in the Endowed Circle.

Endowed Guarantors

Mr. and Mrs. James A. Thomas, III ’62

Members of the Charles E. Diehl Society

Members of the Charles E. Diehl Society provide annual unrestricted gifts. Membership levels in the Society are Philanthropists ($100,000 or more), Guarantors ($50,000 or more), Fellows ($25,000 or more), Benefactors ($15,000 or more), Sustainers ($10,000 or more) and Patrons ($5,000 or more). For those alumni who have not yet celebrated their tenth reunion, membership is offered at a reduced amount. Gifts reflecting an increase to a higher level are marked with an asterisk.

Diehl Society Fellow

Carmen Webb Anderson ’71
Ronald K. Anderson ’71
Brenda Crain
J. Lester Crain, Jr. ’51
Diehl Society Benefactor

Carol Piplar Barton
James H. Barton
Deborah Legg Craddock ’80
Robert E. Craddock, Jr.
Barbara Rossier Hyde
Joseph R. Hyde, III
John Palmer
Vicki Gilmore Palmer ’75
Morris T. Reagan ’60

Carole Pearson Troutt
William E. Troutt
Debby Wallace
John M. Wallace, III ’75
Rebecca Webb Wilson
Spence L. Wilson
Two Anonymous Donors

Diehl Society Sustainer

Connie Abston
Dunbar Abston, Jr.
James N. Augustine, Jr. ’89
Tanya Coleman Augustine
John H. Bryan ’58
Neville Frierson Bryan ’58
John H. Coats ’75
Pamela Coats
James Finley Erwin*
Pam Jean Erwin*
Barbara Howell Hamilton ’51
Ralph S. Hamilton
Barry D. Johnson ’83
Susanna Yarbrough Johnson
Camille Tanner Jones
W. Ralph Jones, III ’79
Rica M. Lainoff
Steven Roy Lainoff
Herbert Linville ’50
I. Stephen Martin
L. Allen Reynolds ’60
Randall R. Rhea ’77
James T. Robertson ’53
Valeria Robertson
Jocelyn Rudner
William B. Rudner
John Joseph Sherman
Mary Donnelly Sherman
Janelle Love Simmons*
Thomas Murphey Simmons*
Cindy Lynn Sites
John C. Sites ’74
Donna T. Springfield
James F. Springfield, Sr. ’51

James Porter Feild
Rocsea A. Feild, Jr. ’52
Deirdre Giblin
J.W. Gibson
Katherine Buckman Gibson
Elizabeth Johnston Gillespie ’75
Trow Gillespie
Jason T. Greene ’91
Michelle Long Greene ’91
Daniel B. Harzenbuehler ’71
Robin Ritter Harzenbuehler ’71
Melissa Ann Herbst ’94
C. Stratton Hill, Jr. ’50
Charlotte Hill
Deke Iglehart
Jill Hortonstine Iglehart ’73
Wendy H. Jackson
William H. Jacoway ’62
Robert M. Johnson, Jr.
Lizabeth Kelley*
Helen Hope Kimbrough
Marcy A. Kimbrough ’90
Bruce R. LeForce ’81
Charlotte A. LeForce
James R. Lientz, Jr.
Margaret Hall Lientz
Lola Harrison Llewelyn
Robert R. Llewelyn
Debby Makris
George A. Makris, Jr. ’78
Suzanne Mallory
W. Neely Mallory, Jr.
Hervey Doughton Martin ’58
Steve A. Martin ’59
Jo Maxwell
John B. Maxwell, Jr. ’57
Mary McCall McDonnell
Michael McDonnell
James E. McGehee, Jr.
Virginia Ballou McGehee* ’46
Mabel McCall McNeil
Philip H. McNeill
J. Michael Millis*
Janet C. Millis*
Frank M. Mitchener, Jr.
Judith Deaveno Pot Mitchell ’56
Fred Montesi, III
Pamela Palmer Montesi ’80
Johnny B. Moore, Jr. ’88
Merry Moore
Craig W. Murray ’69*
Elisabeth Raque Nesler
Joseph Harri Nesler
James E. Newman
Jennifer Wordham Newman ’73
Ann O’Donnell
James A. O’Donnell ’74
Carol Corbett Overend
David Overend ’96
George D. Overend
Willson M. Overend
Clifton R. Pearson
Esther West Pearson
John R. Pharis ’67
Louise Bondurant Phillips
Gayle Davis Posey
William H. Posey, III ’80
A. Marvin Quattlebaum, Jr. ’86

Honor Roll of Donors 2008-2009

Laurie Enos Quattlebaum ’84
Linda Rhea
S. Herbert Rhea
Lisensee Duddeler Rockefeller
Ali Saberison
Gita Hakimian Saberison
Chris Sanders
W. Reid Sanders
Deborah Owen Schadt
Stephen C. Schadt
Elizabeth LeMaster Simpson ’58
Aubrey A. Smith, Jr. ’63*
Brenda Schillly Smith*
Bety Wood Storr’s ’53
Charles L. Storr’s*
Harry L. Swinney ’61*
Janet Graf Tate
S. Shepherd Tate ’39
Elizabeth Louise Todd ’73
Edward O. Uthman ’74
Margaret Uthman
Henry D. Varnell, Jr.
Jeanne Scott Varnell ’58
Gina Goodloe Wade
John P. Wade
Robert R. Waller
Sarah Pickens Walker ’63
Mary Rodriguez Wardrop ’55
David D. Watts ’63
Janet Watts
William H. Wilson
Kathryn Anne Williams
Grace Morris Williamson ’57
Deborah Hewitt Wynne
Steven Earl Wynne
Kelly Elizabeth Young
Peter Michael Young
David Glenn Zanca*
Ginny Zanca*

*In Memoriam
The Red & Black Society

Raymond E. Bye, Jr. ’66, President

Members of The Red & Black Society provide annual unrestricted gifts. Membership levels in the society, which takes its name from the colors in the college seal, are Partners ($3,500 or more), Senior Members ($2,500 or more), Associates ($1,500 or more) and Members ($1,000 or more). For those alumni who have not yet celebrated their tenth reunion, membership is offered at a reduced amount. Gifts reflecting an increase to a higher level are marked with an asterisk.

Red & Black Society Partner
Charles Maurice Agee, III ’99
Madison Moore Agee ’99
Carole L. Branyan ’67*
Katherine Jackson Bye*
Raymond E. Bye, Jr. ’66*
Jerald M. Duncan ’61
Martha Duncan
Roy L. Greenlee
Sara Jane Bryant Greenlee ’52
Brent Christopher Haney
Christine S. Haney
Michael G. Nolan ’79*
Rosalia Nolan*
Elizabeth Roe Pearce ’91
Daphne Domashc Pyhrr
Stephen Anthony Pyhrr
Brian F. Sudderth ’77*
Lynn Reeer Sudderth ’78
Joeyln Forrester Sudderth ’77*
Thomas D. Sullivan*

Red & Black Society Senior
Michelle B. Babcock ’98
G. Wight Bates, Jr. ’87*
Kimberly Collins Bates ’88*
Elizabeth Lazaer Bingley ’71*
David B. Blalock, Jr.
Nancy R. Blalock
Carnell Cresawn Carl ’79
Ralph A. Carl ’75*
Anita Ann Davis ’90
Georgia S. Davis
William H. Davis, Jr. ’68
Douglas Brian Duncan ’96
Kristen Taylor Duncan ’96
John Edwin Feree
C. Bradford Foster, III ’69
Susan Hoefer Foster’ 69
Annette Longson Geddies
Gerald Kip Geddies
Helyn Shelley Goldstein
Deborah Bennett Goss
John Bradford Goss
R. Sann Gossum ’86*
John Bradford Goss

Red & Black Society Associate
John R. Adams, Jr. ’81
Stephanie Bankston Adams ’82
Catherine Coleman Alexander’ 56
J. David Alexander, Jr. ’53
Marcie Allen ’96
J. W. Andrew ’42*
Mabel Andrew
Bryan T. Baker ’01
Donna Lorraine Barlett ’80*
Nancy Cotham Black ’94
Claire Knight Blake*
Joseph J. Blake, Jr.
Cindy Boone*
J. Allen Boone, Jr. ’71
Anne Riley Bourne ’54
Robert I. Bourne, Jr. ’54
Laura K. Brimberry ’89
Olin K. Brimberry
Rickman P. Brown ’77
Mary Catherine Canelosi
Richard Alan Canelosi
Christopher W. Cardwell ’94
Alper M. Cetinog ’97
R. Alan Chambers
Rebecca S. Chambers
Susan M. Clark ’74
Michael T. Clary ’77
Nancy E. Clary
Deborah Blinn Coleman ’90*
J. Robert Coleman ’89*
John S. Collier ’46*
Louise Wilbourn Collier ’46*
Denise Fontenot Conte ’91
John T. Corham, Jr.
Mary Beth Overton Corham ’74
Carla Jane Cox ’73
Martha House Crowe ’74
Timothy D. Davis ’87*
Genny Doramus
W. Michael Doramus ’72
Harold C. Dufour, Jr. ’87*
Jennifer Dufour*
Samantha Brinde Duke ’87
William Britton Duke, III
Christine Ray Eades ’82
David L. Eades ’82
P.J. Marschner Edington
William H. Edington ’67
Christopher N. Emanuel ’92
Lawrence E. Evans ’65
J. Robert Farrell ’71*
Linda K. Farrell*
Camille Roberts Fenton
John M. Fenton*
Russell E. Galloway ’80
Sherry Galloway
Karen Marie Gehrs ’83
Jeffrey E. Haelewix ’82*
Margaret Lawson Headrick ’73
S. Russell Headrick ’73
Edward C. Hermann ’42
Katherine M. Hermann
Sally Ann Holmes ’85
Scott P. Howard ’73
Cynthia L. Howell ’67
Walter B. Howell ’66
David Hunter of Montlaw’ 85
Broder Jensen
Emily Mills Johnson’ 83
Erin Stueky Johnson ’73
Waren T. Johnson, Jr.
Frank A. Jones
Margaret Wood Jones
Mark A. Jones
Ernest G. Kelly, Jr.*
Daney D. Kepple
Henry M. Lee, Jr. ’75
David E. Lindsey ’63*
Jeanie Hefzel Lindsey ’65*
Ann Elizabeth Martin
James Marvin Martin
James R. McCarr ’ 71*
James G. McClure ’46
Marion Dugdale McClure
Wesley N. Meadow ’00
Katherine Bullard Melhorn ’77
Camille D. Miller
William Alton Miller
Carol Ellis Morgan ’76
J. Thomas Morgan, Ill
David M. Morris ’94
Christine Nall
Julian C. Nall ’43
Amy Inklebarger Ogden
Harry P. Ogden ’71
Martha Irene Pedersen ’70*
Sarah Rook Perkins ’49
Cynthia Mathis Pfohl ’95*
Grace Wunderlich Prange ’39
Mary Lampton Puckett ’74
Richard H. Puckett
M. Rex Rankin, III ’74*
Hentrieta Ratcliff
James E. Randell ’52
Mary Jane Smallie Roberts ’58
Paul O. Roberts
Debbie Field Rose*
Michael D. Rose*
F. Michael Royer
Shelley Jean Royer
Deborah Sale ’70
Margaret Bane Schatzman ’79
Nathan K. Scharzman
Charles W. Sheehan ’01*
Lisa B. Singer*
Ann Cranndall Sloan
C. Hamilton Sloan
Jonathan P. Smoke ’91
Kathleen Fleece Smoke ’91
Florencw Swope Stonewen ’47*
Frank F. Splawn, Jr. ’59*
Burton N. Stodgill ’92
Alex Robert Stowe, Jr.
Josephine Uri Stowe
Doni Kattan Sullivan
John Stephen Sullivan, III
David L. Tait
Mary Rebecca Moore Tait ’83
Frank B. Thacker, Ill. ’01
Grady F. Tollison, Jr. ’62
Nina Sutcliffe Towillson
C. Lamar Wallis
Ada Jane Walter’s ’56
Benjamin F. Ward, Jr. ’65
Carol Nicholson Ward
Suzanne McCarthy Warner ’57
Andrew W. Watts ’85
Cathy Harvey Watts
Tracy L. Wesche
W. Allen Wescoe ’88
Erwin Hansch Westmoreland ’57
Howard C. Westmoreland
Lin C. Wetterau, Jr.*
Mary McDonald Wetterau ’54*
Pam Stewart Wild
Robert M. Wild, Jr. ’66
Doug Kent Williams
Jane Wirtshen Williams ’52*
Judy Ann Williams
Michael Shay Womack, Sr.
Stacy Sodel Womack
The Red & Black Society continued from page 5

Charlotte Lebo Ray ’67
James A. Ray
Larry Rice ’74
Joy Rice
John Albert Riggs, IV
Christopher L. Riley ’84
Carol Ann Greaves Rockett ’59
Ann Rollow Ross ’52
Carol Lee Collins Royer ’78
Joe Royer
Philip J. Ruppel ’66
Carolyn R. Russell
George M. Russell ’56
Sally Jane Rutherford
Alan Dale Sandifer
Mary Louise Sandifer
John R. Satterthwaite ’71
Sharon Jean Roe Satterthwaite
Eugene M. Schaeffer ’49
June Morrow Schaeffer ’46
Howard M. Schramm, III ’98*
Barry Charles Schully
Ellen Coulter Schully
Eric H. Schulta
Kim A. Schulta
Eric T. Sefton ’02*

Lauren Blaklock Sefton ’03*
Michael John Semmes
Yvette Young Semmes
Elaine K. Shanley
John R. Shanley, Jr. ’84
Leighton A. Shantrz ’88
Elizabeth Noble Sharpe ’09
Erin Davis Shedd ’98
David Coventry Smith
Allison Paige Spinks
Stephen Christopher Spinks ’91
Trish Witherspoon Spore ’83*
Richard R. Spore, III ’84
Gregory L. Stewart ’94
Anne Stokes
John W. Stokes, Jr.
Choojit Sweeney
John J. Sweeney, Jr.
Carol Tate
R. Trent Taylor ’95
Amy Morris Teal
Eric M. Teal ’91
Lora Turtle Terry*
William Alexander Terry*
Myrna Thomas
Josephine Taylor Thrilkeld ’54
William C. Thrilkeld ’53
Endang Megawatt Tong
William Chi Tong
J.D. Trumble, Jr. ’52
Linda Z. Tuftron
Peter Michael Tuftron
James Maurice Turk, IV*
Patricia Leland Turk*
Michael S. Tuzor
Ruth Green Tutor ’85
William C. Tyler, Jr. ’05*
Carolyn Spann Utt
William Phillips Utt
Amanda Elges Van Cleve ’91
William J. Van Cleve ’90
Christopher W. VanDervort ’02
Glenn Nichols Wagner
Patricia Louise Walls
Deborah Susan Wann
Ronnie J. Wann
Grace Williams Ward ’03
Lynn Morrow Ward ’66
Rick Lane Warren, III
Polly Pogue Warren
David B. Weatherman ’01
Julia Hamilton Weaver ’85
Rebecca Wynn Weiler ’69
Richard E. Weiler
Dane McMillan Wellford ’59
Walker L. Wellford, III ’59
Robert W. Wheeler ’84*
Carol Pickens White ’66
Thomas J. White, Jr. ’62
Barbara Williams
C. Kenneth Williams
John A. Williams
Vivian Gray Williams
Jon David Willingham ’04
Deborah Riefe Wilson
George W. Wilson, III ’53
Natalie Wilson
Robert Lee Wilson
David J. Worrille
Janice Kay Wontle
Linda Kay Yates ’69
Donna Mannina Young ’88
Olivia DeLoach Zahler ’67
Emily Perkins Zerfoss
Thomas Bowman Zerfoss, III
Four Anonymous Donors

In Memoriam

The Walter D. Bellingrath Society

With deep gratitude, Rhodes College honors members of The Walter D. Bellingrath Society, whose concern for the future financial strength of Rhodes has led them to make historic deferred gifts to the college.

Joseph W. Blount ’79
Carole L. Branyan ’67
Robert H. Buckman
C. Stratton Hill ’50
Elizabeth Sheppard Hurley ’84
Mark N. Hurley ’82
Gayden Rasberry Jones ’59
Dorothea Ogilvie Kirsch

John B. Maxwell, Jr. ’57
Joyce A. Mollerup
Paul S. Moster ’50
Harrison Kirkland Osoich ’55
Randall R. Rhea ’77
James T. Robertson ’53
Valeria B. Robertson
Ann Rollow Ross ’52
James A. Thomas, III ’62*
Nancy Laws Thomas
Spence L. Wilson
William C. Wilson, Esquire ’61
Winston Wolfe

In Memoriam

The Ralph C. Hon Society

With deep gratitude, Rhodes College recognizes members of the Ralph C. Hon Society who have ensured the future strength of the college by making Rhodes a direct beneficiary of a variety of estate plans including will provisions, charitable gift annuities, charitable remainder trusts and life insurance policies.

Connie Abston
Dunbar Abston, Jr.
Elizabeth Hoyer Amis ’52
Lucille Hamer Amis ’48
Marshall Amis
Robert W. Amis ’48
Ruth Foster Arnell ’77
Anna Kathryn Atkinson ’38
John Timothy Atkinson ’70
John A. Austin, Jr. ’52
Michelle B. Babcock ’98
Cynthia Brown Bair ’87
Frank G. Barton, III ’78
Martha J. Becker
Ann Bell ’41
Leo Berg ’78
Richard D. Bird, Jr. ’33
Charles P. Boone
Robert L. Booth, Jr. ’58
Mary Dorothy Boswell ’38
Anne Riley Bourne ’51
E. Denby Brandon, Jr. ’50
Helen Deupree Brandon ’51
Mary Jane Howard Brandon ’66
David E. Brock ’80
Anne S. Caldwell ’51
Bruce E. Campbell, Jr.
Judith Campbell
Ewing Carruthers, Jr. ’39
Jane Ogden Carruthers ’48
Lorna Lyle Chad ’87
William D. Challen
Sandra Beck Charbon ’83
Tom S. Charlton ’78
Anthony J. Chivetta
Dolores Chivetta
Ellen Clark
Kenneth F. Clark, Jr.
James Nelson Clay, III ’51
Charles P. Cobb ’44
Oliver P. Cobb III ’76
Ruth Moore Cobb
Beverly Claire Cole
Stephen H. Cole ’68
Frances Coley
William O. Coley, Jr. ’50
John S. Collier ’46
Louise Willibourn Collier ’46

Kevin E. Collins ’81
Katherine Meacham Conover ’43
B. Bruce Cook, Jr. ’68
Claudia Cooper Cook ’69
H. Brent Cooke, IV ’83
Lisa Davis Cooke
Pete Cornish ’62
Henry R. Crais ’58
Nancy Stillman Craig
Judith Devore Crumby
Robert H. Crumby ’53
Cecil G. Culverhouse ’54
Alan E. Curle ’82
Georgia S. Davis
William H. Davis, Jr. ’68
W. Lipscomb Davis, Jr.
Edward A. de Villafranca ’83
Richard B. Dixon ’50
Wilda Henderson Dodson ’74
F. Elaine Donelson ’59
Janice Ost Donelson
Lewis R. Donelson ’38
Edna Earl Douglas
John F. Douglas ’48
Edward G. Dudley, III ’84
Lynn Myrick Dudley ’82
William B. Dunavant, Jr.
Joe M. Duncan ’63
Lee Seabrook Duncan ’73
Judith Simono Durfl ’66
Thomas H. Durfl ’65
Carl G. Dury, II ’72
Elizabeth Larson Eckford ’82
Erroll Eckford, III ’81
Michael A. Edwards ’79
Lawrence A. Egger
Patricia Butterworth Egger ’65
Kurt Elias ’40
Barbara Swaim Enord ’61
G. Kenneth Williams
James G. Finley ’62
Mary Lou Carwile Finley ’64
Demaris Bailey Ford ’84
Robert Marvin Ford, Jr. ’82
L. Dossert Foster ’64
W. Aaron Foster ’67
Catherine Moore Freeman ’40
James L. Fri, Jr.
Frank A. Frisch ’77

Honor Roll of Donors 2008-2009
Rhodes gratefully acknowledges the following alumni, parents and friends who made gifts restricted for specific purposes, deferred gifts or gifts to build Rhodes’ permanent endowment this year.

**Gifts to the Endowment**

Restricted Gifts, Deferred Gifts and Gifts to the Endowment

$50,000 and up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martha Irene Pedersen</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Pyron</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ira W. Pyron, Jr.</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James T. Robertson</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valeria Robertson</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur W. Rollins</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy Rollins</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irma O. Sternberg</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Webb Wilson</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spence L. Wilson</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvin W. Wunderlich, Jr.</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjorie Jennings Wunderlich</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Anonymous Donors</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five Anonymous Donors</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$10,000 - $49,999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Webb Anderson</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald K. Anderson</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James N. Augustine, Jr.</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanya Coleman Augustine</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Farrior Boone</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Buford Boone, Jr.</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Hudson Jones Boyle</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Bayard Boyle, Jr.</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan E. Brown</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Bayard Boyle, Jr.</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John J. Brown</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James E. McGehee, Jr.</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Ballou McGehee</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Nunn</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Palmer</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicki Gilmore Palmer</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Lockerman Rooney</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter A. Rooney</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin B. Seretean</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malcolm Sharp</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**In Memoriam**

- Jennie Puryear Gardner ’31
- Allison Garrott
- Thomas M. Garrott, III
- Virginia Gayle
- Mary R. Goodloe ’84
- Henry Goodrich
- Justine Kyce Guthrie ’42
- Gus G. Halliburton
- Ethel Ashton Harrell ’54
- Dabney Nichols Haugh ’74
- Robert M. Haugh ’73
- Samuel C. Highsmith ’67
- Allen H. Hilzheim ’43
- Jack B. Hilzheim ’48
- Cyril E. Hollingsworth, Jr. ’64
- Norma Keisling Holmes ’52
- William Mason Holmes, Jr. ’64
- Elizabeth Anne Davies Hood
- Jason P. Hood ’87
- Marcus C. Houston ’70
- Margaret Jones Houts ’40
- Scott P. Howard ’73
- Karen Hulett
- William H. Hulett ’69
- Catherine Howe Hunt ’81
- Craig A. Ingvalson ’81
- Katy B. Ingvalson
- T. Francis Ingvalson ‘81
- Catherine Harrell Morehead ’81
- Robert T. Morehead ’82
- Rosanna Morris ’41
- C. Eric Mount, Jr. ’57
- Truly Brown Mount ’59
- Philip P. Mulkey ’77
- Chris Nunn ’79
- Amy Inkleharger Ogden
- Harry P. Ogden ’71
- Chandra Thakkar O’Keefe ’95
- Michael G. O’Keefe ’95
- Anna Ruth Olsanger ’75
- John K. Ooxnach ’59
- Susan Head Osoinach ’59
- Carol Corbett Overend
- George D. Overend
- David Overend ’96
- Willson M. Overend
- Richard A. Park ’59
- Michael D. Piersen ’77
- Clinton R. Pearson
- Esther West Pearson
- Margaret G. Peete
- Russell F. Peete, Jr. ’41
- J. Russell Perry ’33
- Amelia C. Peterson, Jr. ’54
- John R. Pharis ’67
- Pamela Anne Portwood ’78
- R. Michael Porter
- Rosemary Wood Porter ’70
- Carol Pretiss
- Patrick O. Proctor ’80
- Anne Pyron
- Ira W. Pyron, Jr. ’48
- Carolyn Taturn Ray ’90
- Christopher C. Ray ’88
- Ann McConnell Reaves ’47
- Robert G. Reaves
- J. William Reddick Porter ’70
- Jenny Reid
- William W. Reid, Jr.
- David Reinmund ’82
- Linda Rhea
- S. Herbert Rhea
- Mary Jane Smalley ’58
- Paul O. Roberts
- Arthur W. Rollins ’81
- Cathy Rollins
- William B. Rudner
- H. Stanford Sanders ’63
- C. V. Scarborough, Jr. ’67
- Carolyn P. Schriber
- Elaine K. Shanley
- John R. Shalney, Jr. ’84
- Ann Gottshall Sharp ’72
- C. Edward Sharpe, Jr. ’72
- Nelly Galloway Shearer ’60
- Rebecca Laughlin Sherman ’38
- Elizabeth Catherine Skvarla
- John E. Skvarla
- Eva Sladen
- J. Brian Sladen
- Katherine Hinds Smythe ’53
- W. Hamilton Smythe, III ’52
- James F. Springfield, Sr. ’51
- Robert L. Stewart ’53
- Kathryn Whitsett Tanner ’57
- Ray Ulon Tanner ’54
- J. Charles Taylor ’74
- Mark W. Taylor ’80
- Thomas P. Teasley ’69
- Loyd C. Templeton, Jr. ’56
- John Joseph Thomason ’51
- Sally Palmer Thomason
- James Howard Thomason ’56
- Margaret O. Thompson
- Robert T. Thrall ’82
- Richard A. Trippett, Jr.
- Carole Pearson Troult
- William E. Troult
- Claude B. Truzy ’56
- Margaret Trusty
- Donald W. Tucker
- Sybil Tucker
- Frank L. Turner, Jr. ’50
- Ralph V. Turner ’57
- Rann L. Vaulx ’60
- Robert V. Waller
- Sarah Pickens Waller ’63
- Benjamin F. Ward, Jr. ’65
- Mary Rodriguez Wardrop ’55
- David D. Watts ’63
- H. Reiter Webb, Jr. ’52
- Norma Webb ’52
- Brenda K. Webb-Lanier
- Rebecca Wynn Weiler ’69
- Richard E. Weiler
- Lewis D. Wellford ’43
- Eileen Hansch Westmoreland ’57
- Lewis P. Wester
- Lynda Lipscomb Wester ’60
- Sarah Boothe White ’39
- Thomas J. White, Jr. ’39
- Pam Stewart Wild
- Robert M. Wild, Jr. ’66
- Sue Legge Wilkie
- George W. Wilson, III ’53
- Eileen Ruffin Wood ’59
- H. Trent Wood ’48
- Mae Milner Wood
- Franklin M. Wright
- Robert Wright
- Velma Wright
- Alvin W. Wunderlich, Jr. ’39
- Marjorie Jennings Wunderlich ’39
- Jocelyn Dan Wurzburg ’62
- Ron A. Yarbrough

---

**Honor Roll of Donors 2008-2009**

Peggy Ross Templeton ’56

- John D. Gladney ’74
- Barry D. Johnson ’83
- Susanna Yarbrough Johnson
- Carolyn T. McAfee
- William McCoy
- James E. McGehee, Jr.
- Virginia Ballou McGehee ’46
- Chris Nunn ’97
- John Palmer
- Vicki Gilmore Palmer ’75
- Elizabeth Lockerman Rooney
- Peter A. Rooney ’84
- Martin B. Seretean
- Malcolm Sharp
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Wayne Steele Sharp ’75
David L. Simpson, III ‘58
Elizabeth LeMaster Simpson ’58
James F. Springfield, Sr. ’51
Darrell G. Townsend
Deborah A. Townsend
Carole Pearson Troutt
William E. Troutt
Cal Turner
Elizabeth Riley Tyson* ’33
Carolyn Spann Utt
William Phillips Utt
Robert R. Waller
Sarah Pickens Waller ’63

$1,000 - $9,999
Bette Joan Ackerman
Mary Macgill Agre
Peter C. Ager
Michelle B. Babcock ’98
Michael A. Babich
Elizabeth Boyle
W. Ray Brakelhills
John Henry Broocks
Yvette Monique Broocks
Frank C. Byrd, III ’90
Robert L. Byrd
Scott A. Carden
William J. Carden
Bena Cates
George E. Cates
Lana Chu
Thomas P. Chu ’80
Suzanna Marten Cody ‘75
N. J. Michael Cody ’58
Denise Fontenot Conte ’91
James V. Conte, Jr. ’91
Martin Curle
Ray E. Curle
Anita Ann Davis ’90
Georgia S. Davis
William H. Davis, Jr. ’68
Donna Lee Deines
Kelly B. Deines
Elizabeth Dobell
Laura L. Doramus
Mark C. Doramus ’80
Joe M. Duncan ’63
Lee Seabrook Duncan ’73
Silver B. Eberly
Steven B. Eberly
John Peter Frank
John H. Frank
D’Andrea Sylva Franklin
M. Jerome Franklin ’89
Laura Ann Frase ’82
John N. Galardi
Deborah Bennett Goss
John Bradford Goss
Barbara H. Grant
Mark L. Hannett ’79
Robert K. Heck, Jr. ’91
Stacy Long Heck ’94
Elizabeth Donelson Henley
Robert H. Henley
Betsy Hollingsworth
Cyril E. Hollingsworth, Jr. ’64
Dana Bradley Holt
Rita Louise Holt
John R. Huffman
Susan Logan Huffman ’83
Karen Hulet
William B. Hulet ’69
Kristin Dwell Hurst ’88
Vernon Hurst
Robert A. Jermundsen ’77
Lynn Jaques Jones ’59
Lizabeth Kelley
Helen Hope Kimbrough
Marcus A. Kimbrough ’90
Cwyn Ellen Kooy-Smith
Allan B. Korsakov ’64
Henry A. Kurtz
Sister L. LaNenzy, Jr. ’51
Darlene Margaret Loprete
Debby Makris
George A. Makris, Jr. ’78
Mark Peter Mantovani
Patricia Ann Mantovani
Gilbert Matthewson
Heather L. Mattheson
Mimi McCallum
Robert O. McCallum, Jr.
Betty McMahon
Marshall E. McMahon
John H. McMinn, III ’68
N. P. McWhirter, III ’73
Susan Neal McWhirter ’75
Lisa Gilchrist Mischke ’81
Philip E. Mischke ’79
Michael Allen Mostor
Henry W. Morgan
Snowden Boyle Morgan ’69
Marlin Lacey Mosby, III
Melinda June Mosby
R.J. Moskop
Jere B. Nash, Jr. ’50
Margaret Boisen Nash ’50
June Daniels Neil
T. Russell Nunan* Carol Palazola
Michael Palazola
Elizabeth Roe Pearce ’91
Jeanne Ellen Perkins
Joe Bob Perkins
Arnold Hey Pettim ’67
Deborah Nichol Pettim ’71
Gayle Davis Posey
William H. Posey, III ’80
Daphne Domschick Pyhrr
Stephen Anthony Pyhrr
Margaret Ann Read ’79
Evelyn Reed
William R. Reed, Jr.
Holly Miller Renehan ’97
James E. Renezhan ’97
L. Allen Reynolds ’60
Randall R. Rhea ’77
Sally Jane Rutherford
Ali Saberioun
Gita Hakimian Saberioun
Diane Goodman Sachs ’61
Charles W. Schehan ’01
Frank Edward Simek
Shelton H. Simek
Brook T. Smith
David Cooney Smith
James D. Smith
Joellen Stone-Frank
Joellyn Forrester Sullivan ’77
Thomas D. Sullivan
Martha S. Swiger
Ralph B. Swiger, II
Ryan B. Swihart ’94
Harry L. Swinney ’61
Loyd C. Templeton, Jr. ’56
Peggy Ross Templeton ’56
John W. Tucker ’80
Henry M. Turley, Jr.
Lynne Turley
Robert Vidulich
Glenn Nichols Wagner
Emily Holloway Walker ’64
J. Robert Walker, III
Chris Wallace
Lorraine Marcelle Wallace
Beth A. Walters
H. H. Zeitz Webb, Jr. ’92
Russell T. Wigginton, Jr. ’88
William C. Wilson ’61
Patricia Mosser Wolf
Theodore P. Wolf
Six Anonymous Donors

Up to $1,000
Shawn B. Abel ’87
Alison Rayburn Abernathy ’87
Timothy D. Ables ’72
June R. Adams
Peter M. Adams ’93
Charles Maurice Agee, III ’99
Madison Moore Agee ’99
Anasagios D. Agouridis ’86
Kyle Cutright Ahern ‘03
Mary Jane Akerman
Louise Ritzkowski Allen ’77
Ray M. Allen, Jr.
Kathleen Anne Alvino
Vincent Paul Alvino
Jo Anne Anderson
Beverly Ann Andrews
Janet H. Angel
Anne Kaiser Apple ’88
James M. Apple, III ’89
Kathy Arnold
Scott A. Arnold, III ’68
Osman O. Atiq ’09
Joseph Priestley Atnip
Kathy Lynne Atrop
Stephanie Boone Aughinbaugh ’09
John A. Austin, Jr. ’52
Susan Fuller Austin ’55
J. Back
Patricia Back
Douglas B. Bacon ’93
Gloria Payment Baehre
Adelle Keli Bailey ’99
Hazel B. Bailey
Randy E. Bailey
Lynn Ballinger
La M. Banks
Benjamin Woodbury Barkdale ’05
Paula B. Barnard Simek
Shelton H. Simek
Brook T. Smith
David Cooney Smith
James D. Smith
Emily Neill Bazzel
William Floyd Bazzel
Mark P. Becker
John Anderson Bell
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce J. Bellande
Jonathan Duane Berger
Rebecca Kim Berger
Doris Faye Bernard
Michael Bertz
Brian L. Biffl ’96
Mr. and Mrs. E. Steven Bigelow
Brook Allyn Biisinger ’02
Pamela Kay Bitters
Robert Allen Bitters
Lyne M. Blair
David D. Blalock, Jr.
Nancy R. Blalock
Samuel Blum, DDS
Jeffrey D. Blumenthal ’09
Elaine G. Boder
Ruth G. Bodkin
William A. Boehm ’09
Lindsay Ann Bond ’03
Annie B. Bonnymire
Cindy Boone
J. Allen Boone, Jr. ’71
John D. Bordelon ’86
Lauren Rousell Bordelon ’66
Caroline Seye Borgen
Paul Edward Borgen
Barbara A. Boshowen
Eugenia Bruce Bostock ’74
Richard M. Boysock ’74
James R. Boyswick, III
Barbara Sue Boucher
Bradley Albert Boucher
Anya A. Boureiko ’09
Jeanne B. Bouton
Rebecca C. Bouton
Ray F. Bowen
Gary Dwayne Bowen
Jettie D. Bowen, Jr. ’58
Patricia Diane Bowen
Elise C. Boyd
Meredith Lou Boyd ’97
Lauren M. Boyer ’07
Marynell Branch ’77
E. Derby Brandon, Jr. ’50
Helen Deupree Brandon ’51
Gordon L. Brewer ’90
Kathryn Bracken Hazlewood ’03
Donald Mayer Briskman
Hollace Williams Briskman
W. Bradley Broadway ’85
Jaime Lancaster Brooks ’99
Gardner P. Brookshank ’60
Kay Brookshank
Annie B. Brown
Clayton D. Brown
Douglas L. Brown
Gilvia Flanagan Brown ’67
Linda M. Brown
Rickman P. Brown ’77
Teresa Truitt Brown
Beverly Brunson
David Brunson
Margaret Wade Bunstad ’06
John H. Bryan ’58
Neville Frierson Bryan ’58

Honor Roll of Donors 2008-2009
John C. Bumpers
Dorothy Burke
Charles L. Burnett
Frank M. Buxton
Tereis Jean Buxton
Moses J. Bushnell ’09
Michelle Butler
Monte Loyd Butler ’89
Betty Calandrucio
Ann S. Caudell ’51
Leah M. Campbell
William M. Candelph
Andrew F. Capes
Priscilla Leah Capes
Thomas Eric Capes
Katherine B. Cap
William Arthur Carden
Nancy C. Carlisle
Allison Carmody
George Nathaniel Carpenter, Jr.
William O. Carpenter
David B. Carr ’98
Tammy Carr
Mary Alice Masters Carr
William E. Carrell ’58
Mary Lewis Casey ’57
Katherine Leigh Carter ’02
Andrew Paul Carey ’99
Mary Allison Beasley Cates ’99
Kristen Cento
Gerald T. Censwick
Alper M. Ceung kok ’97
Georgia DuPre’ Chadwick
Kenneth Kurzew Chadwick
Nancy Jane Chandler
Thelma L. Chandler
William Dean Chandler
Deborah Chapman
Sandra Beck Charlton ’83
Tom S. Chafetzon ’78
Florence Stambaugh Chassaignac ’99
Ray C. Childs
Janice S. Childs
Frederick B. Chisenhall, Jr.
Erin Hannah Chlum ’06
Gary Raymond Clarin
Janet M. Clarin
Alice Gadberry Clark ’60
Ashlie Ellis Clark, III ’89
Susan M. Clark ’74
Thomas Myles Clark
Diane L. J. Clarke
Philip R. Clarke, III
Timothy J. Cleary
Georgianne H. Clendinen
Joan Clendenin
Charles W. Clugston ’85
Elizabeth Gibson Clugston ’87
Barbara Cockrill
Norie George Cogan
Janis J. Cole
Kevin E. Collins ’81
Mary Emily Colvin
Kath Bogart Conkell
William David Conkell
Marilyn Marcher Conn
Stephen Alfred Conn
Elizabeth Angel Conn
Heather Stewart Cook ’91
Peter Mohler Cook
Jason Cooper
Merry Taylor Cooper ’94
Winston M. Cooper
Barbara P. Corcoran
Sara Lynn Stainback ’98
Maura Brady Costello ’83
Timothy P. Costello
Michael R. Couden ’92
Elizabeth Council
Harold W. Council
Anne McCormick Covington
Stan Covington
Alice Hunt Cowley ’06
Alice Shanklin Cowley
John P. Cowley
Colin L. Cox ’09
Paul L. Cox ’95
Anne P’Pool Crabb ’61
George W. Crabb ’60
Cleo W. Crank
Philemon K. Croft
Joseph A. Crone ’09
Senter Crook ’65
Robert A. Crooks, Jr. ’09
Judith Devore Crumby
Robert H. Crumby ’53
Daniel E. Cullen
Debra B. Cullen
Michael W. Cullen
Susanna Benton Cullen
Cecil C. Culverhouse ’52
Timothy D. Curtis
Sandra Dachex
Hilarie Elaine Dahlhauser ’09
Joseph C. Daly, IV ’07
Karen Hines Daniel ’99
Holley C. Dargie
Tripp A. Dargie ’84
Susanne Benson Darnell
John L. Davies
Glen W. Davis
Timothy D. Davis ’87
Dorothy J. De Tuerk
Kelsey Claire Dean ’09
Matthew V. Dean
Jenny L. DeLuflante
Jordan M. DeMoss ’05
Lauren Copper DeMoss ’03
Christian S. Dewhurst ’09
Gary Wayne Diamond
Jan Carol Diamond
Jean Dorris Diamond
Jeanette Diamond
Miriam Evers Dillard ’03
Maria R. D’iuria
Vanessa Alice Dobkins ’88
Miriam Garret Dolin ’04
James Oret Doneelon
Lewis R. Doneelon ’38
William R. Donenell, V’09
Robert Dove
Kathleen Anne Doyle
John Nicholas Drobak
Mary Elizabeth Drobak
Michael R. Drorpp
T. J. Duer, Jr.
Jerald M. Duncan ’61
Martha Duncan
William C. Durbin
Jennifer Christine Dunro维奇 ’01
Donald B. Dyer ’05
Robert L. Echols, Jr. ’95
Laila Adams Eckels ’71
Richard H. Eckels ’70
Carolyn Edwards
Michael A. Edwards ’79
James E. Eikner, Jr. ’57
Margaret Ann Fagan Eikner ‘57
Lee Elizabeth Elbstott ’00
Adrienne Ballew Elder ’99
David Allen Elder ’99
Jane Elleston
Frederick E. Exenchen
Joe B. Evans, Jr. ’86
Andrew K. Fancher ’06
Annah Gallerah Farris
Adam C. Faunceux ’09
Jeffrey Lee Feaster
Rebecca Linton Feaster
Albinicus LeAnne Ferguson ’09
Lauren Lincs Ferrera ’04
Anne Gray Finley
Mack T. Finley
Tillman J. Finley ’99
George J. Fischer, Jr. ’56
Donna Kay Fisher ’71
John G. Fisher
Molly Houston Fitzpatrick ’05
Jessie Yardhorough Flanders ’04
Andrew W. Fletcher ’80
Peter W. Flexner ’79
Susan Elam Flexner ’80
Hal D. Fogelman ’85
Cecilia Engel Forbes
Robert G. Forbes
Bryan W. Ford ’88
Gordon D. Ford
Lorraine Ford
Alexander M. Forri ‘09
Carra Hewitt Fowles ’05
Claude A. France
Donna R. France
Karen Elyda Francis ’71
Marie C. Francis ’06
Steven C. Francis
Gavin A. Franks ’99
Catherine Moore Freeburg ’40
Denise Eleanor Fuller
Ellen L. Fuller
Richard Nelson Fuller
Michelle Lynn Garnet ’03
Adair Madelaine Gaudioso
Giovanni Gaudioso
Sarah Cunningham Gay ’63
Stephanie Louise Gay
Melinda Joy Gertz
Blair Gilbert
Debra Eileen Gillespie
James Christoher Gillespie
Marjorie M. Giuffre
Margaret Rose Gladney ’67
Mary Ben Glancy
Sean E. Glancy
Jimmie F. Glorioso, Jr. ’97
Robert M. Goff, Jr. ’09
G. Michael Gonda ’94
Melissa Martin Gonda ’95
Arthur Gonzales, Jr.
Mary C. Goodale
Chuck Edward Gordon
Lynsey Shepherd Gordon
William C. Gordon, Jr. ’96
Elizabeth Gower
Jean Ann Grabias
Joseph S. Grabin
Karolina Agneszka Grabowicz ’09
William H. Grant, Jr.
Rt. Rev. Duncan M. Gray, Jr.
Laird Green
Pamela L. Greer
Mary Hall Gregg
Clabirone B. Gregory, III ’09
Eileen Ann Griffin
Eleanor Griffin
Thomas Earl Griffin
Heather Habich Grills ’88
Rosson Grover
Georgianne Steiner Gurkovich
Stephen Robert Gurkovich
Elizabeth G. Hackett
Lesa Carol Haffner ’82
Barbara A. Halk
Edward L. Halk
Allison Quayle Hall ’93
Amy Elizabeth Hall ’01
Steven E. Hall
Margaret A. Halle
Janis M. Halye
Charles West Hammond ’92
Dewey Wardlaw Hammond, III
Rebecca Cowart Hammond ’77
Teri J. Hammond ’90
Marjorie R. Hancock
Scott R. Haner
Andrea G. Haney
Bruce E. Haney
Patrick Earl Hannahan
Eric A. Hanson
Lisa Mancini Harden ’93
Fred K. Harman
Carol Harold
Patricia Harriman
Diana Craig Harris
Jacob B. Harvey ’09
Chris Haufer
Liz Haufer
Marc W. Haut ’82
Elsie H. Haufer
Lyndall Haufer
Robert Haufer
Karin Hawes
Scott E. Hawthorne
George S. Hazelton, Jr. ’65
Gladys Haufer
Elizabeth Spencer Heflin ’83
Michael D. Heflin
J. Charles Henry ’76
Sarah Rorie Henry ’78
Margaret Elizabeth Henson ’09
Guillermo S. Herran
Anna M. Hess
James W. Heyer ’86
Elaine Marie Hewitt
William Robert Hewitt
Evelie Hill
Terry W. Hill
William H. Hodgkin
Cynthia Allen Hoffman ’74
Jennifer Marie Hoffman ’03
Michelle C. Hoffman
Joan Hofmeister
Victoria M. Hogan
Charles G. Hoggard ’09
Wylene S. Holder
C. Wayne Holley, Jr. ’81
Sara M. Holmes
Stephen N. Horn ’92
Meg-Anne D. Howard
Robert E. Howard
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howell, III
Timothy S. Houbner
Restricted Gifts, Deferred Gifts and Gifts to the Endowment continued from page 9

Phillip Huffines
Allen H. Hughes '61
B. Venos Hughes
Marily Davis Hughes '61
Rebecca Katem Hughes '04
Scott R. Hughes '03
Velda C. Hughes
Justin L. Hugon '09
Nancy E. Hunter
Margaret D. Ingalls
Margaret Ann Ingram
Mary Ingram
Russell Williams Ingram, Sr.
Catherine McNenney Isakder '83
John D. Ivy, Jr. '80
W. Hunter Ivy '88
Molly Bradley Jackson '94
T. Francis Jackson, III '62
William D. Jackson '94
John W. Jacobs
Amber Jade James '09
Alan P. Jaslow
Carolyn Renzulli Jaslow
Cindy Jayne
Ken Jayne
Jacqueline Renee Jeffrey '05
Frank Z. Jemison, Jr.
Jacqueline Renee Jeffrey '05
Cindy Jayne
Carolyn Renzulli Jaslow
Cindy Jayne
Ken Jayne
Jessika Carmen Morris '07
Susan Morgan
Kelley Savage Morel '03
Zachary Glyn Moore '99
John Franklin Moore
John D. Moore
Janelle E. Moore
Glenn Lee Moore
Carissa Lucas Moore '97
Amy DeBusk Moore '07
Pamela Palmer Montesi '80
Fred Montesi, III
Ralph Muesse
Teresa Murphy
Joan Narog
John Narog
Lauren Narog
Richard Narog
Paula Narog-Narog
Barbara C. Nash
Joseph J. Nash '81
Carole B. Nation
David W. Nebert '09
David R. Neithamer '84
Elizabeth Martin Neithamer '84
Brent Franklin Nelsen
Lois Nielsen
Lori Ann Nielsen
Linda E. Nelson '02
Michael C. Nelson
Martha Ann Nixon '78
Kiera Lynn Nowacki '09
Theresa G. Nucaro
Amanda Griffith Oakes '96
Lesa W. O'Brien
Michael Andrew O'Brien
Elizabeth H. O'Connor
Patricia T. O'Connor
Chandra Thakkar O'Keefe '95
Michael G. O'Keefe '81
Kenneth Olson
Amy Berlin Opal '98
Barbara Orlowitz
Alan M. Osner '88
Gregory Orr
Sezen Zeynep Oygar '04
Marina Pacini
Frank R. Palm
Pamela Palmer '10
Dendy L. Pappas
Rallis L. Pappas
Susan R. Paree
Richard A. Park '59
Paul Parker
Emily Kathryn Parkinson '00
Charles W. Parrott '83
Deborah Parrott
Irene B. Patsnik
Mira Kamla Patel '93
Jane McAtee Patterson '50
Phyllis A. Patterson
W. Guy Patterson
Robert G. Patterson
Tracy Vezina Patterson '84
Julianne Johnson Paunescu '89
Roderick A. Payne '87
Linda Pearce
Amanda Waller Peoples '96
Joella W. Perkins
Jacqueline Marie Perroo '05
H. Jerry Peters '60
Ruth Burrow Peters '60
Todd L. Peterson
Cynthia Mathis Pfohl '95
Jesica Carmen Morris '07
Gifts for Athletics

Rhodes gratefully acknowledges the following alumni, parents and friends who made gifts to support the athletics program this year.

$2,500 and up
Michael A. Babich
Scott A. Carman
William J. Carden
Ria M. Lainoff
Steven Roy Lainoff
Chris Nunn ’97
Daphne Domsach Pidherr
Stephen Anthony Pidherr
Beth A. Walters
Carolyn Spann Urr
William Phillips Urr

$1,000 - $2,499
James N. Augustine, Jr.’89
Tanya Coleman Augustine
John Hentry Brooicks
Yvette Monique Brooicks
Suzanna Marten Cody ’75
W. J. Michael Cody ’58
Denise Fontenot Conte ’91
James V. Conte, Jr. ’91
Georgia S. Davis
William H. Davis, Jr. ’68
Donna Lee Deines
Kathy B. Deines
Joe M. Duncan ’63
Lee Seabrook Duncan ’73
Silver B. Eberly
Steven B. Eberly
John Peter Frank
D’Andrea Syva Franklin
M. Jerome Franklin ’89
John N. Galardi
Deborah Bennett Gosw
John Bradford Goss
Barbara H. Grant
Robert K. Heck, Jr. ’91
Stacy Long Heck ‘94
Dana Bradley Holt
Rita Louise Holt
Helen Hope Kimbrough
Marcus A. Kimbrough ’90
Gwyn Ellen Kooy-Smith
Cathy Lindsey
Jay Lindsey
Debby Makris
George A. Makris, Jr. ’78
Mark Peter Mantovani
Patricia Ann Mantovani
Gilbert Matheson
Heather L. Matheson
Lisa Gilchrist Mischke ’81
Philip E. Mischke ’79
Michael Allen Monroe
Marlin Lacey Mosby, III
Melinda June Mosby
Jeanne Ellen Perkins
Joe Bob Perkins
Gayle Davis Posey
William H. Posey, III ’80
Evelyn Reed
William R. Reed, Jr.
Holly Miller Renehan ’97
James E. Renehan ’97
Roy F. H. Rentfrow
Sally Jane Rutherford
Ali Saberioon
Gita Hakimian Saberioon
Charles W. Sheehan ’01

$500 - $999
Kathleen Anne Alvin
Vincent Paul Alvin
Joseph Priestley Atnip
Kathy Lynn Atnip
Mark P. Becker
Barbara Sue Boucher
Bradley Albert Boucher
Rickman P. Brown ’77
William M. Canfield
Alper M. Cetinguk ’97
David Lee Childs
Janice S. Childs
Gary Raymond Clarin
Janet M. Clarin
Artie Ellis Clark, III ’89
Kathy Bogart-Conkell
William David Conkell
Marlyn Marcher Conn
Stephen Alfred Conn
John L. Davies
Elizabeth & Richard Dubin
Foundation
Claude A. France
Donna R. France
Steven C. Francis
Mary Ben Glancy
Sean E. Glancy
Goldman Sachs & Company
Chuck Edward Gordon
Lucy Shepherd Gordon
Eileen Ann Griffin
Thomas Earl Griffin
Georganna Steiner Gurkovich
Stephen Robert Gurkovich
Molly Bradley Jackson ’94
William D. Jackson ’94
Cindy Jayne
Ken Jayne
Albert D. Johnson ’96
Justin M. Kleistinski ’94
John Dewitt Lent
Pamela K. Lent
Vana E. Martin
Joseph C. McCarty, III
Leila Dell Mischer
Paul Mischer
Walter Max Mischer, Jr.
Chandra Thakkar O’Keefe ’95
Michael G. O’Keefe ’81
Charles W. Parrott ’83
Deborah Parrott
Joella W. Perkins
Hugh H. Phillips
Jonathan L. Rue
Melinda S. Rue
Helen L. Schrier
Paul Schrier
Karen Skoda
Marcus Skoda
Smile Station, LLC
Clara Stephens Smith ’60
Stover L. Smith, Jr.
Richard Remick Smothers
Swanson Meadows Golf Course
William M. Vaughan, Jr.
Laura L. Vosinet
Alvin W. Wunderlich, Jr. ’39
Marjorie Jennings Wunderlich ’39

$250 - $499
Hazel B. Bailey
Randy E. Bailey
Emily Neill Bazzell
William Floyd Bazzell
Jonathan Duane Berger
Rebecca Kim Berger
Michael Berzv
Brian L. Biffl ’96
John D. Bordelon ’06
Lauren Roussel Bordelon ’06
Caroline Seb Borgman
Paul Edward Borgman
Beverly Brosson
David Brosson
Michelle Butler
Monte Loyd Butler ’89
Katherine B. Capp
David B. Carr ’98
Mary Alice Masters Carrell ’59
William E. Carrell ’58
Nancy Jane Chandler
William Deen Chandler
Thomas Myles Clark
Diane L. Clarke
Philip R. Clarke, III
Michael R. Couden ’92
Matthew V. Dean
Jan Carol Diamond
E.G. Barker Lumber
Executive Financial Services, Inc.
Hal D. Fogelman ’85
Gordon D. Ford
Lorraine Ford
Adair Madeline Gaudioso
Giovanni Gaudioso
Melinda Joy Gertz
Debra Eileen Gillespie
James Christopher Gillespie
Mary Hall Gregg
Dewey Wardlaw Hammond, III
Rebecca Cowart Hammond ’77
Camille Tanner Jones
Karla J. Jones
W. Ralph Jones, III ’79
John P. Karoly, III ’03
Gerald Kriegshauser
Bernhard N. Kurth
Veronica C. Kurth
Brett Lee
Stephen P. Lightman ’65
Lori Jean Lux
Louis Joseph Lux
Debbie Schellhas Madere
Lester J. Madere, Jr.
George A. Marcinko
R. Russell Martin
Mary A. Mischer Management Trust
Douglas Jones Maunena’36
Jack R. Mills, Sr.
Jack R. Mills, Jr.
Valerie A. Mills
Glenn Lee Moore
Denny L. Pappas
Rallis L. Pappas
H. Jerry Peters ’60
Ruth Burrow Peters ’60
Todd L. Peterson
Thomas Lamonade Purdy
Hansen P. Rada ’96
Randall C. Roth ’88
Tracy Young Roth ’87
Henry Williams Sanders
Lynd Cledenin Sanders
Joseph Laurence Sexton
Theresa Ann Sexton
Donnie D. Spence ’88
Sunya M. Sweeney ’06
Judy Spence Tate
Van Jeffreys Ltd.
Melvin Doody Wagstaff, Jr.
Suzanne Young Wagstaff
Daniel Todd Wallace
Mary Curlin Wallace
Mike Wallace
Dennis Eugene Warth
Marinette Anne Warth
Katherine R. Wells
Darby Elsberry Westfall ’86
J. Mark Westfall ’86
Virginia A. Whalen
Robert W. Wheeler ’84
J. Sam Winters
Lisa Nunnelle Wise
Elisabeth Sue Zimmer

$100 - $249
Elisabeth Sue Zimmer
Lisa Nunnelee Wise
J. Sam Winters
Lisa Nunnelle Wise
J. Mark Westfall ’86
Virginia A. Whalen
Robert W. Wheeler ’84
J. Sam Winters
Lisa Nunnelle Wise
Elisabeth Sue Zimmer

$50 - $99
Elizabeth Sue Zimmer
Lisa Nunnelee Wise
J. Sam Winters
Lisa Nunnelle Wise
J. Mark Westfall ’86
Virginia A. Whalen
Robert W. Wheeler ’84
J. Sam Winters
Lisa Nunnelle Wise
Elisabeth Sue Zimmer

$100 - $249
Shawn B. Abel ’87
June R. Adams
Peter M. Adams ’93
Jo Anne Anderson
Janet H. Angell
Arthur J. Gallagher Foundation
Benjamin Woodbury Barkdale ’05
Richard Albo Bartsolome
Pamela Kay Bitters
Robert Alan Bitters
Anne B. Bonnyman
Eugenia Bruce Bostock ’74
Richard M. Bostock ’74
Gary Dwayne Bowen
Jettie D. Bowen, Jr. ’58
Patricia Diane Bowen
Gordon L. Brewer ’90
W. Bradley Broadway ’85
Jaime Laster Brooks ’99
Frank M. Buscher
Teresa Jean Buscher
Andrew F. Capes
George Nathaniel Carpenter, Jr.
Georgia DuPre’ Chadwick
Kenneth Kurzweg Chadwick
Thelma L. Chandler
Deborah Chapman
Sandia Beck Charlot ’83
Tom S. Chariton ’78
Erin Hannah Chlum ’96

Honor Roll of Donors 2008-2009
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Walter W. Phelps
Kelly Jean Peak ’11
Sharon A. Richardson
Jonathan E. Ricker
Nancy J. Ricker
Justin M. Ross ’95
Martha Rutherford
Michael J. Sanders
Karl F. Schoch, Jr.
Marie Ann Brandwiede Schofer ’04
Patsy R. Scholz
Russ Severino, Jr.
Daniel E. Shea
Lisa B. Singer
Michael R. Slack
F. William Small ’43
Frances Cooper Spears ’03
Kathleen Steinle
Edwin W. Stock, Jr. ’99
Lyll S. Sutrees
Stephanie Nichole Swindle ’06
Linda A. Tarantino
Maria Terragni
Marilyn Walter Thompson
Melissa L. Tillett
Catherine Annetta Tipton ’88
R. Ryder Tipton, III ’71
Sally Tipton
Martha I. Trujillo-Torp
Theresa A. Tucker
Nancy Van Dyke
Damaris J. Vitala
Wachovia Bank
Nancy L. Wagner
Susan S. Wagner
Anthony Warrender
Patricia C. Warrender
Donald H. Wells, Jr.
Jane Harding Wells ’03
Stephen A. Wells
James M. Whalen ’03
Josephine P. Whately
Celia Rivenbark Whisnant
Judy Lee Whisnant
David L. Wiley, Jr. ’04
Sandra Kuykendall Wiley ’04
James Joseph Wolff
Susan Schmidt Wolff
Joseph S. Woodley ’78
M. Andrew Wylie ’99
Nao Kinoshiba Wylie ’97
Patrick T. Zomer

Parent Donors

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Simmons, Co-Chairs
Rhodes appreciates the generosity of these parents and grandparents who made gifts to Rhodes during this year. Gifts are recognized in the Charles E. Diehl Society ($5,000 or more), The Red & Black Society ($1,000 - $4,999), the Dean’s Society ($750 - $999), the Tower Society ($250 - $499), the Loyalty Club ($100 - $249) and Donors (up to $100). Gifts reflecting an increase to a higher level are marked with an asterisk.

Diehl Society Benefactor
Carol Piplar Barton
James H. Barton

Diehl Society Sustainer
James Finley Erwin*
 Pam Jean Erwin*
 Ria M. Lainoff
 Steven Roy Lainoff
 J. Stephen Martin
 John Joseph Sherman
 Mary Donnelly Sherman
 Janelle Love Simmons*
 Thomas Murphey Simmons*

Diehl Society Patron
David Hughes Barber
Jean Louise Barber
Mary Beth Blackwell-Chapman
Carolyn Farrior Boone
Jim Buford Boone, Jr.
Christopher I. Chapman
James R. Lients, Jr.
Margaret Hall Lients
Mabel McCall McNeill
Phillip H. McNeill
J. Michael Mills*
 Janet C. Mills*
 Elisabeth Raque Nesler
 Joseph Harri Nesler
 Esther West Pearson
 Lienne Dudderar Rockefeller
 Ali Saberton
 Gita Hakimian Saberioon
 Kathryn Anne Williams
 Deborah Hewitt Wynne
 Steven Earl Wynne
 Kelly Elizabeth Young
 Peter Michael Young
 David Glenn Zanca*
 Ginny Zanca*

Red & Black Society Senior
David D. Blalock, Jr.
Nancy R. Blalock
John Edwin Emerick
Annette Longnong Geddes
Gerald Kip Geddes
Helyn Shelley Goldstein
Deborah Bennett Goss
John Bradford Goss
Thomas B. Harris
Doreen M. Kelly
Leila Dell Mischer
Walter Max Mischer, Jr.
Cecilia H. Morgan*
John R. Morgan*
Donald Alfred Nelson*
Teresa Watson Nelson*
Clyde L. Patton, Jr.
Leslie Patton
Jeanne Ellen Perkins
Joe Bob Perkins
Cynthia Crowson Pierce
George Forster Pierce, III
Mark Jay Prak
Robin Huestis Prak
Barbara B. Price
Joseph A. Price
Beth McFadden Roue
Robert Hudson Rouse
Diane Rudner*

Red & Black Society Member
Ann Griffith Ash
Sarah L. Ashford
Mehreen Omar Atiq
Omar Taimoor Atiq
Thomas Medley Bale
Vickie Lynn Bale
Sharon Mattison Battaglia
William P. Battaglia
Jann J. Bellamy
Raymond E. Bellamy
Igor Bidikov
Tatiana Bidikov
William Petrus Blalock
Jennifer Dallas Buckthal
John Roger Buckthal
Bonnibel Scales Byars
William Venoy Byars
Elizabeth W. Caldwell
Ted C. Caldwell
Georgia DuPré Chadwick
Kenneth Kurtzweig Chadwick
Ruth Moore Cobb
Foy Coolidge
Francis Lowell Coolidge
Mary Louise Coolidge
William A. Coolidge, Jr.
Michael P. Corey
Patricia Ann Corey
Cynthia T. Culmo
Mark M. Culmo
Henry Claude DeBeaux, III
Toya Lynn DeBeaux
Gregory Irving DesRoches
Liane Heise DesRoches
Douglas Leslie DesRoches
Leslie Reynolds DesRoches
Sonja Darlene Eiland
Sam K. Eiland
William Cobb Hazelrig
Michael J. Hofo
Nancy T. Hofo
Deborah Elliott Hoggood
Jeffrey Gordon Hoggood
Dana Bradley Holt*
Rita Louise Holt*
Charles R. Johansen
Theresa B. Johansen
Cheryl L. Kaywood
Sam K. Kaywood
Glenda Gail Kirkpatrick
Robert D. Kirkpatrick
Gwyn Ellen Kooey-Smith*
Jeffrey John Kovacs*
Pamela Kovalic*
John Dewitt Lant
Pamela K. Lant
Karen Davies Lynch
Michael John Lynch
Nancy Rogers MacDonald
Chip Fabian MacDonald
Jack R. Mills, Jr.
Valerie A. Mills
Maureen Elaine O’Neal
Michael John O’Neal
Daniel E. Pellegrino*
Sally Pellegrino*
Gary M. Polovich
Peggy Collins Polovich
John Albert Riggs, IV
Sally Jane Rutherford
Alain Dale Sandifer
Mary Louise Sandifer
Barry Charles Schelly
Ellen Coulter Schully
Eric H. Schultz

Red & Black Society Associate
Claire Knight Blake*
Joseph J. Blake Jr.*
Mary Catherine Cancelosi
Richard Alan Cancelosi
R. Alan Chambers
Rebecca S. Chambers
Camille Roberts Fenston*
John M. Fenston*
Sherry Galloway
Ernest G. Kelly, Jr.*
Anne Elizabeth Martin
James Martin Marvin Martin
Camille D. Miller
William Alton Miller
Debbie Fields Rose*
Michael D. Rose*
F. Michael Royster
Shelley Jean Royster
Alex Robert Stowe, Jr.
Josephine Ursi Fentress
Doris Kattan Sullivan
John Stephen Sullivan, III
Doug Kent Williams
Judy Ann Williams
Michael Shay Womack, Sr.
Stacy Sodel Womack

Red & Black Society Patron
Carol Piplar Barton
James H. Barton

Red & Black Society Partner
Brent Christopher Haney
Christine S. Haney
Daphne Domaschky Hyvrr
Stephen Anthony Pyhrr

Red & Black Society Sustainer
Dana B. Mathis
Kathryn Anne Williams
Evelyn W. White
William W. White

In Memoriam
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Stephen Anthony Pyhrr
Daphne Domaschky Hyvrr
Stephan Anthony Pyhrr

Nao Kinoshita Wylie ’97
M. Andrew Wylie ’99
Nao Kinoshita Wylie ’97
Patrick T. Zomer

Nancy O’Neal
Michael John O’Neal
Daniel E. Pellegrino*
Sally Pellegrino*
Gary M. Polovich
Peggy Collins Polovich
John Albert Riggs, IV
Sally Jane Rutherford
Alain Dale Sandifer
Mary Louise Sandifer
Barry Charles Schelly
Ellen Coulter Schully
Eric H. Schultz

Ellen Coulter Schully
Eric H. Schultz
Kim A. Schulte
Michael John Semmes
Yvette Young Semmes
David Coventry Smith*
Choquist Sweeney
John J. Sweeney Jr.
Lora Tuttle Terry*
William Alexander Terry*
Endang Megawatt Tong
William Chi Tong
Linda Z. Tufton
Peter Michael Tufton
James Maurice Turk, IV*
Pamela Leland Turk*
Carolyn Spann Utt
William Phillips Utt
Glenn Nicholas Wagner
Patricia Louise Walls
Deborah Susan Wann
Ronnie J. Wann
Rick Lane Warren, III
Polly Pogue Warren
John A. Williams
Vivian Gray Williams
Deborah Riefe Wilson
Robert Lee Wilson
Emily Perkins Zerfoss
Thomas Bowman Zerfoss, III
Two Anonymous Donors

Dean's Society
Craig Joseph Litherland
Susan Tigue Litherland

Cloister Society
Martha N. Ackerman
Neil B. Ackerman, Jr.
Frank M. Allison
Judy Jones Allison
David Wallace Baird
Mary Diane Baird
Mark P. Becker
Robert Eugene Bledsoe*
Jane Emily Boozalis
Steve Theodore Boozalis
Beverly Brunson
David Brunson
Stuart Campbell
Becky Irvin Campbell
Kathy Bogan Conkell*
William David Conkell*
Lisa Tempesta Cox
Mark Jay Cox
Collette Hutchings Dean
John Anderson Dean
David Philip Dempsey
Nancy Davis Dempsey
Barbara Helms Dortch
Robert Cleveland Dortch
John Sherman Dryman*
Susannah Averett Dryman*
Clay T. Farha
Jamie L. Farha
John Peter Farha
Anthony William George
Cheryl L. Harris
James E. Harris
E. LeRoy Hendricks, Jr.
Frances Hendricks
M.E. Blair Holbein
Richard Edward Holbein, Jr.
Bradley Nelson Howell, Sr.
Sara Jane Howell

Therese P. Howell
Andrew Kincannon Howorth
Susan Saunders Howorth
Mark Steven Jacobs
Yvonne Marie Jacobs
Malcolm John Kart
Harriet Harrison Leavell
U. Whitney Leavell, III
Christine Ann Leibner
Robert F. Leibner
Carrie Lee Lunyon
Victor Entebang Lunyon
Laura Guenverere Mansur
Hal David Martin
Michelle Kay Martin
Gilbert Mattheus
Heather L. Mattheus
Kay Ann McKinney
Robert Arthur McKinney, Jr.
William P. Powers*
Jay S. Ricketts*
Lynn Siebers Ricketts*
Carol Leynd Rowland
Mark A. Rowland
Jonathan Lee Rue
Melinda Susan Rue
William King Self, Jr.
Donald Jay Slevin
Marlyn Ann Slevin
Joel Stone-Frank
George S. Tallichet
Mariise Tallichet
James S. Tatt
Elizabeth Shook Tiernan
Michael Whitaker Tiernan
Laura L. Voisinet
Samantha Marie Walsh
James Richard Wilkinson*
Karen Connell Wilkinson*

Tower Society
Cynthia Lieble Allen
Kevin John Allen
Susan Marie Allen
Thomas Stewart Allen
Maria Alsamadisi
Morsy Alsamadisi
Julie Clare Antaya
Richard Scott Antaya
David Charles Bach
Nora Margaret Bach
Hazel B. Bailey
Randy E. Bailey
Brian Ballard
Janet Louise Ballard
Jonathan Duane Berger
Rebecca Kim Blades*
Barbara A. Blades*
Rev. Lawrence R. Blades*
Chazles Michael Bower
Mary Ann Bower
Fred D. Bryan
James Strouse Campbell
Nina Jo Campbell
Fabio Carrillo
Nohra Stella Carrillo
Diane L. J. Clarke
Philip R. Clarke, III
Janis Haddad Davis
Cynthia Marie Dove
Kerry Cecil Dow
Sandy Dunkel Elfink
Tim Michael Elfink
Ann Turner Erkel*
R. H. Erkel, Jr.*
Carolyn Jane Ewels
Darlynn Henderson Fabacher*
Robert J. Fabacher*
Jean Ann Grabias*
Joseph S. Grabias*
Michael Deane Hansen
Pennisue Largent Hansen
Kate Heroy Hartley
Louis A. Hartley
Jill McElheney Hennessey
Steven Daniel Hennessey
Ellen Spencer Henschen
Gary Mayes Henschen
Anthony M. Hughes
Rosemary Rowe Hughes
Richard C. Ingwersen
Teressa Weeks Ingwersen
Kenneth Mitchell Kent
Bernhard N. Kurth
Veronica C. Kurth
John D. Lindner
Laura Lombardi Lindner
Donald J. Lineback
Judith Ward Lineback
Jean McCluskey Louis
Peter C. Louis
Don Lum
Gwendolyn Kay Lum
Catherine Hall Mai
Mark Francis Mai
Margaret M. Mallory
William Barton Mallory, III
Howard William Marker
Norman Floyd McGowin, III
Vivian Stable McGowin
Courtney Roe Mott
William Ransom Mott
Tim Martin Mulloy
Amy Magee Parkinson
John Ricard Parkinson, Jr.
Bruce Allen Phillips
Diane Schlup Phillips
James Marion Pool
Jayne Collins Pool
Guillermina Toal Punzalan
Roger G. Punzalan
Mia Anne Rethorn
Michael K. Rethorn
C. J. Routh
Wendy E. Wise Routh
Rosco A. Scippa
Peter McIntyre Shedden
Carol Harden Sheflall
William Lowe Sheflall
Dennis Lynn Stanford, Sr.*
Brian Roger Sullivan
Cynthia Marshall Sullivan
Deborah Travis
Anita Varna
Himanshu Varma
Sammy Gail Wells
Steve Wiler Wells
Mary Jane Woodward
Pat M. Woodward
Mary L. Zeigler
Robert E. Zeigler

Loalty Club
Elizabeth Lynn Abbott
Robert L. Abbott
Abdoulwasi A. Abdooh*

Jacqueline M. Abdurahman*
Robin R. Accinelli
Steve R. Accinelli
Mary Magill Agre
Peter C. Agre
Shehla Ahmed
Tahir Ahmed
Andrelino Adrianio Alix
Eugenia Camacho Alix
Rosalyn Michelle Anthony
Walker Star Anthony
Larry Russell Arant
Pamela Barks Arant
Jim Speak Arnold
William Ellis Arnold, III
Barbara Arrington
Joseph Arrington, Sr.
Carolyn Humphrey Avery
William H. Avery
Carola Lipsy Bacone
Odan L. Bacone, Jr.
Suzanne Barber
David T. Beasley
Frances A. Beasley
James Trousdale Berry
Mary Elizabeth Berry
Peter E. Bilan
Robert R. Birdwell
Susanne B. Birdwell
Joseph D. Bishop
Nancy Elizabeth Bittel
Raymond H. Bittel
Anne B. Bonnyman
David A. Bordelon
Julie St. Martin Bordelon
Adel Bostro
Linda Whiteide Bowker
William H. Bowker
Linda Brandewiede
Robert P. Brandewiede
E. Denby Brandon, III
Dorothy Marie Brenner
James E. Brenner
Diane Ellis Breth
James R. Breth
Dennis W. Brewer
Lorraine Carol Brewer
John Hentry Broocks
Yvette Monique Broocks
Roberta Grace Brown
Stuart C. Brown
Jerry L. Bullins
Marie Carol Bullins
Arthur L. Burns, Jr.*
Graham Walker Burns*
Cindy Taylor Calder
Keith Calder
Richard Morrell Carter
John Connor Cavert, Jr.
Terry Atkin Cavett
Nancy Jane Chandler
William Deen Chandler
Diane Swann Chastain
Donald G. Chastain
David Lee Childs
Eva Clark
Mickey Dianne Clark
Reagan C. Clark
Beverly Coates
Dudley W. Coates
Edward Stephen Cody
Craig N. Cohen
Karen K. Cohen
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Arthur L. Burns, Jr.
Marie Carol Bullins
Jerry L. Bullins
Nancy Jane Chandler
William Deen Chandler
Diane Swann Chastain
Donald G. Chastain
David Lee Childs
Eva Clark
Mickey Dianne Clark
Reagan C. Clark
Beverly Coates
Dudley W. Coates
Edward Stephen Cody
Craig N. Cohen
Karen K. Cohen
Parent Donors continued from page 15

Dusanne J. Comkornruecha  
Prachak Comkornruecha  
Elizabeth Angell Cook  
Peter Mohler Cook  
Deena Marie Cossich  
Phil Francis Cossich  
Marie Ann Crenshaw  
Kathleen Crowley  
Donald Currie  
Judith Currie  
Mary P. Curtis  
Stanley B. Curtis  
Larry Eugene Dagen  
Leanna Bereta Ferguson  
Jean Kim Dagen  
Terry E. Federline  
Mary Lott Federline  
Suzanne Walker Evans  
Randall E. Evans  
Daniel Keith Evans  
Robert Emerson  
Dixie Anne Erhardt  
Roland Alfred Erhardt  
Daniel Keith Evans  
Randy E. Evans  
Sidney Lee Evans  
Susanne Walker Evans  
Epsy Cooke Farrell  
Mary Lent Federal  
Terry E. Federline  
Annette Bereta Ferguson  
Thomas J. Fexow  
Toni N. Fexow  
Linda Beth Fexow  
Charles S. Foster, Sr.  
Kate McCarty Foster  
Ann Mary Garris  
George Arthur Garris  
Patsy Maria Garlin  
Z. Wayne Garlin  
Dale Smith Georgiade  
Gregory S. Georgiade  
Charlene B. Germon  
Roy Riecke, Gernon, Jr.  
Debra Eileen Gillespie  
James Christopher Gillespie  
Jarrod Lawrence Gilimore  
Nicole Gilimore  
Burton D. Glover  
Suzanne Cook Glover  
Alta Gochnauer  
Richard Bleasie Gochnauer  
Mary Hall Gregg  
Steven Daniel Hahn  
Susan Collins Hahn  
Barbara A. Halk  
Edward L. Hall  
Dennis Michael Halnon  
Renee Simpson Harr  
Robert Eugene Harr  
Annabel Alor Harr*  
David M. Harr*  
Lyndall Hauver  
Robert Hauver  
John R. Hays, Jr.  
Nancy B. Hays  
Roger Neal Heinrich, Sr.  
Judith Williams Hettenger  
Elaine Marie Hewitt  
Mary Metz Hickman  
Stephen Darrell Hickman, Sr.  
Constance Elise Hobson  
Willis Wilson Hobson  
Laurie Ellen Hobos  
Robert L. Hobos  
Bryan Keith House  
Janice Ann House  
Stuill Hunter, Jr.  
Larry Don Irwin  
Lynn Buss Irwin  
A. Woodson Isom, Jr.  
Claudia Rickert Isom  
James Chu Jeng  
Marlisa Maar Jeng  
Glenn Williamson Jones  
Mary Jane Hillard Jones  
George Adams Joplin, IV  
Nina Joplin  
Mary Jo Jordan  
Mikiko Kato  
Yoshiyuki Kato  
Carrin Clark Kartz  
Terry P. Kartz  
Dennis Bryan Kay  
Mary Haitt Kay  
LaVonda Bowdoin Keel  
Perry Hamilton Keel  
Andria L. Keil-Bilin  
Carrie DeLong Kerdener  
John Philip Kerdener  
Kirt Harold Kiester  
Frederick Condit Kneip  
Marion Susan Kneip  
Lawrence Edward Koyakajo  
Amelia Kopald  
S. L. Kopald, Jr.  
Andrew Baker E. Kyle  
Anne Rudolf Kyle  
Clara Lagueruela  
Richard G. Lagueruela  
Kevin Patrick Lally  
Pamela Ann Lally  
David Karl Lambert  
Leslie Ann Lambert  
Billy D. Leach  
Maythorne B. Leach  
Elizabeth Anne Leeman  
William Patrick Lehman  
James F. Link  
Susan Hutchins Link  
John Massey Lippinotc  
Michael Walter Loveland  
Susan Jean Loveland  
Jebb Thorn Maginnis  
Elizabeth Kathleen Maginnis  
Kathleen Mary Marchel  
Kirk Alan Marchel  
Gary Allen Marcum  
Joy Cooper Marcum  
Maureen Claire Maryott  
Peter Sildy Maryott  
Michael D. Mathey  
Sarah Elizabeth Mathey  
James D. McCarthy  
Jane Ann McCarty  
Kim Davis McFarlen  
Florence A. McKinley  
Karen Elizabeth McLaren  
Rich Stuart McLain  
Kimberly DeVonne McLean  
Kim Marie McMurray  
Sam King McMurray, III  
Davie Wayne Melton  
Janice Scott Melton  
Barbara Susanna Merriman  
Richard C. Merriman  
Larry T. Miller  
Parri Jeanne Miller  
Maria DeArmond Mingos  
Steven Carl Mingos  
Amy Mitchell-Harms  
Michaela Jane Mohan  
Sean Patrick Mohan  
Bradley W. Moore  
Janelle E. Moore  
Cynthia May Naeg  
William Joseph Naeg  
Susan Pope Neely  
William R. Neely  
Donn Ngeb  
Frank J. Nucaro  
Paula Ann Nucaro  
Patricia Gayle Osler  
Thomas M. Osler  
Jean Wall Owens  
Katherine Shannon Owens  
Thomas Edward Owens  
Dendy L. Pappas  
Rallis L. Pappas  
James Francis Petraglia  
Thomas W. Pettryjohn, Jr.  
Pamela Barningham Phillips  
Robert L. Phillips  
Leslie Kemp Poole  
Michael William Poole  
Edley M. Porter  
Mark Wilken Porter  
Marlene Rae Porter  
Robert Euchid Porter  
Carole Lyn Purdy  
David Bruce Purdy  
Thomas Lamonde Purdy  
Ann Michele Rabalais  
Margaret Carolyn Raiser  
Duncan C. Ramsey, III  
Allison Dierf Ranson  
William Albrecht Ranson  
Ann W. Richardson  
Jo Lee Robinson  
John E. Robinson  
Barry Joseph Roetry  
Sharon Zwahl Roetry  
Barry Joseph Roetry  
John E. Robinson  
Jane Strossner  
Jill T. Swindle  
Kathryn Lewis Swindle  
Alice Taylor  
Charles W. Taylor  
Gail Elizabeth Thomas  
Paul B. Thames  
John Hansford Thomas, III  
Serril Lynn Thomas  
Jeffrey Escar Thompson  
Nancy Reynolds Thompson  
Claude Leeper Tinney, III  
Pamela D. Tinney  
Aileen Janet Todd  
Harry Wayne Todd  
Mary Tucker  
Elizabeth Hood Turner  
Selwyn H. Turner, III  
Vicki S. Uphuesch  
Mark Sellers Utov  
John James Varley  
Marianne Suter Varley  
David Warren Vernon  
Peggy E. Vernon  
Catherine Rebecca Vespereny  
Adrian Marion Ward  
Sandra Ann Ward  
Lena Pearl Weaver  
Robert A. Weaver, Sr.  
Edwin Richard Weidler, Jr.  
Marshall J. Wellborn, Jr.  
Carol Howard Wells  
Donald H. Wells  
Herbert Harold West, Jr.  
Katherine Ivey West  
Elizabeth Exum Whitten  
Gordon T. Whitten  
John D. Widsigky  
Mary Lynn Widsigky  
Ann J. Willard  
Gregory D. Willard  
George A. Willard  
Julie Ann Williams  
Larisa Muriana Williams  
Rogier Kevin Williams  
Alex Clark Willingham  
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Dr. and Mrs. Douglas L. Eiland
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Erwin
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Fenton, III
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Fewox
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald K. Geddes
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Goss
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Griffin
Mr. and Mrs. Michael D. Hansen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hanver
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley N. Howell, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan M. Inoue
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Leibner
Mr. Robert Lockwood
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Lynch
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford B. Malone
Dr. and Mrs. J. Michael Missis
Dr. and Mrs. John R. Morgan
Dr. and Mrs. William R. Mott
Dr. and Mrs. David L. Patterson
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel E. Pellegrin
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bob Perkins
Mr. and Mrs. Gary M. Polovich
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Price
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Pyhrr
Dr. and Mrs. Richard L. Rauk
Mr. and Mrs. Jay S. Ricketts
Mr. and Mrs. Barry C. Schilly
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Sherman
Dr. and Mrs. Peter M. Tufte
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Uttr
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick L. Warren, III
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Wilkinson
Ms. Kathryn A. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. David G. Zanca

In Memoriam

Individual Donors

Rhodes appreciates the generosity of these individuals other than alumni and parents who made gifts to the college during this year. Gifts are recognized in the Cloister Society ($500 - $749), the Tower Society ($250 - $499), the Loyalty Club ($100 - $249), and Donors (up to $100). Gifts reflecting an increase to a higher level are marked with an asterisk.

Cloister Society
- Sharon S. Bailey
- Betty Calandruccio
- Lucian T. Pera
- William M. Vaughan, Jr.

Tower Society
- Katharine Harwood Gooch
- Robert D. Gooch, Jr.
- Ellen Kyce
- B. Lee Mallory, III
- Susan Hastings Mallory
- Mia L. Mitchell

Loyalty Club
- Lawrence A. Barrett
- Jeanne B. Bouton

Individual Donors
- Madelyn Brock
- Beverly Brooks
- Henrietta Allen Carter
- John R. Cawthon
- Margaret Dendy
- Gail Dobbins
- William D. Dolan, III
- Jeanne Dreifus
- Jed Dreifus
- Anne Gibson
- R. Marsh Gibson
- Mary A. McGee
- Arnold E. Perl
- Elaine Reis
- Joseph S. Sims
- Vivian Sims
- H. Still, Jr.

Donate
- Elizabeth Stout
- John T. Stout, Sr.
- Bruce C. Taylor
- Harte R. Thomas, Jr.
- Charles Grant Wade
- Harry W. Wellford

Donor
- Edgar H. Bailey
- Carolyn B. Chandler
- Charles R. Chandler
- Margie J. Cole
- Roger E. Crisswell, III
- Dan A. Dunaway
- Virginia Dunaway
- Marie M. English
- Jo Ann J. Hunter

Campus Donors

Rhodes appreciates the generosity of its faculty, staff and retirees who made gifts to the college this year. Gifts are recognized in The Charles E. Diehl Society ($5,000 or more), The Red & Black Society ($1,000 - $4,999), the Dean’s Society ($750 - $999), the Cloister Society ($500 - $749), the Tower Society ($250 - $499), the Loyalty Club ($100 - $249) and Donors (up to $100). Gifts reflecting an increase to a higher level are marked with an asterisk. Emeriti faculty and staff are marked with a ‘*’.

Diehl Society Benefactor
- Carolle Parrson Troutt
- William E. Troutt

Diehl Society Patron
- Robert M. Johnson, Jr.
- Robert R. Llewellyn
- Jenna Goodrill

Red & Black Society Senior
- Anita Ann Davis ’90
- Melody Hokanson Richey
- Warren A. Richey
- Russell T. Wigginton, Jr. ’88

Red & Black Society Associate
- J. David Alexander, Jr. ’53
- J. Allen Boone, Jr. ’71
- Michael T. Clay ’77
- Daney D. Kepple

Red & Black Society Member
- Bette Jean Ackerman
- Suzanne L. Bonefas
- Elizabeth Gay Daughdrill
- James H. Daughdrill, Jr.
- Brian E. Foster

Tower Society
- Tracy Leigh Adkins ’95
- Brenda Armstrong-Eckles
- Kathy M. Foreman
- Roberta Kimberly Gibboney
- Margaret Handwerker

Loyalty Club
- Elizabeth Stout
- John T. Stout, Sr.
- Bruce C. Taylor
- Harte R. Thomas, Jr.
- Charles Grant Wade
- Harry W. Wellford

Donor
- Edgar H. Bailey
- Carolyn B. Chandler
- Charles R. Chandler
- Margie J. Cole
- Roger E. Crisswell, III
- Dan A. Dunaway
- Virginia Dunaway
- Marie M. English
- Jo Ann J. Hunter
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P. Eric Henager ’89
- Terry W. Hill
- Christina Marie Huntington ’95
- Daniel D. Jacobs
- Angelo Curtis Johnson
- Janet M. Kirby
- Michael P. Kirby
- James C. Lanier
- Darlene Margaret Loprete
- Debra Ann Manning
- Charlotte McClain
- F. Michael McLean
- Mary E. Miller ’*’
- Gail S. Murray
- Robert G. Patterson
- Stacy S. Pennington ’94
- Herbert Lee Rhodes
- Katherine Owen Richardson ’83
- John H. Rone ’71
- Kevin J. Sackett
- Ray E. Scroggins
- Willie Frank Sims
- Robert J. Strandburg
- Bama Mae Strickland
- Janice Gardner Tankersley
- James M. Vest
- Lori Von Bokel-Amin
- Douglas Walker
- Jane Harding Wells ’03
Corporate, Foundation and Church Gifts

Rhodes gratefully acknowledges the following businesses, foundations, and churches that contributed to the college this year.

**Associates**

$20,000 and Up
- Assist Foundation*
- Ben and Margaret Love Foundation*
- Bellingrath-Morse Foundation
- C. Stratton Hill, Jr.

Charitable Foundation
- Community Foundation of Greater Memphis
- Community Foundation of Northwest Mississippi*
- Conwood Company, LP
- Donors Capital Fund*
- Donors Trust*
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- First Horizon National Corporation*
- Harry & Louise Brown Foundation*
- Hill Family Foundation
- Irhaka Harbors, Inc.*
- Kathryn Brown Butler
- Family Foundation
- Lainoff Family Foundation Inc.
- Lettie Pat Whitehead Foundation, Inc.
- Louisville Institute*
- McGhee Family Foundation
- Merck
- Mike Curb Family Foundation
- Plough Foundation
- Robert & Ruby Pridye
- Charitable Trust
- SunTrust Bank Memphis Foundation, Inc.*
- The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
- The Kemmons Wilson Family Foundation

**Patrons**

$2,500 - $9,999
- Bank of America Foundation*
- Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta, Inc.
- Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee
- Degna Spoldi Private Family Foundation
- Elbert W. Rogers Foundation*
- Elizabeth Firestone
- Graham Foundation*
- ExxonMobil Foundation*

**Fellows**

$10,000 - $19,999
- Arts Midwest*
- Charles G. Koch Charitable Foundation*
- Everett L. Amiss Foundation*
- Foundation for The Carolinas
- Goldman Sachs & Co.*
- J.R. Hyde, III Family Foundation
- Local Initiatives Support Corporation*
- Second Presbyterian Church
- The Boone Foundation, Inc.
- The Margaret A. Cargill Foundation*
- Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program

**Patrons**

$2,500 - $9,999
- Bank of America Foundation*
- Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta, Inc.
- Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee
- Degna Spoldi Private Family Foundation
- Elbert W. Rogers Foundation*
- Elizabeth Firestone
- Graham Foundation*
- ExxonMobil Foundation*

**Fellows**

$10,000 - $19,999
- Arts Midwest*
- Charles G. Koch Charitable Foundation*
- Everett L. Amiss Foundation*
- Foundation for The Carolinas
- Goldman Sachs & Co.*
- J.R. Hyde, III Family Foundation
- Local Initiatives Support Corporation*
- Second Presbyterian Church
- The Boone Foundation, Inc.
- The Margaret A. Cargill Foundation*
- Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program

**Sponsors**

$1,000 - $2,499
- A. Arthur Halle Memorial Foundation
- AT&T*
- Chadwick Family Foundation, LLC
- Community Foundation of Greater Charlotte, Inc.*
- Community Foundation of Louisville
- Cordova Heating & Air Conditioning Co., LLC*
- Daughters of the American Revolution*
- Dayton Foundation Depository Inc.
- Delta/United Specialties, Inc.*
- Energizer*
- ExxonMobil*
- Grigby Petroleum, Inc.
- Henry Luce Foundation*
- Jack Mills Production*
- Joseph-Beth Davis Kidd Bookstores
- Kellogg Brown & Root, LLC, Subs & Affiliates*
- Mathis Pfeil Foundation
- Merrill Lynch & Co.
- Foundation, Inc.*
- Mid South Reading Alliance, Inc.*
- Presbyterian Church USA*
- Press On Foundation
- Pritzker Foundation*
- Rice, Amundsen & Caperton, PLLC*
- Robert D. and Virginia J. McCallum Family Foundation
- Robert E. Mallory Trust
- Roy F. Hunt, III Trust*
- Shell Oil Company Foundation*
- Texas Instruments Foundation*
- The Brakebill Ray Company, LLC*

**Corporate, Foundation and Church Gifts**
Corporate, Foundation and Church Gifts

continued from page 19

The Community Foundation - Richmond & Central VA
The Martha and Robert F. Fogelman Family Foundation
The Scholarship Foundation
WaterColor Management, Inc.
One Anonymous Donor

Donors
Up to $1,000
2020 Financial Consulting, Inc.
Accenture
Accenture Foundation, Inc.
Aetna Foundation Inc.
Allison Hodge Foundation
American Express Foundation
Amica Companies Foundation
AOL Time Warner Foundation
Arkansas Best Corporation
Arthur J. Gallagher Foundation
AT&T Foundation
AXA Financial
Ball Corporation
BASF Corporation
Bennett Foundation
Bentley Tile Creations
Black & Decker Corporation
Boling Company
BP Foundation, Inc.
Bryant Foundation
Bronwood Cemetery, Inc.
Burr and Cole Consulting
Capital One Services, Inc.
Case Management Resources, Inc.
Charles Schwab Foundation
ChevronTexaco
Chi Omega Alumnae Club-Little Rock
Children's Law Firm
ChoicePoint, Inc.
Clark County Democratic Committee
Coca-Cola Enterprises
Communities Foundation of Texas
Community Foundation of Greater Greenville, Inc.
Community Foundation of South Alabama
David J. Joseph Company
Dell Direct Giving Campaign
Dixieland Christian Outreach
E.G. Barker Lumber
Eli Lilly & Company Foundation
Elizabeth & Richard Dubin Foundation
Emerson
Engineered Fire Protection LLC
Entergy Corporation
Executive Financial Services, Inc.
First Congregational Church
Frederick Etchen Associates
GE Foundation
Google Matching Gifts Program
Greater Everett Community Foundation
Home Depot Foundation
IBM International Foundation
International Paper
Company Foundation
IWL Photography Inc.
Jewish Chautauqua Society
Kentucky Christian Foundation
LexisNexis
Lichterman Loewenberg Foundation
Lincoln Financial Group
Foundation, Inc.
Macy’s Foundation
Maize Financial Services, Inc.
Malco Charity Trust
Mary A. Miserch Management Trust
Mass Mutual Financial Group
Medico-Legal Solutions, LLC
Medtronic Corporation
Melahn Manufacturing Co.
MerLife Foundation
Microsoft Corporation
Mid-South Neurological Clinic
Nationwide Insurance
Enterprise Foundation
NCH Corporation
Network for Good
Nissan North America, Inc.
Northrop Grumman Foundation
Oakdale Partners
Occidental Petroleum Foundation
Old Security Title Co.
P.K. Seidman Charitable Trust
PACCAR Foundation
Pearson Family Foundation
Petiette Armand Dunkelman Woodley
Byrd & Cromwell LLP
Pfizer Foundation
Plexus
Presbyterian Church of Western Springs
Proctor & Gamble Fund
Pro-Mo’s
Quest Diagnostics Incorporated
RAINCO
Regions Bank
Regions Morgan Keegan Trust
Reunert America Inc.
Robert E. Cunningham, Appraiser
RRC Holdings, Inc.
S & S Supply
Sabin Excellence Award
Schenkel Plough Foundation
Self Foundation
Sentry Insurance Foundation
Smile Station LLC
Smith & Nephew, Inc.
Something Elegant Catering
Sprin Foundation
State Farm Companies Foundation
Swanson Meadows Golf Course
Swedish Match North America, Inc.
Tener Healthcare Foundation
The Almar Foundation
The Handselman Family Foundation
The Murrell Foundation
Thomason Hendrix et al
Titan Pallet Company, LLC
Towers Perrin
UBS
United Way of Rhode Island
Van Jeffreys Ltd.
W.W. Grainger, Inc.
Wachovia Bank, NA
Washington Mutual Employee Giving Program
WellPoint Foundation
Wells Fargo
Wildlands Fire Service Inc.
WMC Stations
Wodehouse Corporation
Xerox Foundation
Yum Brands Foundation
*Gifts reflecting an increase to a higher range.
*Companies which matched gifts of their employees to Rhodes

The Margaret Hyde Council

The Margaret Hyde Council seeks to encourage women’s philanthropy to ensure the strength of Rhodes.

Susan Logan Huffman ’83, Chair; Joellyn Forrester Sullivan ’77, Vice Chair for Scholarships

Life Members
Endowment gifts of $100,000 or more
Merrie Willig Charles Kirsch
Mary Jack Rich McCord ’51
Elizabeth LeMaster Simpson ’58
Katherine Hinds Smythe ’53
One Anonymous Donor

Endowment Members
Endowment gifts of $25,000 – $99,999
Donna Lorraine Barker ’80
Evelyn Ashton Harrell ’54

Sustainers
Annual gifts of $5,000 or more
Carolyn Farnie Boone
Deborah Legg Craddock ’80

Investors
Annual gifts of $2,500 - $4,999
Joellyn Forrester Sullivan ’77

Mentors
Annual gifts of $1,000 - $2,499
Susan Logan Huffman ’83

Patrons
Annual gifts of $500 - $999
Betty Calandrucci
Sara Lynn Stainback ’98
Sandra Crook ’65
Judith Deaverport Mitchener ’56
Julianne Johnson Paunesca ’89
Ann Vines Roberts ’60
Ada Jane Walters ’56

Members
Annual gifts of $250 - $499
Susan Fulmer Austin ’55
Anne S. Caldwell ’51
Maura Brady Costello ’83
Laila Adams Eckels ’71
Catherine Moore Freeburg ’40
Margaret B. McKee ’54
Pamela Palmer Montesi ’80
Claire Revels Shapiro
Elizabeth LeMaster Simpson ’58
Joy Brown Wiener ’52
Linda Kay Yates ’69

Friends
Annual gifts up to $250
Timothy D. Ables ’72
Louise Runkowski Allen ’77
Nancy R. Blaauw
Kathleen Anne Doyle
Margaret A. Halle
Judith Usley Johnson
Kathleen Laake
Carol Lee Collins Royer ’78
Jocelyn Dan Wurzburg ’62

* In Memoriam
The following endowed and restricted funds received support during this year.

A. Arthur Halle Scholarship
A. Benson Gilmore Memorial Service Scholarship
Abe Goodman Memorial Scholarship
Alumni Association Emergency Assistance Fund
Anna and Jack D. Farris Scholarship
Athletic Booster Club
Athletics Roof Club (Volleyball)
Barret Library Fund
Baseball Field Renovation
Beth Bevill Hollingsworth Scholarship
Bonner Scholarships
Bryant Family Fellowship
Brown Scholarship
Business Administration and Economics Department
Chapman Service Scholarship
Charles G. Koch Charitable Foundation Grant
Chemistry Research Fund
Chick and Andi Hill Service Fellowship
Clough-Hanson Gallery Fund
Craig Murray ’69 Faculty Hospitality Fund
Crossroads to Freedom Fund
Donelson Institute for Regional Studies Endowment
Dr. A. T. Johnson Memorial Scholarship
Dr. and Mrs. F. Ray Riddle, Jr. CODA Scholarship
Dr. Robert Irli and Anne Riley Bourne Scholarship
Dr. Thomas E. and Mrs. J. L. Jerden Scholarship
E. J. Ackerman ’81 Memorial Scholarship
Eliza J. Ackerman ’81 Memorial Scholarship
Elizabeth Rodgers Dobell Scholarship
Emily and Tom Holloway Scholarship
Field Hockey Fund
Football Program Fund
Frank Gilliland Symposium
Fred R. Graves Scholarship
Fred W. Neal Scholarship
Fund for the Integration of Spirituality and Learning
German Study Abroad Fellowship
Ham and Katherine Smythe Fellowship in the Arts
Harold “Chicken” High Scholarship
Herman Bensdorf II Scholarship
Hurt British Studies Scholarship
Ida LeBlanc ‘35 Smith Scholarship
Imelda and Hubert Henkel Scholarship
International Studies Institute
J.S. Seidman
International Studies Fellowship
Jack H. Taylor Fellowship in Physics
Jack H. Taylor Scholarship
James A. O’Donnell ’74 Scholarship
James A. Thomas III ’52 Service Scholarship
James H. and Carol P. Barton International Study Fellowship
James L. and John Nolan Scholarship
James Lienz Service Scholarship
James O. Finley ’26 Family Scholarship
Jameson M. Jones Award for Outstanding Faculty Service
Jane and J. L. Jerden Service Scholarship
Jennie Putney Gardner Scholarship
Jim and Virginia McGhee Scholarship for Study Abroad
Joe Neville Society Scholarships
John Colby Service Scholarship
John H. McMinn Scholarship
Joseph S. Legg Memorial Service Scholarship
Katherine Carter Service Scholarship
Kennemus Wilson Family Foundation
Service Scholarships
Leland Smith Emergency Assistance Fund
Lettie Pate Whitehead Scholarships
Louise and John Bryan CODA Fellowship
Loyd Templeton Endowment for Choral Performance
Margaret Hyde Council Emergency Assistance Scholarships
Margaret Hyde Council General Scholarship Fund
Margaret Hyde Council Leadership Scholarship
Margaret Hyde Council Study Abroad Scholarships for Women
Marjorie ’39 and Al ’39 Wunderlich Scholarship
Marshall P. Jones Scholarship
Martha Robinson CODA Scholarship
Martin-Kragh Biology and Chemistry Faculty Development Fund
Mary Gideon Schillig ’47 CODA Scholarship
Maxwell Family Scholarship
May Scholarship of Second Presbyterian Church, Little Rock
McCoy Theatre Fund
Mellon Foundation
Environmental Studies Grant
Men’s Basketball Special Fund
Men’s Golf Special Fund
Merck Foundation/AAAS Science Research Program
Michaelcheck Endowment Fund
Mike Curb Institute for Music
Monia Rice Matthews CODA Fellowship
Mrs. Ruth C. Pickens Fellowship
Multicultural Affairs Fund
Murfree Service Scholarship
Nancy Tanner and James Rodney Feld Scholarship
P. Thomas Parrish ’79 Service Scholarship
Paul Barret, Jr. Library
Pete Ekstrom Faculty Development in International Studies
Physics Department
Plough Endowed Professorship in Urban Studies
Ralph C. Hon Chair
Ralph C. Hon Scholarship
Research Corporation Grant
Rhodes Baseball
Rhodes Radio Fund
Rhodes Singers Fund
Rhodes Tennis Program
Rhodes Women’s Golf
Richard Batey Lectureship
Riley Endowment for Barret Library
Robert and Ruby Priddy Charitable Trust Scholarships
Robert D. McCallum Scholarship
Robert I. Bourne III Counseling Fund
Roberson Chair in Biological Science
Roberson Physics Fund
Roberson Physics Fund for Student Research and Engagement
Rose and Solly Korsakov Psychology Award
Schadt Foundation Scholarship
Second Presbyterian Church of Memphis Scholarships
Serena Crawford Scholarship for Women
Simpson Scholarship
Softball Fund
Soupcon Contact Program
Spence Wilson Faculty International Travel Fund
Springfield CODA Scholarship
St. Jude Summer Plus Undergraduate Research
Stanley Joseph and Mertie Willig Buckman Scholarship
SunTrust Bank Scholarship
Swimming Special Fund
Tex-Mex Alternative
Spring Break Fund
Thaddeaus B. Hall ’31 Scholarship
The Day Foundation Faculty Awards
The White Family Regional Studies Endowment
Theo Matthews Hayden and Marjorie Matthews Russell Study Abroad Scholarship
Theo Matthews Hayden and Marjorie Matthews Russell Scholarship
Thompson Dunavant PLC Accounting Award
Track and Cross Country Program Fund
UT Neuroscience Student Research Fellowship
Virginia Ballou McGehee Chair of Muslim-Christian Relations
William C. “Razz” Rayburn ’30 Scholarship
William M. Rosson Scholarship in Physics
Winton and Carolyn Blount Service Scholarship
Womens Basketball Special Fund
Women’s Soccer Special Fund
Wright-Bentley Foundation Scholarships
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In memoriam


Lewis Daniel Anderson ’76—James G. Ramsey ’76

Junius Harold Arnold ’48—Charles R. Chandler

William Bell ’49—Jane K. Watson ’49
John U. Biedenham, Jr.—Catherine and J. David Alexander Jr. ’56 ’53, Mary Jane Coleman Gentry ’61, Diane and Walker Wellford III ’59 ’59
Carl David Bird ’64—Nancy and Craig S. Wood

Myra Cowan Brabson ’66—Joanna C. ’66 and Dennis A. Higdon

R. C. Briggs—Anna G. and Jack D. Farris

Margaret Darden Browder ’60—Gretchen and Charles A. Rich ’62 ’63

William O. Browder ’62—Gretchen and Charles A. Rich ’62 ’63

John Heiskell Carter—Thomas Francis Jackson III ’62

Peter C. Cooper ’38—Julia Wellford Allen ’47, Anna Gallaher Farris, Lt. Col. Grant Wade (RET)

Adah Laura Coultas ’01—William D. Dolan III, Mia L. Mitchell

Barbara Hawkins Daniel—Helen and Fred Norman, Mel and Bud Richey, Nancy and James Vest

Foster Dickerson—Priscilla L. ’73 and David Horne

Christina Z. Dinkelacker ’70—David H. Kesler, Dee U. Silverthorn

William C. Donelson ’40—Katherine M. Meacham Conover ’45

Samuel L. Drash ’61—Julia Wellford Allen ’38, Joanna C. ’66 and Dennis A. Higdon, Marily Davis and Allen Holt Hughes ’61 ’61, Carl David Bird III ’72

Steve Farris—Clark County Democratic Committee, Ellen Klyce, Joyce Palla, Karen Wieman

Irena Flieger—Nancy and James Vest

James L. Flimpner ’51—Judith and Bruce E. Campbell Jr., Janice and Lewis R. Donelson ’38, Elizabeth L. and William D. Simpson III ’58 ’58

Janet Kelso Gager ’44—Forrest L. Gager Jr. ’44

Helmuth Gaylor—Mary Beth and Edward J. Wingfield ’62

James F. Gladney, Jr. ’38—Anne and Milton Brown Jr., Charlotte and Michael McClain, Virginia and Charles Taylor ’74

Mary Francis Hall—Nancy and James Vest


Cyril M. Hendricks ’64—Ann Clark ’64 and Clay Harris, Jo Kenny Sanders ’64

Marguerite Francis Higginbotham—Timothy Ables ’72

Ralph C. Hon—David Bentley Short ’52

Jane Barker Hughes ’32—Ann Clark ’64 and Clay Harris

Ralph L. Jansen—Nancy and James Vest

Fred T. Johnson—Sharon and William V. Davison ’62


Alexander Kelso—Forrest L. Gager Jr. ’44

Dorothy Kogutt—Joseph J. Nash ’81 Mildred Casey Lautenschleger—Mel and Bud Richey

Adeline Likes—Nancy and James Vest


Gayle McCay—Darlene M. Loprete

Joseph Albert McGehee ’43—Colline T. McGehee ’43

Robert Marshall McGehee—Colline T. McGehee ’43

Virginia Ballou McGehee ’46—Dorothy Work

Matthew David McNiel ’06—May and John Eaton

Robert Edward McRae ’82—Janet Fountain McRae ’81

Moore Moore ’29—Houston Miller Moore ’29

Raymond H. Moran—Toni Sabella ’58 and Thomas A. Barnes

Woodward D. Morris, Jr. ’51—Mary Ann Morris ’51

Charles L. Mosby ’51—Robyn and Patrick L. Brien ’85

Katherine Hargrave Nelson ’47—Julia Wellford Allen ’47, Perry D. Dement, Virginia B. Reynolds ’53

Scott Patterson ’85—Robyn and Patrick L. Brien ’85, John H. Rone ’71

Lawrence Pimm—Sharon and William V. Davison ’62


Anne T. Reynolds—Diane M. Clark ’62

Hilaria Acosta Carrera y Rubio—Toni Sabella Barnes ’83

Alumni Giving by Class

Alumni who gave to the college this year are listed according to their classes. Unrestricted gifts are recognized in the Charles E. Diehl Society ($5,000 - $100,000), The Red & Black Society ($1,000 - $4,999), the Dean’s Society ($750 - $999), the Cloister Society ($500 - $749), the Tower Society ($250 - $499), the Loyalty Club ($100 - $249) and Donors (up to $100). Gifts reflecting an increase to a higher level are marked with an asterisk.

**Class of 1929**
- **Red & Black Society Member**
  - Houston Miller Moore

**Class of 1933**
- **Red & Black Society Member**
  - J. Russell Perry

**Class of 1934**
- **Loyalty Club**
  - Charles M. Crump

- **Donor**
  - Robert L. Jackson, Jr.
  - Alice Cibell Marquez
  - Virginia Reynolds Wilson

**Class of 1935**
- **Donor**
  - Louis D. Parrote

**Class of 1936**
- **Loyalty Club**
  - Martha Chase Holt
  - Margaret Drake Wilson

- **Donor**
  - Gladys Caughlin Campbell
  - Richard A. Thomas, Jr.

**Class of 1937**
- **Donor**
  - Elsie Hastings Bays

**Class of 1938**
- **Red & Black Society Member**
  - Anna Kathryn Atkinson
  - Lewis R. Donelson

- **Cloister Society**
  - James F. Watt
  - Marietta Morris Watt

**Class of 1939**
- **Diehl Society Fellow**
  - Alvin W. Wunderlich, Jr.
  - Marjorie Jennings Wunderlich

- **Diehl Society Patron**
  - S. Shepherd Tate

- **Red & Black Society Associate**
  - Grace Wunderlich Prange

- **Cloister Society**
  - Sarah Booth White
  - Thomas J. White, Jr.

**Class of 1940**
- **Red & Black Society Member**
  - Catherine Moore Freeburg
  - Charles Perry

- **Loyalty Club**
  - Kurt Elia
  - Lillian Love Fisher
  - Priscilla Shumaker Heard
  - Virginia Ragdale Keller
  - V. Lloyd Parker
  - Will Rhea Winfrey

**Class of 1941**
- **Alumni Giving by Class**

- **Class of 1942**
- **Class of 1943**
- **Class of 1944**
- **Class of 1945**
- **Class of 1946**
- **Class of 1947**
- **Class of 1948**
- **Class of 1949**
- **Class of 1950**
- **Class of 1951**
- **Class of 1952**
- **Class of 1953**
- **Class of 1954**
- **Class of 1955**
- **Class of 1956**
- **Class of 1957**
- **Class of 1958**
- **Class of 1959**
- **Class of 1960**
- **Class of 1961**
- **Class of 1962**
- **Class of 1963**
- **Class of 1964**
- **Class of 1965**
- **Class of 1966**
- **Class of 1967**
- **Class of 1968**
- **Class of 1969**
- **Class of 1970**
- **Class of 1971**
- **Class of 1972**
- **Class of 1973**
- **Class of 1974**
- **Class of 1975**
- **Class of 1976**
- **Class of 1977**
- **Class of 1978**
- **Class of 1979**
- **Class of 1980**
- **Class of 1981**
- **Class of 1982**
- **Class of 1983**
- **Class of 1984**
- **Class of 1985**
- **Class of 1986**
- **Class of 1987**
- **Class of 1988**
- **Class of 1989**
- **Class of 1990**
- **Class of 1991**
- **Class of 1992**
- **Class of 1993**
- **Class of 1994**
- **Class of 1995**
- **Class of 1996**
- **Class of 1997**
- **Class of 1998**
- **Class of 1999**
- **Class of 2000**
- **Class of 2001**
- **Class of 2002**
- **Class of 2003**
- **Class of 2004**
- **Class of 2005**
- **Class of 2006**
- **Class of 2007**
- **Class of 2008**
- **Class of 2009**
- **Class of 2010**
- **Class of 2011**
- **Class of 2012**
- **Class of 2013**
- **Class of 2014**
- **Class of 2015**
- **Class of 2016**
- **Class of 2017**
- **Class of 2018**
- **Class of 2019**
- **Class of 2020**
- **Class of 2021**
- **Class of 2022**

**Honor Roll of Donors 2008-2009**
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**Class of 1944**

*Red & Black Society Member*
- Charles P. Cobb

*Cloister Society*
- Mabel Francis Caldwell
- Jack H. Taylor

*Tower Society*
- H. C. Earhart, Jr.
- Rufus C. Ross, Jr.

*Loyalty Club*
- Ladye Margaret Craddock
- Arnold H. David Baldridge, Jr.
- Corinne Burch Blake
- Cham Canon
- Irene Trifarias Cantos
- Forrest L. Gager, Jr.
- Louisa McLean Stephens
- Carolyn Tate Walker

**Donor**
- Franklin C. Ellis, Jr.
- Morgan C. Fowler
- Molly Hawken Lockwood
- James M. McDaniel
- Margaret Candler Riley

**Class of 1945**

*Tower Society*
- William F. Symes
- Frances Ulhhorn Wunderlich

*Loyalty Club*
- Alfred M. Alperin
- Henry H. Lanius

**Donor**
- Minor Robertson Broadus
- Ruth Alyne Bryant
- Jane Weilman Head
- Imogene Williamson Kinney
- Shirley Segale Prothro
- John Nicholls Spain

**Class of 1946**

*Diehl Society Patron*
- Virginia Ballou McGhee*

*Red & Black Society Associate*
- John S. Collier*
- Louise Willbourn Collier*
- James G. McClure

**Donor**
- B. Snowden Boyle, Jr.*
- June Morrow Schaeffer

*Cloister Society*
- Emily Williamson Haizlip
- Sara Spart Taylor

*Tower Society*
- Wartene Buford Ivy

*Loyalty Club*
- Helen Williams Billingsley
- Annabelle Hall Lavin

**Class of 1947**

*Diehl Society Patron*
- Dorothy Dyess Bryce-Morton

*Red & Black Society Associate*
- Florence Swepton Snowden*

*Red & Black Society Member*
- Irma Waddell Merril*

*Cloister Society*
- James R. White

*Tower Society*
- Julia Wellford Allen
- Ann McConnell Reaves
- Jane Williams Sides

*Loyalty Club*
- Carol Morris Bowden
- Margaret Patons Douglas
- Ernest H. Flaniken
- J. Richard Lee
- Alice Scott Marchisio
- Jane Davidson Walsh
- Myndelle Wilson

**Donor**
- Dorothy Cammer
- Mary Ann Catching Davis
- Jane Mans Fleet
- Minnielee Gordon Hale
- William C. Kernodle, Jr.
- Wilbur H. Oliphant, Jr.
- Sara Anne Elliott Newton
- Nancy Woods Muse
- Willard H. Oliphant, Jr.
- Peggy Laughter Pera
- May Wallace Scarborough
- Mary Ann Nash Williams

**Class of 1948**

*Donor* 
- Pauline Laguzzi Brown
- Hugh H. Crawford
- Elizabeth Raines Davis
- Marie Gooch Hay
- Betty Lay Kirby
- J. Boyd Maize
- Archer Ayres Postlethwaite
- Floy Wooten

*Red & Black Society Member*
- John P. Douglas

*Cloister Society*
- William A. Jones, Jr.
- Cloister Society
- Thomas Fletcher Scott, Jr.
- Richard C. Wood

**Donor**
- Sara Basset Baldwin
- Lawrence Beck
- Jane Ogden Carruthers
- Samuel E. McFadden, Jr.
- Betty Shea Drummond
- Samuel R. Fudge*
- Dorothy Brown Kennedy
- Sonya Alperin Kivitcher
- Billy R. Leach

**Class of 1949**

*Red & Black Society Associate*
- Sarah Rook Perkins

*Donor*
- Doris Pento Blew
- Eugene M. Schaeffer*

**Dean's Society**
- Nancy Davis Lyle

*Cloister Society*
- Margaret Loaring-Clark Jones
- William J. Wade

*Tower Society*
- Russell E. Bryant
- Emile Elizabeth Dutton
- Bettie Connally Welch

*Loyalty Club*
- Jane Phelps Arnold
- Wilber W. Callihan
- Martha Smothers Carroll
- Jane Clay Cash
- William C. Douglas
- Cecil E. Evans
- Betty Bennett Finley
- M. Renn Gewin
- Wesley A. Goldfarb
- James C. Jeffery
- Jeanne Amis Jernigan
- Margery Phelps Lee
- John E. McKee
- Jane King Watson

*Donor* 
- Richard C. Wood
- Thomas Fletcher Scott, Jr.
- Martha Carroll McGuire
- Thomas Fletcher Scott, Jr.
- Richard C. Wood

**Class of 1950**

*Red & Black Society Associate*
- Sam M. Ballou

*Donor* 
- George A. Chauncey
- Virginia Briggs Elmore
- Carmen Roger Hatchett
- Gary Harris Hunt
- Florence Phyfer Krause
- Betty Walker Locke
- Betty Canon McArthur
- June White McCormick
- Gloria Ash Minor
- Stanley Williamson Mosby
- Martha Birdsong Nickley
- John D. Pera
- Robert O. Utter
- R. Bedford Watkins, Jr.
Class of 1950
Diehl Society Sustainer
Herbert Linville

Diehl Society Patron
C. Stratton Hill, Jr.

Red & Black Society Senior
Ruth Griffiths McCartney

Red & Black Society Member
Berta Radford Laney

Dean's Society
Jane Davis McCain*

Cloister Society
John H. Evans, Jr.
Herman J. Kaplan

Tower Society
Robert S. Edington*
Martha Jane Jacobs Exum
Robert L. Montgomery, Sr.*
Thomas E. Smith
Anne Davis Toppins
Richard C. Tumilty
Frank L. Turner, Jr.*

Loyalty Club
E. Denby Brandon, Jr.
Sara Cooper Burnette*
James D. Caldwell
Gene E. Canestrari
Mary Ann Ramsey Clarke
William O. Coley, Jr.
Paul Currie
Helen McGee Dacus
J. Millen Darnell
Gale Martin Evans*
Mary B. Howard
Jane McAtee Patterson
Wendell Phillips
C. M. Pipkin
James C. Williamson

Donor
Alan Babin
Rebecca Truax Belknap
Carol Louise Binnier
Ann DeWar Blecken
Virginia Mead Clark
Richard B. Dixon
Jean Bagby Ezzell
Forrest W. Flaniken
Joanne Zahnert Flaniken
Betty Robinson High*
Carroll C. Johnson
Ann Faquin McGuire
Joseph C. Meux
Paul S. Mostert
James R. Mulroy
Richard L. Peery
John S. Pyles
Eula Holmes Sanders
Myrle Oliver Scott
Josie Phillips Smith
Lloyd B. Smith, Jr.
Thomas W. Taylor
Virginia Mulder Taylor
Bettye Kilgore Terjung
Dorothy Love Turk
Jack D. Vincent
Anne Baggett Wilkes

Class of 1951
Diehl Society Fellow
J. Lester Crain, Jr.

Diehl Society Fellow
One Anonymous Donor

Diehl Society Sustainer
Barbara Howell Hamilton
James F. Springfield, Sr.

Red & Black Society Member
Nancy Hill Fulmer*
Frances Crouch Perkins
Charles J. Pinn

Cloister Society
William E. Boyce
June Beasley Mann
Mary Louise Barton Pritchard

Tower Society
Ronald F. Bunn
James Nelson Clay, III
James E. Davis
Herbert W. Eber
Martha Ellen Davidson Maxwell
Frances Nix Morgan
R. Christy Morgan
Patricia Cooper Richardson
Robert P. Richardson, Jr.

Loyalty Club
T. Reynolds Beal
Helen Deupree Brandon
Anne S. Caldwell
Gale Reynolds Clark*
John M. Clark, Jr.*
Sarah Loaring-Clark Flowers
Edward B. Fox, Jr.
Rose Washer Goldfarb
Mary Ann Morris
Mary Jane Millard Oglesby

Donor
Norma Maddox Bell
Sylvia Bowling
William B. Brazelton, Jr.
Patsy Williams Briggs
J. Howard Lammert
Walter S. Lazenby, Jr.
Eleanor Clarke Miller
Albert A. Nielus
James Gibson Nix
Patricia Tomlinson Nix
Mary Holiman Norton
Jeanine Tushke Sessions
Roy F. Stratton, Jr.
Granville Tate
Milton L. Ward

Class of 1952
Diehl Society Patron
Roscoe A. Field, Jr.

Red & Black Society Partner
Sara Jane Bryant Greenlee

Red & Black Society Associate
James E. Ratcliff, Jr.
Jane Wirtzschken Williams*

Red & Black Society Member
Ann Rollow Ross
J.D. Trimble, Jr.

Dean's Society
David B. Short

Cloister Society
John A. Austin, Jr.
Joy Powell Smith

Tower Society
John B. Allen
William R. Gentry*
Betty Ann McMadden Harvey*
Carroll Tuthill Minor*
Martha Beggs Orth

Loyalty Club
Elizabeth Hoye Amis
Jack R. Blake
Frances Freeman Burkhead
T. Wayne Deupree, Jr.
Mary Woods Epp
Donald W. Feldman
Prestige G. Fulton, Jr.
Norma Kesling Holmes
James N. Lapsley, Jr.
Benjamin H. Shawhan, Jr.
Marianne Smith Stallings
Rosemary Nelms Stinson
Carole Cocks Todd
Jane McSpadden Twist
H. Rester Webb, Jr.
Jacqueline Newman Williamson

Donor
M. Robert Aborn
Robert J. Allen
Anne Dean Babin
Robert K. Bennett
Anne Dean Babin
Robert K. Bennett
Beverly Morris Coleman
Janet Canada Fritsch
Steve C. Futris
Gloria Batson Galtney
Janet Canada Fritsch
Beverly Morris Coleman
Janet Canada Fritsch
Steve C. Futris
Gloria Batson Galtney

Class of 1953
Diehl Society Sustainer
James T. Robertson

Diehl Society Patron
Betty Wood Storrs*

Red & Black Society Associate
J. David Alexander, Jr.

Red & Black Society Member
Claire Oates Ping
William C. Thrilkeld
George W. Wilson, III

Cloister Society
Robert H. Crumby
Elizabeth Wade Ferris
Elizabeth Collins Swaim
Eleanor Brown Shaw

Tower Society
Marjorie Russell Bryant
E. Wayne Cliffe
John Turner Gray
Horace G. Kitchell
Mary Frances Steen Libassi
Mary Taylor Montgomery
Don Allison Ramier, Jr.
Joan Smith Ramier
Betty Sue Wilcox Shaw

Loyalty Club
Elizabeth Martin Barker
Wille Bow
John C. Cuvillier, III
Betty Jo Carter Dodson
Jane Swaim Fox
John W. Gray, Jr.
Etta Mae Murray Mehler-Bauer
Edna Knighten Stmit*
Robert L. Stewart
Charles C. Sullivan, III
Betty Jo McCormick Walker
Ann Taylor Walker Waters
Louis J. Weber, Jr.
J. William Young, Jr.

Donor
C. Douglas Buford, Jr.
Henry O. Freund
Zoe Theodore Futris
Rene LeMarchand
Charles C. McAllister, Jr.
Judy Mays Parks
Joyce Richards
Laura Ozanne Robinson
Mary Dallam Warren

Class of 1954
Red & Black Society Associate
Anne Riley Bourne
Robert L. Bourne, Jr.
David M. Morris*
Mary McDonald Wetterau*

Red & Black Society Member
Patricia Riegel Morehead
Josephine Taylor Thrilkeld

Cloister Society
Wade McHenry Hunter
Joseph H. Lawson
Thomas E. Strong

Tower Society
Carolyn Milton Allen
Ray Ulon Tanner
Laura Edington Wakefield
Alumni Giving by Class

Class of 1955

Diehl Society Patron
Mary Rodriguez Wardrop

Red & Black Society Member
Annelle Albritton Clure
Elizabeth Hollingsworth

Cloister Society
Susan Fulmer Austin
Julia Johnson Kasch
Peggy Crocker Strong

Tower Society
James E. Aydelotte*
Polly Baker Bassoni
Elizabeth Walker Hughes
Margaret Jones Pingree
Martha Spruell Pipkin
Louise Akin Russell
Juanita Goodman Watson

Loyalty Club
William M. Callicott
Vernon Ware Eades
Joan Danielson Goodall
Kathleen Hardison Hodgson
R. David Kaylor
F. H. Mitchell
W. Henry Mosley
Joe J. Parker
Jeanette Bowen Posey
Carolyn Holman Samuel
Jean McLean Goodson Tunnell

Donor
Peggy Tipton Bright
David W. Chang

Class of 1956

Diehl Society Patron
Judith Deavenport Mitchener

Red & Black Society Senior
Claude B. Trusty

Red & Black Society Associate
Catharine Coleman Alexander
Ada Jane Walters

Red & Black Society Member
William W. Hunt
George M. Russell

Dean’s Society
Edith Jean Cooper*

Tower Society
J. Rodney Feld* J. Bryan Smalley
Rhoda White Smith
James E. Turner

Loyalty Club
Suzanne Carter Bick
John Wayland Carlisle
David R. Davis
R. Clement Dickey, Jr.
Joe C. Eades, Jr.
George J. Fischer, Jr.
Sarah Strong Gilmer
George D. Gracey, Jr.
James D. Higgason
Dorothy Henning Kaylor
Geraldine Dozier MacQueen
John R. McKinney*
James C. Napier, Jr.
Elizabeth Bell Smith*
Linda Becker Smith*
James Howard Thompson
Sarah Jane Seissinger Tice
Ann Barr Weems

Donor
Marcia Calmer Beard
Robert D. Bethell
Paula Smith Burress
James A. Dees, Sr.
B. H. Farnsworth
Patricia Hastings Gilliom
Nola Nurnberger Hawkinson
David M. Hilliard, Jr.
Robert L. Hunter
Edna Patton Johnson

Cora Louise Davis McDonnell
Erin Moody Morgan
Maida Moore Payne
Nancy Germany Reinker
Thomas E. Richardson
Dorothy Jean Johnson Sales
Charlotte Black Sargent
John K. Wadley
Robin Sprague Walters
Sallie Thomas Williford

Class of 1957

Diehl Society Patron
John B. Maxwell, Jr.
Grace Morris Williamson

Red & Black Society Senior
Anne Hixon Huff*
Thomas A. Huff*

Red & Black Society Associate
Suzanne McConnell Warner
Erwin Hansh Westmoreland

Dean’s Society
William H. McLean
Ralph V. Turner

Cloister Society
Jane Cruncher Williamson*

Tower Society
Lady Camille Deaderick
James E. Eikner, Jr.
Margaret Ann Fagan Eikner
Jane Burns Campbell Hossay
John B. Mostellar
C. Eric Mount, Jr.*
Harriet Byrd O’Neal*
Robert M. Rogers
Kathryn Whitsitt Tanner

Loyalty Club
Charlene Jayroe Allen
JoAnn Pomeroy Anderson
Genevieve Reeves Carlisle
Richard H. Crawford
Ann Fakes Gehlmann
Ellen White Harrell
Nancy Pickens Higgason
Robert E. McClelland
Sallie Jane Dickerson Rainey
Miriam Heard Range
Harrylyn Graves Sallis
Elizabeth Etter Thomas
Nelia Brown Waller
Jerry D. Tate*
Mary Latta Whiteaker*
P. W. Whiteaker*

Loyalty Club
Lorraine Rayburn Abernathy
John U. Biedenharn*
Robert L. Booth, Jr.
W. J. Michael Cody*
Sam F. Cole, Jr.
Claire Tansey Coleman*
Mark R. Coleman, Jr.*
Henry R. Craig
Martha Sigler Guthrie
Milton L. Knowlton
Roy D. Rainey, Sr.
Betty Ann Russell
Claire Sebralla Saino
Lila Wrape Saunders
Jane Dean Sohm
Paul M. Thompson
Suzanne Williams Window

Donor
Fred K. Beeson
Harriette Mathewes Beeson
Thomas B. Buford, Jr.
Thomas J. Bumpas, Jr.
Mary Lewis Casey
Ethel Buck Chamberlain
James R. Clarke
James W. Colvert
Joan McCabe Day
Ann Marmann Episcopo

Betty Lunati Grise
James W. Sanders
Caroline Cecil Seaseon
Connie White Stettbacher
Miriam Elizabeth Townshend

Class of 1958

Diehl Society Sustainer
John H. Bryan
Neville Frierson Bryan

Diehl Society Patron
Hervey Doughton Martin
David L. Simpson, III*
Elizabeth LeMaster Simpson
Jeanne Scott Varnell

Red & Black Society Associate
Mary Jane Smallley Roberts

Red & Black Society Member
Joy Magdovitz Bearman
Nancy Carter Burnridge
Richard W. Dorch
John H. Quinn, Jr.

Dean’s Society
Susan Robinson McLean
B. Denton McLellan

Cloister Society
Betty Chalmers Pyron
Robert N. Templeton*

Tower Society
Jettie D. Bowen, Jr.
John P. Burge
William E. Carrell*
Jack T. Cunningham
H. Richard Jones, Jr.
Eugene Eaton McKenzie
Carolyn Caldwell Rogers
Jerry D. Tate*
Mary Latta Whiteaker*
P. W. Whiteaker*

Loyalty Club
Lorraine Rayburn Abernathy
John U. Biedenharn*
Robert L. Booth, Jr.
W. J. Michael Cody*
Sam F. Cole, Jr.
Claire Tansey Coleman*
Mark R. Coleman, Jr.*
Henry R. Craig
Martha Sigler Guthrie
Milton L. Knowlton
Roy D. Rainey, Sr.
Betty Ann Russell
Claire Sebralla Saino
Lila Wrape Saunders
Jane Dean Sohm
Paul M. Thompson
Suzanne Williams Window

Donor
Matthew D. Currell
Estella Wilson Dixon
Betty Jean Payne Dorriss
Elinor Smith Fitzgerald
Marilyn Hammond Gallagher
David H. Hollis
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Honor Roll of Donors 2008-2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Louise Morrison Kenyon</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marguerite Caldwell McCarty</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beverly Smith Pugh</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ellen Reagan Richardson</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arnold L. Schroeter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Linda Hardey Schroeter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charles E. Somervill</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joanne Williams Wilhite</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Class of 1959**

| **Diehl Society Fellow**   |
| J. L. Jerden               |
| **Diehl Society Patron**   |
| Steve A. Martin            |
| **Red & Black Society Associate** |
| Frank F. Splanz, Jr.       |
| **Red & Black Society Member** |
| Eva Mae Duncan Hussey      |
| Gayden Rasberry Jones      |
| Carol Ann Graves Rockett   |
| Diane McMillan Wellford    |
| Walker L. Wellford, III    |

**Cloister Society**

| Robert B. Blumer           |
| Theodore B. Sloan           |
| Thirza Mobley Sloan         |
| Edwin W. Stock, Jr.         |

**Tower Society**

| Ann Mack Boles              |
| Mary Alice Masters Carrell  |
| Happy Snowden Jones         |
| Daniel P. Logan, Jr.        |
| Michael B. Lupfer           |
| Claude Ashton McMillion     |
| Phyllis Williams Mostellar  |
| Truly Brown Mount*          |
| Richard A. Park             |
| Joseph A. Sullivan*         |

**Loyalty Club**

| Charles T. Ames, III       |
| Joan Waggoner Baccus       |
| E. Allen Barnhardt         |
| Betsy Sloan Barrett       |
| Jane Alexander Biedenharn* |
| Keith D. Buckley           |
| Nora Petersen Buckley      |
| Mary Belle Miller Cunningham|
| Betty Sims Damewood        |
| Oran B. Dent               |
| Ann Watkins Evans          |
| Elizabeth E. Stafford-Farmer|
| Fyke Farmer, Jr.           |
| Ralph C. Gore              |
| William E. Grisso, IV*     |
| Charles L. Hammett         |
| Merelyn Davis Hammett      |
| Betty Jo Gillmore Haynie   |
| Sara Jean Jackson          |
| Anne Underwood Johnson     |
| Sally Stockley Johnson     |
| Larry D. Kennaon           |
| Jane Aquino Onaga          |
| Barbara Bondurant Pelot    |
| Joan Dawson Wallace        |
| Bill C. Weber              |
| Lucy Raines Wilkinson      |
| Sue Osenbaugh Williams     |
| Michael Anne Condon Zimmerman|

**Donor**

| Patricia Oberhille Bogan   |
| William L. Dees            |
| Jo Anne Bullard Dunham     |
| Nancy Newcome Jones        |
| Jane Barker Konitz         |
| W. Larry Lucy              |
| Bobbie Carney Paradise     |
| Carolyn Block Pierce       |
| Sandra Andrews Robertson   |
| Nancy Wickersham Roblloff  |
| Thomas O. Schrodt          |
| Mary Farish Sharp          |
| Marguerite Livingston Stone|
| Carol Barbour Sumrall     |
| Bates Peacock Toone        |
| Princess Hughes Van Hooser |
| Nancy Wooddell Warlick     |
| Robert F. Welsh            |

**Class of 1960**

| **Diehl Society Benefactor** |
| Morris T. Reagan             |
| **Diehl Society Sustainer**  |
| L. Allen Reynolds            |
| **Red & Black Society Member** |
| Kim Baxter Henley            |
| Raymond F. Henley            |
| John E. Hixon                |
| James D. Petersen            |
| **Cloister Society**         |
| Virginia Sims Bare           |
| Rebecca Davis Knack          |
| Jackie Ruth Eichold Montag   |
| Corinne Rudolph Niemhuis    |
| Ann Vines Roberts            |
| Clara Stephens Smith         |
| John L. Streete              |

**Tower Society**

| Diana L'heureux Allen      |
| Jo Lynn Palmer Allen      |
| Carole Jean Hobbs Anderson|
| Beverly Finch Ballard     |
| Deanne Runyon Irene       |
| Karen Boyce Logan*        |
| Gwynne Salmon McKenzie    |
| Margaret Stewart McMillion|
| Janet McKenzie Nix        |
| H. Jerry Peters            |
| Ruth Burrow Peters        |
| Mary Crouch Rawson        |
| Leslie W. Read             |
| Ann Myers Redus           |
| Harris Rotman*            |
| Carol Ann Quade Smalley   |
| Rann L. Vaulx             |

**Loyalty Club**

| Marilyn Smith Ames         |
| Ann Jappe Bjorklund        |
| Charlotte Peterson Carrell |
| Finis D. Carrell           |
| Charlotte Frist Chesnutt   |
| James D. Curtis            |
| E. Tom Elam                |
| J. Woodrow Forbes, Jr.     |
| Lawrence A. Fury, Jr.      |
| Connie Kirley Goddard      |
| Annelle Gandy Gracey       |
| Jacqueline Ferguson Holmes |
| Jon C. Jenkins             |
| Margaret Elizabeth Lowe    |
| Carolyn S. McClurkan       |
| David H. Moreau            |
| Frank G. Morris, Jr.       |
| Beverly Bowden Pickard     |
| Joseph Poppenheimer        |
| Jack C. Sanford             |
| Patricia Annette Taylor    |

**Donor**

| Nancy Koehn Bond           |
| Anne Ulhorn Broadfoot      |
| Anne Goodwin Bullock       |
| Ruth Strough Clelland      |
| Katherine McCollum Eddings |
| Sandra Bain Fink           |
| Sharon Lea Gaskill         |
| Faye Combs Gray            |
| Peggy Hiller Harris        |
| John D. Hettinger          |
| M. Robert Mansfield        |
| Sandra Marwood McGlade     |
| James B. McIntyre          |
| Thomas N. Moody            |
| Beverly Dotson Owen        |
| Joan Warren Priest         |
| Virginia Faye Rogers       |
| Jean Stock Rumph           |
| Nadine McKinley Runswick   |
| Carolwyn Atkinson Sitra    |
| John W. Somervill         |
| Jane Thomas Wesson         |
| Carolyn Howard White       |

**Class of 1961**

| **Diehl Society Patron**   |
| Harry L. Swinney*          |
| **Red & Black Society Partner** |
| Jerald M. Duncan           |

**Red & Black Society Partner**

| Margaret Ruyl McTier       |

**Red & Black Society Member**

| George W. Awsumb            |

**Dean’s Society**

| Mary Allie McColgan Baldwin|

**Cloister Society**

| Sarah Cross Coleman        |

**Tower Society**

| Robert L. Barret*          |
| Marcia Wooten Barstow*     |
| Janice Chapin Buchanan     |
| Dixie Virginia Carter      |
| Sam L. Drake*              |
| Mary Jane Coleman Gentry   |
| Fay Quinn Isel*            |
| Verde H. Nix, Jr.          |
| Diane Goodman Sachs        |

**Loyalty Club**

| Westley F. Busbee, Jr.     |
| Jocelyn Agnew Camp          |
| Mary Morton Adams Castor   |
| Judy St. John Grissu       |
| Ronald C. Holland          |
| Mary Joy Prichard Knowlton |
| Charlotte Barbarin McPheeters|
| Hugh McPheeters, Jr.       |
| Lela Garner Noble          |
| Joanne Morris Owens        |
| Mack S. Prichard           |
| Mary Elizabeth McCharen Strete |
| Patricia Eason Westerman   |
| Geraldine Knight White     |

**Donor**

| Claire Robertson Cranford  |
| Nancy Henson Daniel        |
| Margaret Haigler Davis     |
| Carolyn Orr Foster         |
| Phillip S. Glasgow         |
| Adele Wolf Grilli          |
| Allen H. Hughes            |
| Marily Davis Hughes        |
| John D. Hungerland, Jr.    |
| James T. Johnston          |
| Michael C. Macey           |
| William T. Robinson        |
| Suellyn Scott Ruffin       |
| Martha Barret Schneider    |
| Nancy Myers Smith          |
| Sarah Maxfield Smithrider  |
| Emma Young Thompson        |
| Jack L. Thompson, III      |
| Judith Carson Vestal       |
| Mary Katherine Whitworth   |
| Sandra Lee Winter          |

**Class of 1962**

| **Diehl Society Patron**   |
| William H. Jacoway         |
| **Red & Black Society Associate** |
| Grady F. Tollison, Jr.     |

**Red & Black Society Member**

| Jack D. Herbert            |
| Kathryn Smallwood Jacobus  |
| John Jacobus               |
| David L. McDaid            |
| Thomas J. White, Jr.       |

**Cloister Society**

| Glenn T. Hays             |
| William G. Mankin         |
| Gwendolyn Bell Riley      |
| Catherine Liddell Skapura*|

**Tower Society**

| Genevieve Johnston Clay   |
| William V. Davidson       |
| Mary Susan Huffman        |
| David B. Johnson          |
| Barbara Bell Lawrence     |
| R. Chris Mays, Jr.        |
| Gretchen Smith Rich       |

**Loyalty Club**

| Edwin W. Albright          |
| Marvin E. Bailey           |
| Carol Bradshaw Busbee      |
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William A. Campbell
Diane McCullough Clark
Pete Cornish
Margaret Welsh Culovic
Ralph A. Foster*
James S. Gray
H. Martin Hartzog
Carolyn Haigler Ikenberry
Paul Jackson, Jr.
Duke K. McClall, Jr.
Warren G. Nance*
Randolph P. Pickell
Mary Worth Burton Robertson
Thomas M. Scott, Jr.
Noble R. Walker
Frank D. Weathersby
Jocelyn Dan Wurzburg

Donor
James G. Cloud
E. L. Dick Diamond
James G. Finley
W. Ray Fleming
Marjorie Boone Flowers
Joy Ann Howard Hennessee
Martha Gooch Hogrefe
R. Charles Hogrefe
Martha Myatt Hostper
June Johnston Hungarland
Mary Jo Evans Lundy
Penny Nichols Macey
Robert S. Maclin, III
Ann Fumbanks Mayo
Franklin S. McCallie
Catherine Mixon
Mary Simpson Morgan
Anne Thomas Phillip
John C. Portwood
Sarah Mitchell Preddy
Delma Klotz Robinson
Donna Jo Miles Smith
Mary Ann Stewart Somervell
C. Warren Thompson, Jr.
Joseph W. Thweatt
Edward J. Wingfield

Class of 1963
Diehl Society Patron
C. Williams Butler, III
Joe M. Duncan
Audrey A. Smith, Jr.*
Sarah Pickens Waller
David D. Watts

Red & Black Society Associate
David E. Lindsey*

Red & Black Society Member
Betsy Breytspraak Awsumb
John S. Cherry, Jr.
Thomas M. Lowry, III

Cloister Society
William K. B. Potts

Tower Society
W. Frederick Bailey
William Council Holmes*
Bettye Claire Eaton Lyon
Jean-Pierre Potel
Charles A. Rich

James A. Warden
Doreen Vornotiz Williams

Loyalty Club
William V. Arnold
Janice Edla Baker*
Eleanor Powers Bowman
Frances Steward Bryan
Lynnette Humphreys Campbell
Dudley Weaver Davis
Francis C. Davis, Jr.
Robert W. Fey, Jr.
Susan Louise Fullove*
Bernie R. Golier
Cynthia Jane Hawes
C. Easley Hoy
Barbara Hollingsworth Knowles
Charles W. McCravy
John M. McMillan, Jr.
Susan Stone Overholser
Jere E. Pierce
Kathryn Crow Rubenstein
L. J. Sarber, Jr.
Marjorie Wild Selvidge
Kathryn Raines Smith
Susan Hunter Suggs
Martha Terrell Weatherford*
Margaret Martin Wheeler

Donor
Nancy Rhodes Archer
Mary Rinehart Cathcart
Mallory Chambelinn, Jr.
Fredricka Crawley Cunningham
Doris Sharpe Dark
G. Goodloe Early, Jr.
Irwin H. From
Josephine Knight Hirschman
Glennee Ferguson James
Beth Poe Kissling
Emily Hatcher Lundreth
Louise Ferguson Lockhart
Marjorie Coleman Mastin
Laurie Kruger Mears
Harry M. Moffett, III
Mary Lou Gordon Peterson
John F. Rice, Jr.
Leslie Buchman Richardson
J. Perry White
George A. Wilson

Class of 1964
Red & Black Society Member
Wynona Gillmore Crosby
Michael R. Deaderick
William Mason Holmes, Jr.
K. C. Ptooney, Jr.

Dean’s Society
Thomas E. Lappage
Marilyn Ann Meyers

Cloister Society
E. Boyd Ellison, Jr.
L. Dossett Foster*
Eleanor Lawrence Geiger
Thomas L. Geiger
Challace Joe McMillin*
Mary Lou Quinn McMillin*
Elizabeth Currie Williams

Tower Society
Meredith Wilson Creekmore
John M. Dean, Jr.*
Katherine Harriette James
Patricia Dickson Jones
Gail Hoover Parrish
Ann Evans Williams

Loyalty Club
John E. Arehart
Lynn Drew Bartlett
Kay Reynolds Blair
James R. Bullock
R. Leon Carroll, Jr.
David P. Cooper
Elizabeth Saunders Cooper
Susan Horton Gray
Lewin M. Guess
Hayden J. Kaden
Judith Crow McColgan
William L. McCollan, Jr.
Robert A. Orr, Jr.
Mary Mansell Pope
Thurman A. Ragar, Jr.
Judith Hollingsworth Robinson
Anne Smith Sarber
LeRoy A. Selvidge
Roy R. Twaddle
Linda Jackson Walter
Robert W. Wells, II
Rose Mary Hoye Wells
William M. Wilson, III
Alabel May Wixer
Nancy Wasell Work

Donor
Elizabeth Moore Ayer
Patricia Bowon Butler
Susan Patton Crawford
Chris F. Drago
Dorritte Evans Early
Mary Lou Carwile Finley
Gerald Fong
Joseph Graham, Jr.
Richard L. Hackleman
Ann Clark Quinlen Harris
Tamia Lehmann Havercamp
Willene Langley Hendon
Patricia Gladney Holland
Cyril E. Hollingsworth, Jr.
Donald E. Jenkins
Elaine Holbrook Jenkins
Charles L. Killinger, Ill
Sharon Lufer Nardo
Frances Freeman Paden
Mary Lynn Cooper Polk
Jo Kenny Sanders
Randall B. Shepard, Jr.
Sharon Gordon Stoakes
Rockwell P. Ward

Class of 1965
Red & Black Society Associate
Lawrence E. Evans
Jeanie Helztert Lindsey*
Benjamin F. Ward, Jr.

Red & Black Society Member
Senter Crook
Blanche Buckingham Dealdecker
Thomas H. Dufft

Tower Society
Marguerite Ward Autry*
John E. Carter
William Brent Casey
C. Terrell Deaton
John M. Flippin
Nancy Glenn Green
Bruce E. Herron*
Patricia Dunn Jarrett
Guilford Jones, II
Joyce Anne Moore
Dinettia McCormick Newman
George M. Perrine*
Reba Kay Wright

Loyalty Club
Atlene Lebovitz Averbach
Frances Buck Bobbitt
C. William Bode
Pamela Polete Boggis
William S. Boyd, Jr.
Charles W. Brandon
Kenneth L. Brunson
Betty Wilby Carrell
Mary Elizabeth Christian
Anne Moore Clements
James L. Collier
Joanne Peters Davis
Patricia Butterworth Egger
James H. Fall, Ill
Gloria Cornell Felsenthal
E. Carl Fisher
Judy Wood Franks
Patricia Thomas Hargrave
James C. Head
Murray Rasperby Jordan
Judith Moody LePata
Janie Stone McCravy
Judith Willert McGuire
James M. Miller, Jr.
Robert H. Packer
H. Lynn Parsons
Charie Bowman Reid
Robert L. Sessum
Vivienne Guest Stirkler
Lynn Smith Watson
Edward M. Williams

Donor
Ronald T. Allen
Sallie Steele Aman
Karen Hardy Bell
Jerry P. Black, Jr.
Berney McNinnis Bridges
Bobbi Suzanne Burns
Terrri Skinner Chadwick
Nancy Speer Chambers
Sally Kindig Clark
Emma Camille Crenshaw
Martha Neff Dane
Theresa Webster Davis
Patricia Ellen Ferguson
Florence Chalker Godat
Lou Elynn Hindman Griffin
Jacquelyn Dowd Hall

Honour Roll of Donors 2008-2009

John W. McQuiston, II
Robbie Walker McQuiston

Cloister Society
Anne Oglesby Carr
William C. Hunt, Jr.*
Frances Phillips Potts

Tower Society
Margarette Ward Autry*
John E. Carter
William Brent Casey
C. Terrell Deaton
John M. Flippin
Nancy Glenn Green
Bruce E. Herron*
Patricia Dunn Jarrett
Guilford Jones, II
Joyce Anne Moore
Dinettia McCormick Newman
George M. Perrine*
Reba Kay Wright

Loyalty Club
Atlene Lebovitz Averbach
Frances Buck Bobbitt
C. William Bode
Pamela Polete Boggis
William S. Boyd, Jr.
Charles W. Brandon
Kenneth L. Brunson
Betty Wilby Carrell
Mary Elizabeth Christian
Anne Moore Clements
James L. Collier
Joanne Peters Davis
Patricia Butterworth Egger
James H. Fall, Ill
Gloria Cornell Felsenthal
E. Carl Fisher
Judy Wood Franks
Patricia Thomas Hargrave
James C. Head
Murray Rasperby Jordan
Judith Moody LePata
Janie Stone McCravy
Judith Willert McGuire
James M. Miller, Jr.
Robert H. Packer
H. Lynn Parsons
Charie Bowman Reid
Robert L. Sessum
Vivienne Guest Stirkler
Lynn Smith Watson
Edward M. Williams

Donor
Ronald T. Allen
Sallie Steele Aman
Karen Hardy Bell
Jerry P. Black, Jr.
Berney McNinnis Bridges
Bobbi Suzanne Burns
Terrri Skinner Chadwick
Nancy Speer Chambers
Sally Kindig Clark
Emma Camille Crenshaw
Martha Neff Dane
Theresa Webster Davis
Patricia Ellen Ferguson
Florence Chalker Godat
Lou Elynn Hindman Griffin
Jacquelyn Dowd Hall
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Bettye Wecker Williams
Jinger Jackson Wray Campbell

Class of 1969

Diehl Society Fellow
William J. Michaecheck

Diehl Society Patron
Craig W. Murray*

Red & Black Society Senior
C. Bradford Foster, III
Susan Hoofer Foster
James L. McElroy

Red & Black Society Member
K. Wyatt Engwall
Susan Dillard Hendrickson
John S. Hille
Tansill Heslip Hille
Rebecca Wynn Weiler
Linda Kay Yates

Dean’s Society
Carol Gearhart Champion
Sue Dunn Hall
Aurelia Wammack Michaela*

Cloister Society
William P. Stepp, Jr.

Tower Society
Susan Gladden Atkins
David W. Griffin
Patricia Cooper Hayley
William B. Hayley
Eleanor Rosson Kennedy
John L. Kennedy
Roy Kulp, Jr.
Courtland Mobley Lewis
Kevin L. Nicholak
Elizabethe Shipp Nott
Richard Raspet
Judith Gordon Simpson
McLaurin Smith

Loyalty Club
Linda Harrell Bair
Robert A. Bell, II
Mickey B. Bragance
Morgan W. Bunch, III
Sue Brown Bunch
Joseph S. Clift, Jr.
John W. Cowell
Kenneth M. Cushing
Ruth Carolyn Duck
Janice Donelson Goddard*
Kathleen Cogswell House
Nell Elmore Johnston
Alonzo P. Kersey, III
Nell Elmore Johnston
Rebecca Wynn Weiler
Linda Kay Yates

Class of 1970

Diehl Society Patron
Richard H. Eckels

Red & Black Society Associate
Martha Irene Pedersen*
Deborah Sale*

Red & Black Society Member
Jere B. Jones*

Cloister Society
G. Hudson Andrews, Jr.*
Nancy Shelton Nelson*

Tower Society
Natalie Murray Dunning
Patricia Clayston Howard
William J. Maguire*
Janet Wilson Markland
Pamela Pitts McNeil
William R. Patterson*
Martha Williamson Rimmer
Gary L. Walshem*

Loyalty Club
Beatrice Rapley Aton
B. Fred Bodie
James A. Brinson
Leilani Collins
Guy M. Cooley
William H. Dale, Jr.
Ronald W. Eades*
Martha Kate Frick

Class of 1971

Diehl Society Fellow
Carmen Wells Anderson
Ronald R. Anderson

Diehl Society Patron
LaLa Adams Eckels
Daniel B. Harrenbuecher
Robin Ritter Harrenbuecher

Red & Black Society Senior
Elizabeth Lazzar Bingley*

Red & Black Society Associate
J. Allen Boone, Jr.*
J. Robert Farrelle*
Harry P. Ogden

Red & Black Society Member
James N. Compton

Donor
Donna Kay Fisher
Nancy Jaco Golden
Nancy Hope Lenox
Bouldin A. Marley, Jr.
John R. Satterthwaite

Cloister Society
John H. Churchuil
Christine Southard Darnall*
Henry H. Davis, III
William D. Hollings, Jr.
N. Houston Parks
William M. Short*
Bonnie Isaksen Trahan
Susan K. Van Dyke
J. Robert Woods, III

Tower Society
John J. Carter, Jr.
Frances Ruth Foster
Stephen C. Gregory
Linda Phelps Hackmeyer*
Charles F. Jones
Lucy Cunningham Lee
Richard W. McLean*
Richard W. Miller, Jr.
James B. Mills
Derrick Robert Livingston Moore
Susan McNeely Nicholas
Charles E. Niesen, II
J. Frederick O’Bryant
Gary T. Patton
Mary Simmon Simmons Pickworth
J. Michael Ripski
R. Ryder Tipton, III

Loyalty Club
Julian T. Bolton
J. Barron Boyd, Jr.
Leigh N. Brasington
David L. Carter
Margaret Barron Chancey
Betsy Peebles Chapman*
Jack A. Childers, Jr.
Margaret Nussbaum Cooley
Daisy Lee Craddock
Carol Anne DeForest
Robert D. Doctaller
Charles M. Durham
Lillian Atvazian Eades*
Gordon S. Greer, Jr.
Robin Welford Greer
Stephen D. Hammond
E. Bobby Kleier, Jr.
W. David Lloyd
Nancy Allene McLendon
Alice Cockcroft Oates*
Melinda Smith Raley
Deborah Dellinger Ray
John H. Rone
Jerome T. Stauffer
Kittie Johnson Stauffer
Jack R. Stevens
Bertie Michele Sumera
Minor C. Vernon

Donor
James D. Anderson
Catherine Braybrook Cousins
Stephen B. Crump
Merrily Rapport Cunningham
Carroll Broadus Delaney
F. Michael DeSalvo

Honor Roll of Donors 2008-2009
Genyth Smith DeSalvo  
Kathleen Daniel Ellis  
Sylvia Friedman Elsner  
John A. Flaniken, III  
Karen Elyda Francis  
Richard S. Heizen  
Beverly Cole Hooker  
Stephen E. Kendrick  
William A. Lauderdale, Jr.  
S. Bruce Levine  
Nancy Gust Moody  
William G. Ramsey  
Stephen G. Snow  
Ann Brown Strain  
Sally Draper Sutherland

Class of 1972  
Red & Black Society Associate  
W. Michael Doramus  
Red & Black Society Member  
P. Ross Bandy  
Carl G. Dury, Jr.  
Emmel B. Golden, Jr.  
Patricia Ann Lane  
Dean's Society  
Susan Smith Cain  
Cloister Society  
Kathy King Cresssey  
H. Grady Marlow, III  
Thad S. Rodda, Jr.  
Tower Society  
Karen Shaw Butch  
Frederick M. Dick, II*  
Pricilla Lienz Horne  
Audrey J. Howard  
William E. Jefferson, III  
Charles W. Kinslow, III  
Catherine Orr Luccock  
Marcia Easker Miller  
Marianne Curtis Mussett  
Sue Hiley Niesen  
A. Warner Phelps, Jr.  
Joe C. Rutledge  
Loyalty Club  
Alice Carwright Allen  
Denise Henderson Bollheimer  
Jane Butler Braxley  
Rebecca Howington Curtis  
Nancy Chadick Dale  
Linda Hall Yoakum

Class of 1973  
Red & Black Society Associate  
W. Michael Doramus  
Red & Black Society Member  
P. Ross Bandy  
Carl G. Dury, Jr.  
Emmel B. Golden, Jr.  
Patricia Ann Lane  
Dean's Society  
Susan Smith Cain  
Cloister Society  
Kathy King Cresssey  
H. Grady Marlow, III  
Thad S. Rodda, Jr.  
Tower Society  
Karen Shaw Butch  
Frederick M. Dick, II*  
Pricilla Lienz Horne  
Audrey J. Howard  
William E. Jefferson, III  
Charles W. Kinslow, III  
Catherine Orr Luccock  
Marcia Easker Miller  
Marianne Curtis Mussett  
Sue Hiley Niesen  
A. Warner Phelps, Jr.  
Joe C. Rutledge  
Loyalty Club  
Alice Carwright Allen  
Denise Henderson Bollheimer  
Jane Butler Braxley  
Rebecca Howington Curtis  
Nancy Chadick Dale  
Linda Hall Yoakum

Class of 1974  
Red & Black Society Associate  
W. Michael Doramus  
Red & Black Society Member  
P. Ross Bandy  
Carl G. Dury, Jr.  
Emmel B. Golden, Jr.  
Patricia Ann Lane  
Dean's Society  
Susan Smith Cain  
Cloister Society  
Kathy King Cresssey  
H. Grady Marlow, III  
Thad S. Rodda, Jr.  
Tower Society  
Karen Shaw Butch  
Frederick M. Dick, II*  
Pricilla Lienz Horne  
Audrey J. Howard  
William E. Jefferson, III  
Charles W. Kinslow, III  
Catherine Orr Luccock  
Marcia Easker Miller  
Marianne Curtis Mussett  
Sue Hiley Niesen  
A. Warner Phelps, Jr.  
Joe C. Rutledge  
Loyalty Club  
Alice Carwright Allen  
Denise Henderson Bollheimer  
Jane Butler Braxley  
Rebecca Howington Curtis  
Nancy Chadick Dale  
Linda Hall Yoakum

Honor Roll of Donors 2008-2009
Alumni Giving by Class

Class of 1975

- Diehl Society Benefactor
  - Vicki Gilmore Palmer
  - John M. Wallace, III

- Diehl Society Sustainer
  - John H. Coats

- Diehl Society Patron
  - Elizabeth Johnston Gillespie

- Red & Black Society Senior
  - Ralph A. Cafl

- Red & Black Society Associate
  - Henry M. Lee, Jr.

- Red & Black Society Member
  - Rosamond Goldman Quay

- Cloister Society
  - John W. Johnston
  - William W. Lynds

- Tower Society
  - Linda Hoekenga Barar
  - Hardy D. Butler
  - Frank N. Cole
  - William C. Duckworth, III
  - Annie Mae Godfrey
  - Christopher C. Heard
  - Stacy Harman Holloway

- Loyalty Club
  - Robert L. Barrow
  - Catherine Dalley Berger
  - Lynn Kay Boatwright
  - Andrew C. Brantham
  - Robert W. Cain
  - Suzanna Merten Cody
  - Ruth Millman Cope
  - John B. Holtman, II
  - Neil C. Johnston
  - J. Brent Lee
  - Carol James Lewis
  - Virginia Howze Magliolo
  - Samuel M. Marks, III
  - Susan Williford Montgomery
  - Norman M. Nicolson
  - Susan Webb Ries
  - W. Russell Ries
  - Andrew S. Scott, III
  - John David Thompson
  - Robert Mitchell White, Jr.

- Donor
  - Vincent C. Astor
  - Ann Terrell Byrne
  - Mary Beck Clerget
  - Carroll Frank Fourmy, III
  - Catherine Dower Gallahon
  - Alfred Joseph Kanool
  - Wilma Thaxton Martino
  - Newton P. McLean
  - John M. McMillin
  - Allison Elizabeth Simonton
  - Judith Rich Siger
  - Jan Carruthers Sturdivant

Class of 1976

- Red & Black Society Associate
  - Carol Ellis Morgan

- Red & Black Society Member
  - James D. Bonham
  - Stephanie Louise Flaniken
  - Daniel M. Houglund
  - Anne Barrett Mathes

- Cloister Society
  - Patricia Marie Adams
  - Jerre E. Birdsong
  - Carolyn Jacobson Epps
  - William K. Gooch
  - Jane Wallace Pearson
  - Ann Lowe Schulze
  - Donald E. Schulze

- Tower Society
  - J. Douglas Andrews
  - R. Andrew Bradley
  - Robert J. Chughden
  - Raymond E. Fitzgerald
  - Claire Mathias Gehrki
  - Gary P. Gehrki
  - Cameron Bryant Irard
  - Nancy Jordan Keese
  - Thomas B. Kirby
  - James Michael Mitchell
  - Royce E. Morris
  - James G. Ramsey

- Loyalty Club
  - Kay Marquin Anderson
  - Leonard H. Ballard
  - Julia Allen Berger
  - Priscilla Diane Coe
  - Robert L. Donnell
  - David M. Dudley
  - Elizabeth Sanders Eckert
  - John C. Edwards
  - Deborah Hoyer Freiner
  - Laura Yeates Fulton
  - Helen Broom Gjerde
  - Robert Martinson Hamilton, Jr.
  - James C. Hawkins
  - David P. Holder
  - Bennie D. Howie
  - Terry Patterson Howie
  - David J. Jersey
  - Arthur L. Kellermann
  - Arden Ritter McElroy
  - Mark A. Moll
  - James R. Newsom, III
  - Celia Kay Bee Parke
  - Alan T. Ramsay
  - Randall B. Robertson
  - Rosemarie Christine Rosell
  - Layton Sanders, Jr.
  - Diane Nesbitt Williams

- Donor
  - Karen Deborah Barclay
  - Elizabeth Nelson Britton
  - Mary Ellen Cain
  - Oliver P. Cobb, III
  - Jan Colvin Davenport
  - Robert H. Eklund
  - Thomas C. Gattas
  - Patrice Peery George
  - Mary Ellen Harris

Class of 1977

- Diehl Society Fellow
  - John C. Hugon

- Diehl Society Sustainer
  - Randall R. Rhea

- Red & Black Society Partner
  - Brian F. Sudderth
  - Joellyn Fortester Sullivan

- Red & Black Society Senior
  - Robert A. Jettmunden
  - Katherine Maddox McElroy

- Red & Black Society Associate
  - Rickman P. Brown
  - Michael T. Clary
  - Katherine Bullard Melhorn

- Red & Black Society Member
  - Patricia Michele Flynn

- Cloister Society
  - Marynell Branch
  - Kelley Allison Murrell
  - Michael D. Peargen
  - Amelia Christian Weems
  - J. John Weems, Jr.

- Tower Society
  - Paul J. M. Ainger
  - Catherine Holmes Coates
  - Frank A. Frisch
  - Therese Logue Hanna
  - A. Barry Lichterman
  - Joseph L. Parrish
  - Annette Wilkerson Porter
  - Patrick Whitworth Smith
  - William M. Van Cleave, Jr.
  - James R. Vogel
  - Susan O’Donoghue Witek
  - David E. Wooten

- Loyalty Club
  - Paul A. Brantley
  - Sheila Bush Brantley
  - Ann Fair Burns
  - Richard G. Burns, Jr.
  - Shari Cruse Carter
  - Stephen R. Collins
  - Grover S. Cox
  - G. Walter Cross
  - E. Woods Falls
  - Gary O. Gaines
  - Samuel B. Godfrey
  - J. Mark Griffee, Sr.
  - Lyn Burdette Johnson
  - Neil Anthonio Mara
  - Roberta Mattis Mara
  - Mary Moore Myeers
  - Dorothy Hundley Neale
  - Martha Suzanne Johnston
  - D. Benjamin Kabakoff
  - William G. Lyle, Jr.
  - Virginia Harrison Martin
  - Jack R. Oliver
  - Rebecca Skilern Parker
  - Debra Gayle Polsky
  - Jennifer Smoot Prashar
  - Stephen H. Willford

- Class of 1978

- Diehl Society Patron
  - George A. Makris, Jr.

- Red & Black Society Partner
  - Lynn Reecer Sudderth

- Red & Black Society Member
  - Jerry D. Heston
  - Carol Lee Collins Royer

- Cloister Society
  - Nancy Menz Farrell
  - Robert T. Harper
  - Helen Theo Smith

- Tower Society
  - Martha Norton deBin
  - Paul D. Jacobson
  - Charles A. Sloan
  - J. William Wright

- Loyalty Club
  - Patricia Miller Anderson
  - Katherine Ely Martin Bruce
  - Marshall H. Crenshaw
  - Charles S. Day
  - James W. Gnaed
  - Virginia Watson Griffie
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Carol Fuqua Koenig
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Virginia Watson Griffie
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Carol Fuqua Koenig
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Virginia Watson Griffie
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Carol Fuqua Koenig
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Virginia Watson Griffie
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Carol Fuqua Koenig
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Virginia Watson Griffie
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Carol Fuqua Koenig
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Virginia Watson Griffie
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Carol Fuqua Koenig
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Virginia Watson Griffie
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Carol Fuqua Koenig
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Virginia Watson Griffie
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Carol Fuqua Koenig
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Virginia Watson Griffie
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Carol Fuqua Koenig
  - Guy K. Hillyer
  - Holton Bruce Guyton
Mary Elizabeth Walker
Janet Boyd Weidler
Bronwyn Larsen West
Kathryn Anderson Wissmer

Donor
Arthur F. Adams
Sarah Minter Ashcraft
William M. Byrd, Jr.
Teresa Watson Carrigan
Charles P. Cobb, Jr.
David F. Cogdell
Robert C. Cragon
David H. Green
R. Steven Hendley
Donna Bell Hulsey
Dave Schulze Masters
Peter B. Nichols
Martha Ann Nixon
Anne Herbers Farris
Mari Rice Simmons
Gail Robin Skillern
Charles P. Cobb, Jr.
Teresa Watson Carrigan
Mary Elizabeth Walker
Peter B. Nichols

Class of 1979

Diehl Society Sustainer
W. Ralph Jones, III

Red & Black Society Partner
Michael G. Nolan*

Red & Black Society Senior
Carolyn Crenshaw Carl
Frances Cleveenger Henkel
Michael C. Henkel

Red & Black Society Associate
Margaret Anne Scharman

Red & Black Society Member
Mary Palmer Campbell*
Michael A. Edwards
Angeline Goddard Linn
Gwen Jones Owen

Dean’s Society
Paul J. Caldwell
Carol Ann Perry Ogilvie

Cloister Society
Joseph R. Badgett
Jim H. Fink
Philip E. Mischke
Mary Ann Duffey Sherman

Tower Society
Myron J. Cash
Lee W. McCallum
Sarah Neale Parrish
Caroline Passeport*  
Frank F. Phillips
Robert L. Summitt, Jr.

Loyalty Club
Sara Wills Anderson

Elaine Toulon Carroll
Peggy Kirk Courtney*
Dena Brooks Davies
E. Reynolds Davies, Jr.
Catherine Caldwell Eagles
Peter W. Flexner
Leslie Ross Higman
Barbara Prine Heathley
Martha Elizabeth Lee
Margaret Ann Read
Terrance J. Regan
Lady Ray Romano
Jaimie R. Rondoras
Flora Sights Sares
Vicki James Singh
Kelli Walker-Jones
Ward T. Wilson
John D. Worden

Donor
W. Hayes Biggs
Michael S. Champlin
Daniel H. Cogswell
Joan Ellis Green
Diana Scarbrough Jester
Patricia Kittle Keith
Patricia Morehead Kilgore
M. Christian King
Anne Douglas McKee
J. Peter McMleore
Helen James Ronderos
Elizabeth Berryman Shenk
M. Andrew Shenk
Donald R. Simmons
Karen Cardin Spivey
Jane Stewart
Hal T. Stoneking
Deborah Ann Strock-Kuss
Laurie Lynn Tinnell

Class of 1980

Diehl Society Benefactor
Deborah Legg Craddock

Diehl Society Patron
Pamela Palmer Montesi
William H. Posey, III

Red & Black Society Senior
Sara Helen Gora
Patrick O. Proctor

Red & Black Society Associate
Donna Lorraine Barlett
Russell E. Galloway

Red & Black Society Member
Michael R. Frick
Elizabeth Bruce Martin

Tower Society
W. Marsh Acker, III
Anthony L. Brady, Jr.
Baron P. Spencer
Brian Chandler Thompson

Loyalty Club
Stephen L. Anderson
Patricia Bowen Barker
Cary Coons Brown
Dana Nelson Chamberlain
David R. Dunavant

Katharine Witherspoon Erricksen*
Greg T. Fitzgerald
Susan Elam Flexner
J. Patrick Gladney
H. Graves Hearnsberger, III
Mary Jennifer Hill
John D. Ivy, Jr.
Theodore P. Palles
Fred H. Piper
Jill Johnson Piper
Gregory M. Rogers
Mark W. Taylor
Merrill S. Wise

Donor
Kay Batey Brown
Jane Ellen Dawson Coley
Charles R. Crawford
Barbara Jane David
Karen Ervin Dooley
Thomas E. Graves
James N. Greek
K. C. Strickland Hansel
Leah Barr Iglehart
Lisa Bell Jones
Heide Schueler Nelson
Linda Green Driver Ray
Kathryn Newton Rowley
Carol Sue Stephens
Randall G. Stoker
Carole Bailey Stoneking
Ronald P. Weaver

Class of 1981

Diehl Society Fellow
Arthur W. Rollins

Diehl Society Patron
Bruce R. LeForce

Red & Black Society Senior
Kathryn Lynn Hayek

Red & Black Society Associate
John R. Adams, Jr.

Red & Black Society Member
Steven M. Garrett
Joseph J. Nash
Michael A. O’Keefe

Cloister Society
Robert C. Blanchard
Catherine Howe Hunt
Paul J. Krakoviak, Jr.
Karen Hermele Levy
Janet Fountain McRae
Liza Gilchrist Jester
Emily Parke Ericksen*

Class of 1982

Red & Black Society Senior
Mark Nolan Harley*

Red & Black Society Associate
Stephanie Bankston Adams
Christine Ray Eades
David L. Eades
Jeffrey E. Hazelwood*

Red & Black Society Member
P. Max Aldrich*

Cloister Society
Angela Sundberg Estes
Dawn Massey Hufn
Linda Baird Williford
Sarah Jean Williams

Tower Society
Alan E. Carle
Betsy M. Eiford-Lee
Mary Bryan Forin*
John A. Jernigan
Scott C. Owen
Paul B. Unkauf*

Dorothy Sanders Wells
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Loyalty Club
Sam J. Albritton, III
Andrea Gilliom Anderson
Rosemary Hall Barson
Melanie Hulsey Craft
Kimberly Bledsoe Davenport
Janet Woodson Dellinger
Lynn Myrick Dudley
Harry E. Flowers, II
Sarah Dabney Gillespie
Lisa M. Hinely
Stephen M. Kidwell
David A. Landrum
John L. Loftin, Jr.
John P. Matthews, IV
Joshua A. Powars*
Katherine Naus Powers*
William L. Fridden
Melissa Jordan Redmon
Gerrtrude Palmer-Ball Regan
Kimberly Lynn Rodrigue
J. Calvin Tarrant
W. Allen Townsend
Adele Orgill Wellford

Donor
Margaret Penniman Boudreaux
Heidi Hayser Carroll
Mary Masters Caywood
John E. P. Clinton
Jane Dewey Deaton
Margaret Fain
Janet Kaller Geelings
Lesa Carol Halsey
Laura Huff Hileman
Michael L. Iglehart
Sarah Lewis James
David E. LeMaire
Donald V. Linke
David E. Nelson
Marcelle Brinkley Nia
William A. Rideley
Nancy Gable Rolland
Louisa Battle Sullivan
Paul J. Tracy
Gregor Turk
Kay Schaffer Wills
Kent D. Wills
E. Daniel Witherspoon, III
Victoria Wallace Wuesthoff

Class of 1983
Diehl Society Sustainer
Barry D. Johnson

Diehl Society Patron
John H. Bryan, III
Maura Brady Costello

Red & Black Society Senior
Pamela Denise Murray

Red & Black Society Associate
Karen Marie Gehrs
Emily Mills Johnson
Mary Rebecca Moore Tait

Red & Black Society Member
Russell P. Ashford
G. Mitchell Balsbrede
Michelle Vick Fulmer
Susan Logan Huffman

Lewis K. Kalmbach
Lynn Stapleton Koch
Charlotte Patton Parks
Paul N. Parks, Jr.
Trish Witherspoon Spore*

Dean’s Society
Dawn McGriff

Cloister Society
Theodore D. Estes

Tower Society
David J. Abbott*
Edward A. de Villafraanca
Robert G. L. Eason*
Robin Haynie Hanna
Elizabeth Riegle Morehead
Deanne Ellison Owen
Elizabeth Pankey-Warren*
Dixon Presswood Schultz
Leslie Drake Schutt
Paul Watson

Loyalty Club
Anne O’Shields Alexander
Toni Sabella Barnes*
J. Patrick Beaird, III
Richard D. Bird, Jr.
Quinton L. Cain*
Grayson Smith Cannon
Anne Bennett Clarke
Craig S. Davis*
Edward C. Dellinger
William C. Dodson
Alicia Ann Francik
A. Trice Gibbons, III
Grace Tarrant Hall
Nancy Graham Hamilton
Amy Farley Howe
R. Davis Howe, Jr.
Melissa Barth Ivy
T. Alexander Ivy
Catherine Chadwick Kaetzer
Julie Delayne Kilpatrick
Lisa A. Krupicka
Robert J. Kwech
Fred C. Motz, Jr.
Kelly Summitt Pridgen
Judith Booth Reinhardt
Katherine Owen Richardson
Scott Cairney Rye
James R. Wade

Donor
Janet Kaye Bigham
Lynn Johanne Clement
Margaret Butler Curtis
Lori Hargrove Dabbs
Paul R. Deaton
Perry D. Dement
Elizabeth Warren Edmiston
Eve Abram Fingerett
Larry A. Gray
Cheryl Barton-Henry
David B. Hopper
Catherine McInerney Islander
Rhonda Lee Lindsey
Gary L. Patterson
Joe A. Sansone, Jr.
Laura Stettbacher Van Ness

Class of 1984
Diehl Society Patron
Laurie Enos Quarterbaum

Red & Black Society Senior
Elizabeth Sheppard Hurley*

Red & Black Society Member
Anne Gaudet Beard
Michael L. Matthews
Tracy Vezina Patterson
Christopher L. Riley
John R. Stanley, Jr.
Richard R. Spore, III*
Robert W. Wheeler*

Cloister Society
Melissa Hayes Baker
Rebecca Davis Cloyd
Camille Marie Colomb*
Cinda Crump Hughes
Miller Bennett Piggott*
Philip G. Piggott*

Tower Society
Tripp A. Dargie
Catherine Cunn掸 Harris
Richard F. Huddleston*
Laura Hollandsworth Jernigan
Tina Babock Miles*
Melvin P. Payne, III*
Jimmy K. Perry*
Richard G. Waggener, Jr.

Loyalty Club
Karen Joyce Arkin
Lara Leigh Bond
Linda Parrott Coleman
Susan Gamble Crouwell
Bryan Darr
Paul L. Decker
Edward G. Dudley, III
Debra Sue Eidr
Paul D. Fromberg
G. Craig Grichpta
Mary R. Goodloe
Paul F. Marsden
Michael L. Nance
David R. Neithamer
Elizabeth Marrin Neithamer
Kenton B. Rea, Jr.
Marshall M. Redmon
Ruth Metcalfe Rye
Leslie Price Sweeney
Sherry Lynn Turner

Donor
Robert G. Watkin
C. Matthew Spinolo
Shauna Francis Morris
C. Matthew Spinolo
Robert G. Watkin

Loyalty Club
Elizabeth Ann Baxter
Ann Webb Betty
Carole Choate Blankenship
Maria Theresa Bonovich-Marvich
P. Livingston Brien
Scott Alan Budzien
James W. Collins
Sherard C. Edington
Krisie Stubbs French
Pamela Schumacher Kelley
Gregory A. King
Susan Bahner Lancaster
Robert R. Lawhon
Elizabeth Ann McGee
Shauna Francis Morris
C. Matthew Spinolo

Class of 1985

Red & Black Society Associate
Sally Ann Holmes
David Hunter of Montlaw*
Andrew W. Watts

Red & Black Society Member
Marie Farrar Baldree
W. Neal Mcatee
Ruth Green Tutu
Julia Hamilton Weaver

Cloister Society
Janice Rae Crumpacker
Allison McCarthy Gauthier
Susan Eades Mackery*

Tower Society
Dane S. Ciolino
Barbara Anderson Dentinger
Hal D. Fogelman
James B. Golden, III
Rebecca Ruth Rollins
Jeffrey G. Wright

Loyalty Club
Elizabeth Ann Baxter
Ann Webb Betty
Carole Choate Blankenship
Maria Theresa Bonovich-Marvich
P. Livingston Brien
Scott Alan Budzien
James W. Collins
Sherard C. Edington
Krisie Stubbs French
Pamela Schumacher Kelley
Gregory A. King
Susan Bahner Lancaster
Robert R. Lawhon
Elizabeth Ann McGee
Shauna Francis Morris
C. Matthew Spinolo
Robert G. Watkin

Donor
Craig M. Betts
Chong-Ket Chua
Shari Morrow Cooper
Ellen Hopkins Flookman
Marion Herndon Fuqua
Claire de Saussure Haynes
D. Bryant Haynes, III
Dalton Heggie, II
John Marshall Jones
Louise Brown Lochner
Ronald Newcomb Miller
Helen Reinecke Reinecke-Wilt
Beverly Thomas Williams
Kimberly Linnander Wood

Class of 1986

Diehl Society Patron
A. Marvin Quarterbaum, Jr.

Red & Black Society Senior
R. Sann Gossum*
Alexander J. McKelvey

Red & Black Society Member
Amy Hazelwood McAtee
Brad Priester
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Cloister Society
Jane Lambert Bonner*
Leslie Nelson Lee

Tower Society
Crista Loreeta Cristler
Mary Ann Fetsmore Emanuel*
Colleen Marie Grady*
Darby Eldberry Westfall*
J. Mark Westfall*

Loyalty Club
Diana Smith Beard
Mary Frances Groves Branch
Audrey Weston Bray
Joe B. Evans, Jr.
Donald M. Gronauer
Bethany Jackson
Joe M. MacCundy
Denise Joseph Nakos
Laurie Laughlin Neale
Johnita Kennedy-Keyes Norman
Joseph Moses Payne, IV
Stephen E. Singleton
Kimberly Weeks Smith
Lynda Hamilington Spinolo
Susan Orme Stribling
Michael P. Thompson, Jr.

Donor
William B. Albright
Jeffrey J. Bennet
Carol Gilliland Bradford
Virginia Lien Cairns
Kevin A. Clippinger
Stephen T. Estock
K bathtub J. Night
Stephanie Fuss Hayes
Michael L. Mosby
Rebecca Sweet Rooney
Richard S. Samuels
Katherine Spurlock
W. Scott Sweetser
Deborah Mannina Verlander

Class of 1987

Red & Black Society Senior
G. Wright Bates, Jr.*
Allyson Hooper Proctor
Wendy Tallent Rotter

Red & Black Society Associate
Timothy D. Davis*
Harold C. Dufour, Jr.*
Samantha Briden Duke

Red & Black Society Member
D. Davidson Oxley

Dean’s Society
Cheryl Lynn Lawson

Cloister Society
G. Robert Baker, Jr.
Karen Rebecca Beardslee
Todd S. Doolin

Tower Society
Jane Andrea Amend
John D. Bailey
Mary Margaret Kendall Bailey
Graziella Dionisio Barton
Steven C. Brammer
Elizabeth Jennings Kuhn
Jackie Thacker Prester
Dudley Boren Selinger

Loyalty Club
Alison Rayburn Abernathy
Sumner G. Adams, Sr.*
Katherine Riley Bacon
Susan Paydar Bayar Mokhtari
W. Gregory Carey
Michael Kane Cooper*
Leslie McCormick Darr
Alice McCarthy Finn
Gregory A. Hanussan
Sherrie Keeney Hollis
Jason P. Hood
Amy Katherine Jarvis
Mark E. Kuzma
Daniel C. Lam
David A. Lusk
David T. Maddux
Terri Duane McGee
Susan Hook Paterson
Susan Adams Probsting
Robert E. Staley
J. Alan Pruitt
Margaret Resson Wallace
Bruce Alan Wallstedt*
Katherine Bros Ware*

Donor
Timothy C. Chiu
Lauren Wellford Deming
Nancy Kay DiPaolo
Patricia Barron Dunn
Cynthia Lyda Haskin
Melinda Gard Hensom
Charles N. Landreth, Jr.
Lisa Lichterman Leach
Laura Jane Miller
Harriet Smalley Monnig
Karen Denise Moser
Brian C. Mott
Roderick A. Payne
Christie Hoffman Ruppel
Timothy H. Ruppel
Marion Lesley Samuel
J. Scott Smrka
W. Marcus Stamps
Mark R. Thomas
Francis G. Watkins, Jr.

Class of 1988

Diehl Society Patron
David B. DuBard
Johnny B. Moore, Jr.

Red & Black Society Senior
Kimberly Collins Bates*
Russell T. Wigginton, Jr.

Red & Black Society Associate
W. Allen Wescle

Red & Black Society Member
Keith E. Kelly
Matthew H. Lemke
Ahad Mahootchi
Joanna Smith Piester
Leighton A. Shantz
Donna Mannina Young

Dean’s Society
James M. Watkins*

Loyalty Club
Kathryn Bright Amato
Anne Kaiser Apple
Mark D. Edge
Peter G. Emanuel*
Brooke Glove Emery
John V. Garrard
Heather Habicht Grills
Deborah Ann Martin-Herrell
Martha Ann McGeachy*
Holli Hodnetti Payne*
Christopher C. Ray

Loyalty Club
Allan M. Bacon
David A. Branch
Michael G. Bruno
Katherine Gilliland Connell
Mary Bordelon Lindner
Thomas M. Mills
Margaret Ellen McCully Neill
Alan M. Oster
Jennifer James Selby
Elizabeth Simpson Spears
Donnie D. Spence
Judith Danger Truttt
Elizabeth Hamilton Verner

Donor
Steven L. Adams
Walter H. Anderson
Barbara Lynn Barlow
Christopher S. Brown
Thomas C. Coleman
Stephen B. Humbert
Willie J. Irons, II
P. Colin Johnson
Anne Froom Jones
Richard K. Jones
Lisa Smith McCanless
Reagan Rooper McNeil
Patrice O’Bannon Stockhoff
David F. Wagstaff
Andi Elizabeth Williams

Class of 1989

Diehl Society Sustainer
James N. Augustine, Jr.

Red & Black Society Associate
Laura Keever Brimberry
J. Robert Coleman*

Red & Black Society Member
Robin Meredith Kelly

Cloister Society
Amy Markle Doolin
M. Franklin Jackson
Julianne Johnson Pannescu
Rebecca Todd Peters
Russell T. Porter
H. Wesley Williams, III

Tower Society
James M. Apple, III
Ray Brown*
Kenneth Michael Cameron
Jill P. Cook*

Donor
John P. Boylin, III
Amy Baldwin Crockett
Jennifer Suzanne Cushman
Robin Bearden Gibson
Mary Allison Haynie
Andrew McMllin Hicks
Sara Deirdre Hodges
Ann Elizabeth Lyon
Joshua B. McCanless
Nolan S. McLean, III
J. Roger McNeil
Patricia McFadden Morris
William J. Nesbit
Julianne Scobery Parks
Jenna Adams Pirani
Kimberly McCaill Ross
Anna-Catherine Wylie Super
Rosa Lee Wang
Elizabeth Havercamp Willingham

Class of 1990

Diehl Society Patron
Marcus A. Kimbrough

Red & Black Society Senior
Anita Ann Davis

Red & Black Society Associate
Deborah Blinn Coleman*

Red & Black Society Member
Amanda Jones Aghdami*
Frank C. Byrd, III
David W. Pellet
Suzanne Gonce Perils
William J. Van Cleve

Dean’s Society
Margaret E. Maxwell
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Cloister Society
Barry J. Billings
Gordon L. Brewer
Megan Jones
Todd J. Mullen
Gina Massolo Smith
Todd E. Smith

Tower Society
Amy S. Bielke
Patrick J. Brady
Robert C. Cain
Dana Harmon Hunter
G. Douglas Kilday
Diana M. Law
Carolyn Tatum Ray

Loyalty Club
Mindy L. Austin
Steven A. Burns
Melissa Coggins Carter
Jennifer Gray Chickering
Donor

Donor
Alice Hendricks Arwood
Margaret Chandler Berardelli
Graham S. Butler
Catherine McNickle Chastain-Elliott
Trish Puryear Crist
Stephen C. Crockett
Lisa Lawrence Daniel
Steven Eugene Domon
Chad M. Dunston
Kenneth Kallenberger Fons
Gary T. Hearnt
Tracy Newman Hearnt
Jennifer Gaines Kidder
Ernest L. Fadd
Conrad P. LeFebre
Johanna Vandegeit LeFebre
Deborah Taguechel McIntohy
Anna Elizabeth Barson Murray
William Stuart Parks
Chrisl L. Peacock
Ann Lesem Zeligson Rosenberg
Gabriel G. Shirley
Clara Melissa Talley
David A. Tomlinson

Catharine Eschmeyer Wade
James L. Webster, III
Jill Parker Wells
Marcia Deshaies Woodmansee
Angela M. Zakrzewski
Philip T. Zeni, Jr.

Class of 1991
Diehl Society Patron
Jason T. Greene
Michelle Long Greene

Red & Black Society Partner
Elizabeth Roe Pearce

Red & Black Society Associate
Denise Fontenot Conte
James V. Conte, Jr.
Jonathan P. Smoke
Kathleen Feece Smoke

Red & Black Society Member
Paul M. Ollinger
Stephen Christoffer Spinks
Eric M. Teal
Amanda Illges Van Cleve

Dean’s Society
E. R.ucker Agee, Jr.

Cloister Society
Leigh Taylor Hughes
Robert A. James, Jr.
Heather Oulton Rousseau

Tower Society
Deborah Christina Chan
Courtney Ward Chase
Allison Buell Douglas
Veronica Lawson Gunn
Tracy Ballard Lindow
Misty Wakeland Monroe
Jennifer Paige Moore
Andrew D. Nix
C. Clark Ogilvie
Presley Harris Peters
J. Kyle Webb

Loyalty Club
Monte Brownlee, III
Kathryn Lane Burns
Ellen Lewis Fortas
Edward Francis Herterting
Heather Lindsey Herterting
Carol Marie Hughes
Katherine Sessions Jacobi
Jeffrey W. Jones
Cristoffer G. McMann
Stephanie Cook Meibaum* 
Patsy Phillips Morgan
Helen Glover Moses
Clayton F. Spencer
Rebecca Alyyn Spencer
Judith Glass Sullivan*
Steven T. Sullivan
Lynn Duncan Summerfield

Donor
Monica Lynn Allie
David J. Brooks
Laura Kristen Pryor Brown
Randal E. Brown, Jr.
Jennifer Bishop Calhoun
David Max Cook, II
Arthur D. Floyd, II
Philip Christian Fons
Kimberly Joanne Medland
Angela Holland Mills
William H. Pace
T. Monroe Rayburn, III
Benjamin L. Rencher
Michael W. Robbins
Christi Barr Schaeffer
Carolyn Waskley Sheldon
Lauren Anderson Waterton

Class of 1992
Red & Black Society Senior
Elizabeth Proctor Reichelt

Red & Black Society Associate
Christopher N. Emanuel
Burton N. Stodghill

Dean’s Society
Carol Anneke Durward

Cloister Society
Julie Story Byerley
Brian M. Curtis
Claiborne H. Ferguson
Elizabeth Cotham Furman
Barbara Hall Miller*
W. Kevin Thompson
Bradley A. Todd
Carl E. Vest

Tower Society
Kelly L. Agee*
Ashley Brian Coffield
Michael R. Couden
Shannon Emerson Myatt
Katherine Celine Ray

Loyalty Club
Alison Margaret Creone*
Cynthia Sullivan Davies
James Morgan Day, III*
J. Patrick Gamble
Kendell Bailey Martin
Jennifer Hammert Moore
O.E. Schow, IV
Anna Bentley Williams
Carolyn Joy Wills
Benjamin Z. Woodworth

Donor
Emily Newsom Cook
Barton T. Crawford
Alice Drayton
W. Donald Duke, Jr.
Anna Owens Dunston
Gary H. Greene
Amanda Murray Hofstetter
George B. Hofstetter
Coleman Barron Johnson
Jennifer Gunther Kittrell
Kristina Amé Kloss
John Harry Lange, III
S. Stinson Liles
Ardan Towson Lindsey
Tracy Lynn Bonne Nipp
Stacey Starr Pace
Teron Shoemaker Perk

Sharon Bridger Reichhardt
Kyle Swift
Richard T. Trenthem, Jr.
Kelly Pledger Weeks

Class of 1993
Red & Black Society Member
Logan H. Germann
Vickie Hardy Jones
Mary Elizabeth Webb Lawrence
One Anonymous Donor

Cloister Society
Jara Hill Abaris* 
Debbie Glenn Freeman
Kelley Slagle Funk
Cheri Alison Grosvenor
Jennifer Harris Johnston
Jean Fraser Jones*
John S. Littile
Nancy Adele Braam Little
Richard Miller, Jr.*
Reid A. Smiley
Tanja Claudine Thompson
Christian B. Waddell

Tower Society
Christopher T. Buchanan
Joseph W. Castelli
Susan Long Castelli
Thain Davenport Kiliday
Ryan D. Mire
Gwendolyn Young Mullins*
James L. Myatt
Andrew Shipman
Melinda Ellen Simon
Nichole Elizabeth Soule
Jennera Jane Stahl

Loyalty Club
Danielle Bocyte Batten
L. Forrest Conner
John Harper Cook
Lynn Elizabeth Crabb*
Ann Carter Murray Dawson
Jennifer Louise DeOouza*
Brian H. Dixon*
Teresa Jones Ernest
Susan Warmack Fondren
Miles S. Fortas
Christopher A. Geiger
Drew M. Henry*
Margaret Forest Ferrell Imsorde
Vorix J. Johnson, Jr.
Paul T. Knapstein
Christopher A. Kollme
Shannon Lientz Kollme
Jacqueline Hamra Mesa
Rebecca A. Miller-Rice*
Scott L. Milman
M. Andrew Pippenger
David T. Rice*
Gladys Rolle Schaffner
Stephanie Walker Sockrider
Stephanie Monte Sullivan
Bryan C. Wheatley

Donor
Douglas B. Bacon
Katherine McCaa Baldwin
Robert L. Baldwin
Elizabeth Fregin Burtusch
Class of 1994

Diehl Society Patron
Melissa Ann Herbst

Red & Black Society Senior
Brett K. Williams*

Red & Black Society Associate
Nancy Cotham Black
Christopher W. Cardwell

Red & Black Society Member
Charles S. Mitchell, V
Gregory L. Stewart

Dean’s Society
Joseph E. Dudek, Jr.*

Cloister Society
Ellen Baker Jurewicz*

Tower Society
Rebecca Thom Berk
Chip L. Brian
W. Carrter Bryars, III
Charles W. Campbell*
Anne Malgoust Foust
Tonya Vaughn Pickron*
Kristin Lavender Price

Loyalty Club
Michael Jason Augspurger
Anna Jane Averitt
Jefrey L. Carlton
J. Scott Covode
Christopher C. Dawson
Shannon Carter Divine
G. Michael Gonda
Elizabeth Creighton Rather
Matthew C. Hardin
Bophany LiLia Huot
Amanda Garlin Knapstein
Saffa Koja
Ann-Tyler Cole Konradi
Brian Alexander Konradi
Karla Washburn Kramer*
W. Bibb Lamar, III
Susan N. Masson

James P. McDaniel
Stacy S. Pennington
Mark R. Peake
Caprice Lizzie Roberts
Letia Hood Savory
Camille Buffettngton Townsend
James D. Wilkerson, II
Laura Pointer Wilkerson

Donor
Andreas Amm
gnega Dkystra Bangert
Angi Elsea Bourgeois
Pace Harrison Bowers
Amanda Cole Burton
V. Alan Burton
Shing-Hwa Cheung
Stewart S. Craig
Shannon Foster
Michael G. Fulton
Susan Jean Gabreision Fulton
Andrew D. Jeter
Alii Lambert
Anne M'trell Locke
David R. Mann
Alison McVoy Paul
Elizabeth Ann Rhoades
Christina D. Ross
H. Benjamin Scott, Jr.
Anne Foster Talbot
Stefanie Jeanne Taylor

Class of 1995

Red & Black Society Member
Jennifer Lenora Erkubwara
Brian S. McGhee
Chandra Thakkar O’Keefe
R. Trent Taylor

Cloister Society
Leann Eggers Linam*

Tower Society
Tracy Leigh Adkinson
Mary Amanda Ellison Buchanan
Jorge E. de Castro
Sony N. Jones*
W. Judd Peak
Margaret H. Petryjohn
Melinda Jane Pomeroy-Black
Bradley N. Terhune

Loyalty Club
Timothy C. Ballard*
Gregory L. Davis
J. Mason Denton, III
J. Scott Covode
Thomas V. Gieselmann
Melissa Martin Gonda
Laurin B. Howell
Christina Marie Huntington
Stephanie Jean Rogers*
Jennifer K. Jenkins
Marxan J. Kelly*
R. J. McCorley, Jr.
Brent A. Moberly
Katherine Terrell Morrow
Bunava Rajanna Reddy
Sarah Naomi Sears

Donor
Amy Gibson Baldwin
Tara Evans Beck

Class of 1996

Diehl Society Patron
Catherine Susanna Cueliar*
David Overend

Red & Black Society Senior
Douglas Brian Duncan
Kristen Taylor Duncan
Allyson Hewett Williams*

Red & Black Society Associate
Marcie Allen

Cloister Society
Scott S. Brown
Ginny Rae Neal

Tower Society
Natalie Dell Bailey*
Jacqueline Schaffhauser Brady*
David Baisl Eubanks*
Simek W. Haynes
Jon Michael Morgan
Sarah Frinks Morgan

Loyalty Club
Christopher E. Chastain
John G. Curren, III
Megan Crowell Ford
Steele Ford, Jr.
Angela Rene Fox
Susan Mathis Gaither
Christopher T. Godwin
Kristy Leann Gunn
Charles H. Hooker, III
Loretta Elmer Lambert
Daniel C. Millner
Melanie Smith Norton
John B. Rogers, III
Allyson Hewett Williams*

Donor
Mary Beth Bankou Walker
Danita Ronique Deary*

Donor
Mary Helen Russell Burler
Daniel J. Ellinger
Elizabeth Moore Evans
Mary Beth Farr
Lane Gotten Faughnan
John A. Feild
Billie Ann Snodgrass Gebb
Elizabeth Smith Gorman
Elizabeth Goings Harrell
Gerald H. Harrington
John L. Havenscamp
Andrew Arno Kellis
John D. Langdon
Jennifer Judith Larson
David S. Luchin
Jessica Rainey McKnight
Edward Martin Parker
Amanda Walter Peoples
Annette Athena Petruspolis
Virginia Maxwell Rauls
Robert R. Record
Cassandra Whetsell Runnels
Van M. Savage, Jr.
Jenny Phillips Schroeder
Christy Michelle Skelton Gillham
Geraldine Alba St. Germain
Felix Vazquez-Chona
Peter A. Wilson
Marla Roff Wood

Class of 1997

Red & Black Society Associate
Alper M. Cetingok

Dean’s Society
Elizabeth Kealoha Stinson

Cloister Society
Sarah Nell Bolton
Kendall Williams Meeks

Tower Society
Ben L. Cormack*
Lee C. Donald
Charles T. Ellingsworth
Elizabeth Crouch Fritts
Maria Massie Hagan
Leah Bryant Jordan
Julie Bhattacharya Peak
Alizia Talo Pungulian-Hall*
John L. Haber
Tiffany LeAnn Tucker Kendall*

Loyalty Club
Susan Elizabeth Ash
Christopher T. Bellows
Bryant E. Benson
Kelly Owen Berg*
Allysa Camille Browning
Rebecca Brown Crawford
Enrique K. Espinosa
Michael S. Everett
Laura Caroline Grusman McAllister
David P. Katz
Neal Lakdawala
Shelley Roberts McKay
John Speck Palmer
Holly Miller Renehan
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Class of 1998

Red & Black Society Senior
Michelle B. Babcock

Red & Black Society Associate
Sara Lynn Stainback

Red & Black Society Member
Elizabeth Myers Haag
Katie Tart Kibler
W. Scott Kibler
Howard M. Schramm, III*
Erin Davis Shedd

Class of 1999

Red & Black Society Partner
Charles Maurice Agee, III
Madison Moore Agee

Red & Black Society Senior
Matthew D. Marcotte

Red & Black Society Member
Carolyn Alison Barnwell
Sarah Marshall Morgan

Class of 2000

Red & Black Society Associate
Wesley N. Meador

Red & Black Society Member
David J. Morgan

Class of 2001

Red & Black Society Associate
Bryan T. Baker
Charles W. Sheikh*
Frank B. Thacher, III

Red & Black Society Member
Fred Moody Blackmon, Jr.
Jeffrey L. Crader
David B. Weatherman

Tower Society
Brian M. Clary
Emily Elizabeth Nayar*
Lorien Young Sites
Sara Miles Wilson

Loyalty Club
Jennifer Williams Beckley
David B. Carr*
Autumn Cartmill Chastain
Karen Eaton Doles
Mary Louise Fitzsimmons
Mitchell A. Klink
Scarlett Caldwell Miles
Jonathan D. Nolan*
Damon A. Norcross
Amy Berlin O'Neal
Stephanie Jean Shackleford
W. Andrew Stetzer
Lamar Stone, IV
N. Fred Wix
David Scott Wrothe

Donor
Angie Gill Wylie*
Laura Squire Trott
Etelka Lanza Murphy
Margaret Ann McDonald*
Samuel P. Jordan, III*
Elizabeth Brooks Hood
Allison Ring Wear
Shane A. Wear
Nao Kinoshita Wylie*

Loyalty Club
Patricia Gale Holt Brasfield
Florencia Stumberg Chassaignac
Meredith Emily Coldren
S. Stuart Fallon
Richard Grant Gandy
Timothy Scott Habberberger
Scott Montgomery Haven
Jason Stuart House
Charles M. Llewellyn
John Robert Markel, Jr.
Stephen M. Meyer
Olivia Halle Mitchell Walker
Brittain A. Rogers, IV
Karina Linnea Vanderzee
Robert Mark Thomas Walker
M. Andrew Wylie*

Donor
John Charles Sites
Kristen Noel McDaniel*
John D. Marshall*
Tower Society
David J. Morgan

M. Andrew Wylie*
Karin Linnea Vanderzee
Robert Mark Thomas Walker
M. Andrew Wylie*

Donor
Francis Nicole Alberts
Mary Ann Whitmore Hensley
Maria Elizabeth Balasits
Adam J. Beck
Holly Frederick Beck
Alina Raines Bjerve
Daniel C. Brown, Jr.
Jill Baldwin Brown
Ashley Anne Browning
Melanie Sigler Butler
John H. Coleman
Morgan Bomar Eckles
Diane Elizabeth Faires
Piyamas Kan Gaston
Hunter Phillips Goodman
Ryan Michael Helms
Anne Moncief Hentiques
Henry Picton Hilliard
Brent Alan Houston
Emily Dodson Jarrett
Kerry Elizabeth Kornblatt
Kelly Gill Laiden
Leigh Anne Powell
Rachel Morris Rossen
Richard John Scandrett, II
Jaclyn Ross Shepard
Amy Terry-Keister
Mary Reid Colter Tevis
Robert A. Thompson, Jr.
Helen Houston Wolter

Loyalty Club
Sarah Stephens Bettinger
Lindy Denise Brown
Tarah Penny Buckner*
Tyler W. Buckner*
Susan Bomack Chassaignac
John N. Ferguson
Todd Foss
Timothy S. Hayes
Jason Alan Jazwonne
Wayne J. McCants, Jr.
Emily Rebecca Ogden
Sarah Clarke Squire*
Stasha John Steinkowski
Brenna Fae Strickland
Amanda Corkern Vezina
Ellen Elizabeth Weirich*

Donor
Jessica Lynn Ans Georges
Bryce W. Ashby
Brian D. Boone
Sarah Jean Buncher Bryan
Emily Slagle Dieringer
Jay Eckles
Christine Frances Fall
Witney Elliott Fisher
Charles R. Harris
Claire Carni Hodge, III
Scott Dowling Hopkins
Stacy Weber Houston
Patrick L. Lane
Anna Pinchak Lillis
Jennifer Stefan Lindsay
Daniel M. London
Wilfred E. McKinney
Morgan Marie McClanahan
Emily Nell Monroe
Catherine Eason Parker
Joseph B. Peeples
Jill Marie Peterfeso
Samantha Laffoon Rushing
Gregory S. Scheuchenzuber
Grace Amy Seecharan
Lydia Vicki Shih
Matthew A. Shube
Andrew R. Shulman
Jeffrey L. Sutton
Shelby Reed Thompson
Anne Bragg Warren
Brian A. Willis
Bryn Elizabeth Wilson
Christian J. Wold
Hallie Nolen Wold

Loyalty Club
Sarah Stephens Bettinger
Lindy Denise Brown
Tarah Penny Buckner*
Tyler W. Buckner*
Susan Bomack Chassaignac
John N. Ferguson
Todd Foss
Timothy S. Hayes
Jason Alan Jazwonne
Wayne J. McCants, Jr.
Emily Rebecca Ogden
Sarah Clarke Squire*
Stasha John Steinkowski
Brenna Fae Strickland
Amanda Corkern Vezina
Ellen Elizabeth Weirich*
Loyalty Club
Emily West Bynum
Barrett L. Haga
Jonathan W. Hill
Julia Anne Auwarter Javaron
Seth V. Jones
Ruth Finley Knight
Katherine Cobb Phillips Llewellyn
William M. Mann, Jr.
Erin Mann Markel
Olivia DeLoach Mayberry*
Tiffany Jo McDonald*
David J. Merriman
Emily Thomason Milksaps
Catherine Crenshaw Neely
Leanne Marie Paris-Wade*
Heidi Rine Royal
Jeremy C. Smith
Kathryn Archibald Stakem
Rosemary Len Thomas*
Meredith Anne Davis West
Donor
Matthew G. Alexander
Sara Kate Allen
Elizabeth Rose Belk
Wesley Moore Briscione
Andrea Hutchinson Champion
Richard W. Caminale
Lauren Karleehn Davis
Dayna Michelle Dwyer
David M. Elder
Taylor Foss Gentier
Meredith Harrison Mackay
William H. Haven
Bradley J. Hearne
Claire Chambers Hegarty
Melinda Carol Phillips*
Tower Society
Grace Williams Ward
Lauren Blalock Sefton*
Stuart T. Johnston*
Red & Black Society Member
David E. Weisbeck
Mary Elizabeth Tinkler
Erinn Marie Staley
Andrew Battle Sanders
Anya Breitmeyer Robinson
Andrew Justin Robinson
Phillip Carl Raglan
Loretta Dunn Schaefer*
Robert C. Milam*
Ashley Anne Kutz*
Brandy Jane Alexander
Margaret Raye Chambers
Ashley Anne Kutz*
Matthew D. Lum*
Robert C. Milam*
Lori Beth Dunn Schaerfer*
Stacy Marie Sidle
Amanda Haggerty Therrrell
John W. Therrrell, III
Donor
John L. Baber, IV
Elizabeth Ann Bernardi
Andrew C. Burk
David R. Burke
Lindsay Margaret Chapman
Julie Allison Clary
Elizabeth Olivia Cooley
Andre de Araujo Jorge
Sarah May Wilsnemeyer*
Ellen Sue Woodbridge
Donor
Teresa Cannon Allen
Madeline Anne Barrow
Elizabeth Enger Birken
Kathryn Bracken Hazelrig
Patrick Walsh Browne, III
Natalie Pennington Castellanos
Benjamin D. Chastain
Andrew J. Daly
Cyanne Lyn Demchak
Miriam Evers Dillard
D. Talmadge Godby
Anna Seal Guirky
Rebecca Jeanne Held
Jennifer Marie Hoffman
Timothy A. Hoggard
Scott B. Holmes
Jessica Lynn Huber
Scott R. Hughes
Jonathan D. Hulgan
Amanda Abrams Johnson
Charles Joseph Key
Tyler Henley Lamb
Jonathan Maynard Large
Nicole Marguerite Lindner
Megan Barrett McComas
Scott G. Puttick
Kelly Elizabeth Ransom
Kristin Lee Rishoi
Joseph Holmes Sherrard, VI
Katherine Norman Sherrard
Elizabeth Parish Smith
Alice McCracken Stoner
Bradley S. Stoner
Kathryn Marie Strotcher
Timothy F. Watson, Jr.
James M. Whalen
Anne Elizabeth Hughes White
John R. Zeanaah

Class of 2004
Red & Black Society Member
Marcus C. Cox
Jon David Willingham
One Anonymous Donor
Towers Society
John Anders Reynolds*
Loyalty Club
Brandy Jane Alexander
Margaret Raye Chambers
Ashley Anne Kutz*
Matthew D. Lum*
Robert C. Milam*
Lori Beth Dunn Schaerfer*
Stacy Marie Sidle
Amanda Haggerty Therrrell
John W. Therrrell, III
Donor
John L. Baber, IV
Elizabeth Ann Bernardi
Andrew C. Burk
David R. Burke
Lindsay Margaret Chapman
Julie Allison Clary
Elizabeth Olivia Cooley
Andre de Araujo Jorge
Sarah May Wilsnemeyer*
Ellen Sue Woodbridge
Donor
Teresa Cannon Allen
Madeline Anne Barrow
Elizabeth Enger Birken
Kathryn Bracken Hazelrig
Patrick Walsh Browne, III
Natalie Pennington Castellanos
Benjamin D. Chastain
Andrew J. Daly
Cyanne Lyn Demchak
Miriam Evers Dillard
D. Talmadge Godby
Anna Seal Guirky
Rebecca Jeanne Held
Jennifer Marie Hoffman
Timothy A. Hoggard
Scott B. Holmes
Jessica Lynn Huber
Scott R. Hughes
Jonathan D. Hulgan
Amanda Abrams Johnson
Charles Joseph Key
Tyler Henley Lamb
Jonathan Maynard Large
Nicole Marguerite Lindner
Megan Barrett McComas
Scott G. Puttick
Kelly Elizabeth Ransom
Kristin Lee Rishoi
Joseph Holmes Sherrard, VI
Katherine Norman Sherrard
Elizabeth Parish Smith
Alice McCracken Stoner
Bradley S. Stoner
Kathryn Marie Strotcher
Timothy F. Watson, Jr.
James M. Whalen
Anne Elizabeth Hughes White
John R. Zeanaah

Class of 2005
Red & Black Society Associate
Cynthia Mathis Pibehl*
Red & Black Society Member
William C. Tyler, Jr.*
Loyalty Club
Jeremy W. Clark
Kevin M. Davidson
Donor
William J. Aubel
Laura Katherine Blanton
Jera Lynn Bradshaw
Hailey Hopper David
Krista Leigh DeWitt
Karen Elizabeth Dobyns
Elizabeth Claire Eggers
Paige Colleen Gardner
Melanie Evers Dillard
Laura Lennox Dwyer
Lauren Farley Huchenson
Adam J. Isom
Meredith Willett Jones
William B. London
Krista Leigh McClain
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Maureen Elise Miller
Rebekah Verlinden Miller
Noelle Marie Norris
Brenna Maria Ragghianti
William F. Rivers
Elizabeth Janette Roads
Camille Ruth Samsung Rogers
Linn C. Schifano
Kristen Bach Smithson
Carin Elizabeth Sullivan
Christopher A. Thompson
Rebecca Claire Tyler
Melissa Waldo Waller
Evan L. Weinberger
Robert T. West
Charles L. Wheeler
Molly Chapman Wheeler
Lauren Lachner Zimmer

Class of 2006

Red & Black Society Member
Emily Davis Olson*
Carrie Osborne Johnston*
Philip J. Ruppel

Loyalty Club
Katherine Callaway Brooks
Jacob T. Cremer*
Scott M. Douglass
Sarah Lindsey Fairfield*
Meredith Nicole Gould*
Koey J. Kormick
Erin Campbell Langston
Johanna Alicia Ogden
William W. Waring, III*

Donor
Christine Alexander Bass
Robert G. Bary
Catherine Elizabeth Bloom
John D. Bordelon
Lauren Roussel Bordelon
Margaret Wade Brunstad
Gretchen Oge Bus
Desmond L. Campbell
Allison Elizabeth Ferrari
Laura Jackson Dallas
Caroline Elizabeth Farrell
Colleen Elizabeth Forsyth
Marie C. Francis
Haley Fults
Andrew F. Godfrey-Kittle
Matthew T. Goldsby
Christine Elaine Hendrickson
Michael A. Hobbs
Whitney Rebecca Howell
Laura Caroline Johnson
Caroline Garrett King
Angela Jo-me Koneman
Philip M. Krause
Alexander T. Livingstone
Molly Williams Logan
Martina Lydia Molland
Rachel Marie Murchin
Paul D. Schneider
Joseph B. Stool
Ethan W. Strachn
Sunya M. Sweeney
Ryan C. Thames
Ellen Elizabeth Whiten

Class of 2007

Red & Black Society Member
Emily Whiting Deichmann
Julia Katherine Jardine
Hilary Lavonne Mast*

Loyalty Club
Kenneth Adam Bohnet
Tarianna Esther Cerna*
Emily Marie Daffner
Courtney T. Dennis
Ross W. Hilliard*
Anne Caitlin May*
Caroline Marie Owens*

Donor
Lauren Prentice Bartlett
Amanda Fraser Bash
James D. Bonham
Alexandra Merlyn Boyd
Bonnie Lynn Brewer
Mollie Chatham Briskman
Taylor C. Brown
Amie Aileen Cahill
Daniel S. Case
Courtney Jane Cockeyer
Caroline Nichole Cole
Anne Marie Crisafis
Leonard Curry
Eugenia Phyllis Dolson
Elizabeth Taylor Dukett
Megan Kathleen Dyer
Joseph C. Goldsmith
Olivia Nunez Hackman
Peter J. Hart
Grace Elizabeth Keith
John S. Lesikar
Sarah Katherine Lunceford
Alexander P. Lynch
Brooks M. Lyons
Janna Virginia Miller
Christine Beth Mata Mondragon
Amy DeBruk Moore
Zachary S. Newton
Cassandra Marie Ortiz
Katherine Nicole Papathopoulos
Anne Claire Patrick
Molly Lochridge Powers
Therese Marie Rapski
Mark A. Robinson
Cynthia Laine Royer
Amanda Emad Sakla
Kristine Kain Schwetye
Matthew P. Simpson
Elliott W. Taliaferro
Lora Alexander Terry
Paige Ann Thomas
Jamie Renee Underwood
John Gregory Willard
Ashton Goshart Potter
Jonathan A. Wright

Class of 2008

Red & Black Society Member
Alexander S. Heit

Loyalty Club
Alexander S. Heit
Logan P. Jones
Robert E. Kneip*
Kathryn Ford Leslie*
Hafford C. Porter, II*

Donor
Jessica Leigh Bohm
Colleen Allison Booker
Matthew A. Breeden
Sarah Dawson Brooks
Olivia Margaret Brown
Tevi Lynette Butler
Elizabeth Babcock Campbell
James M. Campbell
Mia Gowyln Colson
Alexander G. Conaway, Jr.
Ryan K. Dagen
Francesca Marites Davis
Kristen Elizabeth DeLuca
Lauren Alyssa Dill
Rama S. Douglas
Victor J. Evans
Andrew W. Falls
Sara Elizabeth Haney
John L. Hinds, IV
Leah Karen Hirsch
John E. Hoggard
John A. Hurd
Carson Marie Irwin
Matthew D. Jack
Sumari Kumari Jam
Robert E. Kneip
Kelsey Patrice Knipshild
Philip A. Kovacik
Katherine Alicia Reggie
William N. Maxwell
Stuart A. Martin
Madoline Marie Markham
Stuart A. Martin
William N. Maxwell
Jake P. McCarr
Joshua B. McCoy
Kelly Nicole McKenzie
Vivian Gay McWilliams
Griffin T. Morrison
Henry C. Mostellar, IV
James T. Mudd
Emma Caryn O’Hagan
Evelyn Ashley Plumb
Christopher M. Pope, Jr.
Hafford C. Porter, II
Hallie Martin Rawls
Sarah Ashley Richardson
Lucas K. Rout
Molly Elizabeth Ryan
Sherry Ann Sasson
Justin M. Seabold
Kathryn Jane Selby
Laura Marie Sellers
Donna Lynn Smith
Caleb B. Standafer, III
Jennifer Watson Stanley

Class of 2009

Red & Black Society Member
Colin L. Cox
Joseph A. Crane
Kelsey Claire Dean
Christian S. Dewhurst
Damon V. Dowd
Jacob B. Harvey
Elizabeth Noble Sharpe

Donor
Stephanie Boone Aughinbaugh
Jeffrey D. Blumenthal
William A. Boehm
Anna Y. Boureiko
Moses J. Bushnell
Robert A. Crooks, Jr.
Hilary Elaine Dahlhauser
William R. Donnell, V
Andrew K. Fancher
Adam C. Fauheux
Albernie LeAnne Ferguson
Gavin A. Francs
Robert M. Goff, Jr.
Katrola Agnieszka Grabowick
Chaliborn B. Gregory, III
Bryan D. Hearn
Margaret Elizabeth Henson
Charles G. Hoggard
Justin L. Hagon
Amber Jade James
Jasmine Lenise Johnson
Jennifer Lauren Lambeth
Victoria Elaine Liao
Kristin Wade Marchell
Cordarius D. McLean
Kiera Lynn Nowacki
Mikkel B. Quam
Katharine Alycia Reggie
Benjamin A. Rickets
Leslie Hudson Rouse
Sabrina Nicole Serif
Jon M. Shirley
Alexa Landon Smith
Michael J. Sullivan
Dustin E. Sump
Ian T. Todd
Stephanie Berzette Wilkinson
Kelly Megan Williams
Steven A. Woods, Jr.
James P. Young

*Gifts reflecting an increase to a higher level.
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Nicoile Alissa Thomas
Michael W. Towle
Margaret Pons Tutson
Michael J. Turco
Gwendolen Gladstone Weil
Beverly O’Brien Wolff

Class of 2010

Red & Black Society Member
Sean E. Doran

Loyalty Club
Sean E. Doran
Logan P. Jones
Robert E. Kneip*
Kathryn Ford Leslie*
Hafford C. Porter, II*

Donor
Jessica Leigh Bohm
Colleen Allison Booker
Matthew A. Breeden
Sarah Dawson Brooks
Olivia Margaret Brown
Tevi Lynette Butler
Elizabeth Babcock Campbell
James M. Campbell
Mia Gowyln Colson
Alexander G. Conaway, Jr.
Ryan K. Dagen
Francesca Marites Davis
Kristen Elizabeth DeLuca
Lauren Alyssa Dill
Rama S. Douglas
Victor J. Evans
Andrew W. Falls
Sara Elizabeth Haney
John L. Hinds, IV
Leah Karen Hirsch
John E. Hoggard
John A. Hurd
Carson Marie Irwin
Matthew D. Jack
Sumari Kumari Jam
Robert E. Kneip
Kelsey Patrice Knipshild
Philip A. Kovacik
Katherine Alicia Reggie
William N. Maxwell
Stuart A. Martin
Madoline Marie Markham
Stuart A. Martin
William N. Maxwell
Jake P. McCarr
Joshua B. McCoy
Kelly Nicole McKenzie
Vivian Gay McWilliams
Griffin T. Morrison
Henry C. Mostellar, IV
James T. Mudd
Emma Caryn O’Hagan
Evelyn Ashley Plumb
Christopher M. Pope, Jr.
Hafford C. Porter, II
Hallie Martin Rawls
Sarah Ashley Richardson
Lucas K. Rout
Molly Elizabeth Ryan
Sherry Ann Sasson
Justin M. Seabold
Kathryn Jane Selby
Laura Marie Sellers
Donna Lynn Smith
Caleb B. Standafer, III
Jennifer Watson Stanley

*Gifts reflecting an increase to a higher level.
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Class of 2011

Red & Black Society Member
Sean E. Doran

Loyalty Club
Sean E. Doran
Logan P. Jones
Robert E. Kneip*
Kathryn Ford Leslie*
Hafford C. Porter, II*

Donor
Jessica Leigh Bohm
Colleen Allison Booker
Matthew A. Breeden
Sarah Dawson Brooks
Olivia Margaret Brown
Tevi Lynette Butler
Elizabeth Babcock Campbell
James M. Campbell
Mia Gowyln Colson
Alexander G. Conaway, Jr.
Ryan K. Dagen
Francesca Marites Davis
Kristen Elizabeth DeLuca
Lauren Alyssa Dill
Rama S. Douglas
Victor J. Evans
Andrew W. Falls
Sara Elizabeth Haney
John L. Hinds, IV
Leah Karen Hirsch
John E. Hoggard
John A. Hurd
Carson Marie Irwin
Matthew D. Jack
Sumari Kumari Jam
Robert E. Kneip
Kelsey Patrice Knipshild
Philip A. Kovacik
Katherine Alicia Reggie
William N. Maxwell
Stuart A. Martin
Madoline Marie Markham
Stuart A. Martin
William N. Maxwell
Jake P. McCarr
Joshua B. McCoy
Kelly Nicole McKenzie
Vivian Gay McWilliams
Griffin T. Morrison
Henry C. Mostellar, IV
James T. Mudd
Emma Caryn O’Hagan
Evelyn Ashley Plumb
Christopher M. Pope, Jr.
Hafford C. Porter, II
Hallie Martin Rawls
Sarah Ashley Richardson
Lucas K. Rout
Molly Elizabeth Ryan
Sherry Ann Sasson
Justin M. Seabold
Kathryn Jane Selby
Laura Marie Sellers
Donna Lynn Smith
Caleb B. Standafer, III
Jennifer Watson Stanley

*Gifts reflecting an increase to a higher level.
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The Golden Lynx Award for the largest gift from a class graduated 50 years or more is presented to the Class of 1959 for achieving 40% participation in the Annual Fund.

The Silver Lynx Award for the greatest alumni participation from a class between the years 1960-1998 is presented to the Class of 1971 for its gift of $59,322.

The Silver Lynx Award for the largest class gift from a class between the years 1960-1998 is presented to the Class of 1971 for its gift of $59,322.

The President’s Award for the largest class gift is presented to the Class of 1971 for its unrestricted Annual Fund gift of $59,322.

The Goodbar Morgan Award for the greatest increase in participation is presented to the Class of 1964 for its 3% increase in donors.

The John A. Rollow Award for the greatest increase in giving is presented to the Class of 2007 for its gift increase of 69%.

The John Wade Therrell ’04, Co-Chair
Mandy Haggerty Therrell ’04, Alumni Chapters Chair
Established November 10, 2003

Barry D. Johnson ’83
Michelle Long Greene ’91
Darrell T. Cobbins ’97

The Golden Lynx Award for the largest gift from a class graduated 50 years or more is presented to the Class of 1959 for achieving 63% participation in the Annual Fund.

The Silver Lynx Award for the greatest alumni participation from a class between the years 1960-1998 is presented to the Class of 1971 for achieving 57% participation in the Annual Fund.

The Golden Lynx Award for the largest gift from a class graduated 50 years or more is presented to the Class of 1959 for achieving 63% participation in the Annual Fund.

The Silver Lynx Award for the greatest class gift among classes graduated 10 years or fewer is presented to the Class of 1999 for its gift of $15,488.

Young Alumni Award for the largest class gift among classes graduated 10 years or fewer is presented to the Class of 1999 for achieving 26% participation.

Year % of Class
1959 . . . . . . . . . . 63%
1958 . . . . . . . . . . 54%
1957 . . . . . . . . . . 62%
1956 . . . . . . . . . . 58%
1955 . . . . . . . . . . 57%
1954 . . . . . . . . . . 55%
1953 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1952 . . . . . . . . . . 50%
1951 . . . . . . . . . . 54%
1950 . . . . . . . . . . 53%
1949 . . . . . . . . . . 49%
1948 . . . . . . . . . . 51%
1947 . . . . . . . . . . 49%
1946 . . . . . . . . . . 39%
1937 . . . . . . . . . . 25%
1936 . . . . . . . . . . 50%
1935 . . . . . . . . . . 50%
1934 . . . . . . . . . . 55%
1933 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1932 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1931 . . . . . . . . . . 55%
1930 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1929 . . . . . . . . . . 54%
1928 . . . . . . . . . . 54%
1927 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1926 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1925 . . . . . . . . . . 54%
1924 . . . . . . . . . . 55%
1923 . . . . . . . . . . 52%
1922 . . . . . . . . . . 52%
1921 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1920 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1919 . . . . . . . . . . 50%
1918 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1917 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1916 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1915 . . . . . . . . . . 50%
1914 . . . . . . . . . . 52%
1913 . . . . . . . . . . 52%
1912 . . . . . . . . . . 52%
1911 . . . . . . . . . . 50%
1910 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1909 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1908 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1907 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1906 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1905 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1904 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1903 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1902 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1901 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1900 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1899 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1898 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1897 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1896 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1895 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1894 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1893 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1892 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1891 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1890 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1889 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1888 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
1887 . . . . . . . . . . 48%
Rhodes College Board of Trustees 2008-2009

Spence L. Wilson, Chair
Memphis, Tennessee
President, Kemmons Wilson, Inc.

William J. Michaelcheck ’69, Vice Chair
New York, New York
Chairman, Mariner Investment Group, Inc.

Arthur W. Rollins ’81, Secretary
Atlanta, Georgia
Senior Vice President, Investments, Private Bank and Investment Group, Merrill Lynch

Trustees

Ronald K. Anderson ’71
Memphis, Tennessee
Chairman and CEO, Intrepid Aviation

James N. Augustine, Jr. ’89
Memphis, Tennessee
Senior Vice President and Product Manager, Raymond James Institutional Fixed Income

Michelle B. Babcock ’98
Wilson, Wyoming
Founder and President, Equipoise Fund

James H. Barton
Memphis, Tennessee
President and Treasurer, Barton Group, Inc.

Susan E. Brown
Dallas, Texas
Civic Volunteer

John H. Bryan, III ’83
Nashville, Tennessee
President, Savannah Food Company

Robert H. Buckman
Memphis, Tennessee
President, R. H. Buckman and Associates

Deborah Legg Craddock ’80
Memphis, Tennessee
Vice President of Trading, Southeastern Asset Management, Inc.

Joe M. Duncan ’63
Memphis, Tennessee
Partner, Burch Porter & Johnson

Laila Adams Eckels ’71
Memphis, Tennessee
Civic Volunteer

William E. Evans
Memphis, Tennessee
Director and CEO, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital

Wilton D. Hill
Memphis, Tennessee
President, WDH Holdings LLC

John C. Hugon ’77
Duncan, Oklahoma
President, Hugon Capital Management LP

J.L. Jerden ’59
Atlanta, Georgia
Chairman, Pritchard & Jerden, Inc.

W. Ralph Jones, III ’79
Huntsville, Tennessee
President and CEO, Jones Companies, Ltd.

Steven R. Lainoff
McLean, Virginia
Attorney/Principal-in-Charge, KPMG, LLP

Phillip H. McNeill, Sr.
Memphis, Tennessee
President, McNeill Real Estate LLC

Herman Morris, Jr. ’73
Memphis, Tennessee
Financial Adviser, Waddell & Reed

Vicki G. Palmer ’75
Atlanta, Georgia
Executive Vice President, Finance and Administration (retired), Coca-Cola Company

Charles W. Robertson, Jr.
Rockland, Delaware
Chief Technical Consultant, NanoDrop Technologies, LLC

Ali Saberioon
Houston, Texas
President and CEO, Sabco Oil and Gas Corporation

Robert R. Waller
Memphis, Tennessee
President and CEO (retired), Mayo Clinic

Steven E. Wynne
Portland, Oregon
Private Investor

William E. Troutt (ex-officio)
Memphis, Tennessee
President, Rhodes College

Emeriti Trustees

Dunbar Abston, Jr.
Memphis, Tennessee
President, Abston Management Company

Bruce E. Campbell, Jr.
Memphis, Tennessee
Chairman (retired), National Commerce Bancorporation

Kenneth F. Clark, Jr.
Memphis, Tennessee
Counsel, Wyatt Tarrant & Combs

Charles P. Cobb ’44
Memphis, Tennessee
Partner, Cobb Fiduciary Services

J. Lester Crain, Jr. ’51
Memphis, Tennessee
Private Investor

Lewis R. Doneelson ’38
Memphis, Tennessee
Founder and Senior Partner, Baker Doneelson Bearman Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC

C. Stratton Hill, Jr. ’50
Houston, Texas
Professor Emeritus, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center

W. Neely Mallory, Jr.
Memphis, Tennessee
Chairman and CEO, Mallory Group, Inc.

John B. Maxwell, Jr. ’57
Memphis, Tennessee
Of Counsel, Apperson Crump & Maxwell, PLC

Frank M. Mitchener, Jr.
Sumner, Mississippi
President, Mitchener Planting Company

Wayne W. Pyeatt
Memphis, Tennessee
Chairman Emeritus, National Bank of Commerce

S. Herbert Rhea
Memphis, Tennessee
President, Rhea Financial Corporation

Elizabeth LeMaster Simpson ’58
Memphis, Tennessee
Civic Volunteer

Alvin W. Wunderlich, Jr. ’39
Memphis, Tennessee
President (retired), National Trust Life Insurance Co.

Faculty-Elected Trustees

Marshall Boswell
Associate Professor, English

Stephen J. Ceccoli
Associate Professor, International Studies

Ann M. Viano
Associate Professor, Physics

Student-Elected Trustees

Jillian B. Carr ’09
Houston, Texas
Economics and Mathematics

James R. Kingman ’09
Cortisana, Texas
English

Mikkel B. Quam ’09
Anderson, South Carolina
Biology

Faculty-Elected Trustees

Marshall Boswell
Associate Professor, English

Stephen J. Ceccoli
Associate Professor, International Studies

Ann M. Viano
Associate Professor, Physics

Student-Elected Trustees

Jillian B. Carr ’09
Houston, Texas
Economics and Mathematics

James R. Kingman ’09
Cortisana, Texas
English

Mikkel B. Quam ’09
Anderson, South Carolina
Biology

Honor Roll of Donors 2008-2009
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Burrow Hall, formerly the college library, reopened in January 2009 as the Center for Student Opportunity, a one-stop shop for student services.
Rally! Now more than ever, it’s time to rally around Rhodes.

How?

Give to the Annual Fund. When you do, you’ll be supporting our talented students and our dedicated faculty and staff.

You can personalize your gift, too. Choose an area you like, such as:

- Student Financial Aid/Fellowships (Scholarships)
- Faculty Support
- Campus Life
- Library/Technology
- Campus Preservation
- Anywhere the need is greatest

Whichever area you choose, know that your gift makes a difference!

There’s never been a more critical time than now to rally around Rhodes.

To give to the Annual Fund—or for more information—contact:

Hud Andrews ’70, andrewsh@rhodes.edu
Rhodes College Development Office
2000 North Parkway, Memphis, TN 38112
(800) 264-LYNX or (901) 843-3850

Make a gift online by visiting rhodes.edu/gift
Looking toward Diehl Court from the Cloister of Palmer Hall